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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1. Purpose and Scope
\

This manual is a guide to assist commanders in
developing the sections of 8-inch gun Ml and 240-mm
howitzer Ml firing batteries into efficient, smooth-
Working teams that have a sense of discipline that
will im~el them to operate effectively under the
stress of battle. This manual prescribes individual
duties and section drills, inspection and maintenance
drills, tests and adjustments of sighting and fire con-
trol equipment, and methods for the destruction and
decontamination of equipment.

2. Deflnitions and Terms
a. Gun. Throughout this manual the term gu,n is

used generally to include howitzer.
b. Section. Tables of organization and equipment

prescribe the persMllMl and equipment comprising
each section of a battery (figs. 1 and 2). In this
manual the term section is often used to designate
only the personnel required to serve the gun and
equipment of one section.

c. 0 oupled. The gun load or carriage load is
coupled when the drawbar of the transport wagon is
attached to a prime mover.

d. Uncoupled. The gun load or carriage load is
uncoupled when the drawbar of the transport wagon
is not attached to a prime mover.
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Figure 1. 240-mm howitzer JI1 section (T /0 & E 6-517A.).



Ji'if/ure 2. A method of displaying equipment of a B40-mm
howitzer ('1'/0 & B 6-517..1).

e. Front. The front is the direction in which the
lIIuzzlc of the gun points when in firing position.
WhclI t.hc gUll is beillg placed in or taken out of
position, front is in the direction of fire. 'Vhen the
loads arc couplcd, the front of a load i.. thc direction
in wh ieh thc dra wbar points.

f. Hiyht (fA)/t). The dircction right (left) is tIll'
right (1 ,ft,) wlH'n facing to t hc front. For detcr-
Illining thc right 01' ldt of tllP- gUll. coupled or un-
coupled, the front istlw direction in which the llIuzzlf'
poillt s.

y. (lrl'/'/'io[jf !,o(ul. The carriage load compriscs
the carriagp, spadps, and :1('C('. Baril''' mounted for
t ravel Oil t he carriage transport wa{!on.
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h. Gun Load. The gun load comprises the gun,
cradle, recoil mechanism, and accessories mounted
for travel on the gun transport wagon.

i. In Battery. A gun is said to be in battery when
it is in its normal firing position.

3. References
Publications pertaining to the 8-inch gun Ml and

240-mm howitzer :Ml and auxiliary equipment, cov-
ering related matters not discussed in detail in this
manual, are listed in the appendix.
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CHAPTER 2

ORGANIZATION

4. Composition of the Gun Section
a. The gun section consists of section personnel,

a carriage, an 8-inch gun or a 240-mm howitzer, two
prime movers, and auxiliary equipment (fig. 1).

b. The personnel of a gun section are-
( 1) A chief of section (CS).
(2) A gun squad, consisting of a gunner (G),

an assistant gunner (No.1), eight cannon-
eers, numbered from 2 to 9, a prime mover
driver, a crane operator, and a heavy truck
driver (crane truck).

(3) An ammunition squad, consisting of an am-
munition corporal (AC), five cannoneers,
numbered from 10 to 14, four ammunition
handlers, numbered from 15 to 18, and a
prime mover driver.

c, Section equipment is listed in T /0 & E 6-517A
and SNL's appropriate to the weapon and unit
(app.).

s. General Duties of Personnel
a. Ohief of Section. The chief of section is the

noncommissioned officer in command of the section
and, as such, is responsible to the battery executive
for-

(1) Training and efficiency of personnel.
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(2) Performance of duties listed under section
drill, duties in firing, testing and adjust-
ment of sighting and fire control equipment,
and inspection and maintenance of all sec-
tion equipment including the crane and
prime movers.

(3) Observance of safety precautions.
(4) Preparation of field fortifications for pro-

tection of equipment, ammunition, and per-
sonnel.

(5) Camouflage discipline; local security; and
radiological, biological, and chemical se-
curity discipline.

(6) :l\Iaintenance of the gun book.
(7) Police of the section area.

b. Gunner. The gunner is the assistant to the sec-
tion chief in carrying out the duties specified in a
above. The gunner's specific duties are prescribed
in the appropriate chapters of this manual.

c. Oannoneers and Amm;unition llandlers. Can-
noneers and ammunition handlers perform duties as
listed in this manual, and any other duties that the
cliief of section prescribes.

d. Ammunition Oorporal. The ammunition cor-
poral is responsible that ammunition is properly
stored, handled, and prepared for firing.

e. Artillery Mechanic. The artillery mechanic,
although not a member of the section, works closely
with both gun sections and is responsible to the chief
of firing battery for the proper mechanical function-
ing of the guns. lIe supervises the cleaning and
lubrication of the guns, carriages, and transport
wagons.
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I. Drivers. Each driver's primary duty is the
driving of his vehicle. He also performs mainte-
nance and such other duties as are prescribed by this
manual, by the technical manual for his vehicle, or
as may be prescribed by the chief of section.

g. Orane Operator. The primary duty of the
crane operator is the operation and maintenance of
the crane.

9



CHAPTER 3

SECTION DRILL

Section I. GENERAL

6. Objective
The objeeti ve of section drill is the attainment of

efficiency: ~Iaximum precision coupled with high
speed.

7. Instructions
a. To develop maximum efficiency and to prevent

injuries to personnel and equipment, the drills pre-
scribed in this manual must be observed. Section
drill should be conducted in silence except for com..
mands and reports. The section must be drilled
until reactions to commands are automatic, rapid,
and efficient.

b. :Mistakes are corrected immediately. Each
member of the section must be impressed with the
importance of reporting promptly to the chief of
section any mistakes discovered after the command
to fire has been given. The chief of section will re-
port mistakes immediately to the executive.

c. Battery officers supervise the drill to insure that
instructions are carried out and that maximum effi-
ciency is obtained.

d. Duties should be rotated during training so that
each member of the gun section can perform all the
duties within the section. In addition, battery over-
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head personnel not assigned specific duties during
drill periods should be trained in the fundamentals
of section drill in order that they will be capable of
functioning efficiently with a gun section if required.

Section II. PRELIMINARY COMMANDS AND
FORMATIONS

8. To Form the Section
a. To Fall In. The chief of section takes his post.

On the command of execution the section forms in
a double rank at close interval, centered on and facing
the chief of section at a distance of 3 paces (fig. 3).
Higher numbered cannoneers, if present, form in
order between No. 18 and the carriage load driver.
The chief of section may indicate in his preparatory
command the place and direction the section is to
form. At the first formation for a drill or exercise
the caution, "As gun section(s)," precedes the com-
mand. The commands are FALL IN ; or 1. IN FRONT

(REAR) OF YOUR GUN(S), 2. FALL IN: or 1. ON THE

ROAD l"ACING TilE PARK, 2. FALL IN. Execution
is as follows: The gun section moves at double time
and forms at close interval at attention guiding on
the gunner (fig. 3).

b. To Call Off. The section being in formation
the command is CALL OFF. At the command, all
personnel in ranks, except the gunner and the ammu-
nition corporal, execute eyes right. The section
then calls off in sequence, "Gunner," "1," "2," "3,"
"4," "5," "6," "7," "8," "9," "Crane operator,"
"Driver," "Driver," "AC," "10," "11," "12," "13,"
"14," "15," "16," "17," "18," "Driver." As each man
after the gunner and ammunition corporal calls out

11
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CS-CHIEF OF SECTION
G-GUNNER
1- ASSISTANT GUNNER
CR OP- CRANE OPERATOR
o (CT) -DRIVER, CRANE TRUCK

D(Gl)-DRIVER,GUN lOAD
AC-AMMUNITION CORPORAL
D(CL)- DRIVER, CARRIAGE LOAD

Figure 3. Gun section in formation.

his designation, he turns his head and eyes smartly
to the front.

9. Posts of Section

The command is 1. CANNONEJ<:RS,2. POSTS. The
command is ~eneral and is applicable whether the
section is in or out of ranks and at a halt or march-
in~. All movements are executed at double time
and are terminated at the position of attention.
Higher numbered cannoneers, if present, take posts
as prescribed by the chief of section. Execution is
as follows:

a. Loads (J oupl ed. The section moves to posts as
shown in figure 4. All personnel face to the front
and are alined 2 feet outside of and parallel to the
sides of the section vehicles, except the chief of sec-
tion who takes a position a paces in front of and
centered on the vehicles.

b. Loads Uncoupled, Not Prepared for Action.
The section moves to posts as shown in figure 5. All
personnel face to the front and are alined 2 feet
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Pigurc~. Posts of section, loads coupled.

outside the wheels, except the chief of section who
takes 11 position 3 paces in front of and centered on
the loads.

c. Gwn Prepared for Action. The section moves
to posts as shown in figure 6. All personnel face to
the front except as indicated below.

(1) Chief of section. The chief of section is
free to move where he can best control the
service of the gun, hear commands, and
perform his duties effectively. A conven-
ient post is approximately halfway up the
right trail.

(2) Gunner. Seated in the gunner's seat, facing
the panoramic telescope mount.

13
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Figure 5. Posts 01 section, loads uncoupled, not prepared
for action.

(3 ) No. 1. On the front platform, facing the
elevation quadrant.

(4) No.2. On the front platform, facing the
rear elevating hand wheel.

(5 ) No.3. On the front of the front platform,
facing to the rear.

(6) No.4. On the left rear platform, facing
the breech.

(7) No.5. On the right rear platform, facing
the breech.

(8) Nos. 6 and 7. One pace behind the trail tie
beam and covering Nos. 4 and 5 respectively,
facing to the front.

14
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(9) N 08.8 and 9. One pace behind and covering
Nos. 6 and 7 respectively, facing to the
front.

(10 ) No. 10. At the fuze and primer pit, facing
to the front.

(11) N08.11 and 12. At the powder pit, facin'g
to the front.

(12) N 08. 13 to 16. In line 1 pace behind and
centered on Nos. 8 and 9, facing to the
front.

(13) N08. 17 and 18. At the projectile pit,
facing to the front.

(14) Ammunitwn corporal. At the projectile
pit, facing to the front.

10. To Change Posts

To acquaint the members of the section with all
duties and lend variety to drill, posts should be
changed frequently. The section being in formation
the commands are 1. CHANGE POSTS, 2. !{ARCH, or
1. SECTIOX, CHANGE POSTS, 2. ~fARCH.

a. At 1. CHANGE POSTS, 2. ~{ARCII, all numbered
cannoneers except Nos. 9 and 18 (or the highest
numbered cannoneer) take 2 left steps, thus placing
them at the post of the next higher numbered can-
noneer. Nos. 9 and 18 move at double time in rear
of the section to the posts of Nos. 10 and 1, respec-
tively. All other members of the section stand fast.

b. At 1. SECTION, CHANGE }>QSTS, 2. MARCIl, all
members of the section except the leftmost members
of the two ranks take 2 left steps. The leftmost
members move at double time in rear of the section
to the posts of the gunner and ammunition corporal
respectively.

16



11. To Mount
The commands are 1. PREPARE TO MOUNT, 2.

MOUNT, or :MOUNT. If any members of the sec-
tion are to remain dismounted, their designations
are announced with the caution, "stand fast," given
between the preparatory command and the command
of execution. For example; 1. PREPARE TO MOUNT,
"d .flvers stand fast," 2. :MOUNT.

@)@@> n @@Xi1)

@@@) l!:::::U 0 II
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Figure 7. Section prepared to mount.

a. 1. rJ{}<:PAIU~TO MOUNT, 2. l\fOUNT. At the pre-
paratory command, the section moves at double time
to positions shown in figure 7. At the command of
execution, personnel mount in order from their col-
unms and take seats as indicated in figure 8. Each
lHan is assisted in mounting by the man directly
behind or in front. Prior to mounting, the com-
rnanders of the vehicles and the drivers verify that
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Pigure 8. Section mounted.

the load is properly cOllpled, that personnel and
equipment are aboard, and that the safety straps are
secure.

b. :MOUNT. At the command MOUNT, the sec-
tion immediately mounts in the same order and man-
ner that is prescribed for the command 1. PREPARE TO
MOUNT,2.. MOUNT.

12. To Dismount

The commands are 1. PRJ<:PARE TODISMOUNT,2. DIS-
~10UNT or DIS~IOUNT.

a. 1. PREPARE TODISMOUNT,2. DIS~10UNT. At
the preparatory command, members of the section
assume positions from which they can. dismount
promptly; at the command of execution, they dis-
mount and take their posts (fig. 4) at double time.

18



b. DISMOUNT. At the command DIS~fOUNT,
the section executes all that is prescribed for the
command 1. PREPARE TO DISMOUNT, 2. DISMOUNT.

13. To Fall Out

a. At Drill. \Vhen it is desired to give the per-
sonnel a rest from drill or to relieve them tempo-
rarily from a formation 01' post, the command FALL
OUT is given. The command may be given at any
time, and infers that the section is to remain in the
drill area.

b. When Firing. When firing has been suspended
temporarily, but it is desired to have the section
remain in the vicinity of the. gun, the command
FALL OUT is given. :Men stand clear of the gun
to insure that settings and laying remain undis-
turbed. During these periods the chief of section
may direct his men to improve the position, replenish
ammunition, or do other necessary work.

19.



CHAPTER 4

PREPARING THE GUN FOR FIRING AND
TRAVELING

Section I. PREPARATIONS FOR FIRING,
CRANE METHOD

14. Truck-Mounted Crane M2
a. General. One truck-mounted crane is provided

in each section to help dig the pits, place the gun in
firing position, and replace the gun in traveling posi-
tion. The crane crew consists of a crane operator
and a driver. The crane operator is responsible for
the operation and maintenance of the crane. All
operations to emplace or prepare the crane are under
his direction, subject to supervision by the chief of
section. The operatiorL'J0/ digging the pit, emplM-
ing the gu,n, and replacing the gwn in traveling posi-
tion are under the direction 0/ the chief of section.

b. Positio11..'Jfor Orane Truck. The nature of the
terrain and natural obstacles will determine the posi-
tion the crane truck will occupy with respect to the
pit. Two satisfactory positions are shown in figure
9. The crane may be emplaced on either side of the
pit, provid,ed the same distance and angular ratio is
maintaine~. Figure 9@ has several advantages over
figure 90.

(1) Less swinging of the boom is required in
handling the loads.

20



33 INCHES FROM LEFT
FRONT CORNER OF
RECOIL PIT, ON LINE
BISECTING THE ANGLE
AT THE CORNER.

.CD

REAR OUTRIGGERS
OF CRANE TRUCK IN

LINE WITH EDGE OF
LEFT SPADE PIT.

f'igU1'C 9, Alternate positions of crane truck for assembly
of gun.

(2) The gun and cradle can be lowered into the
false cradle without lowering the boom.

(3) The weight of the front part of the truck
acts as a counterweight while the boom is at
its lowest position.

(4) The pit can be dug from the same approxi-
mate position.

(5) It is possible, after raising the gun or car-
riage load, to swing the load over the pit
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without interference between the crane cab
and the tire on the transport wagon. If the
pit is to be dug from the same position, the
ri~ht spade pit should he dug first. The
crane truck should then be moved forward
3 or 4 yards to eliminate excessive booming
operations during the digging of the recoil
and left spade pits. The excavated dirt
should he dropped outside the left trail and
to the rear of the forward edge of the recoil
pit. In this position, the fresh dirt will be
beneath the camouflage net.

c. Digging Pits in II ard Ground. In positioning
the crane for digging in hard ground, the crane
should be brought close enough to the pit position to
allow for a high boom angle thus giving additional
drop distance for the clam shell.

d. Olam Shell Trailer Mi6.
(1) The clam shell trailer M16 transports the

clam shell bucket and ten planks, or mats,
used with the truck-mounted crane M2.
During travel the trailer is coupled to the
crane truck; when uncoupled from the truck,
it is supported by front and rear supports.
Chock blocks are furnished with the trailer
since there are no brakes.

(2) The mats carried on the trailer furnish ad-
ditional flotation for the crane truck during
lifting operations or during travel over soft
ground. 'Vhen used during lifting, four of
the mats should be placed beneath the floats
of the crane truck outriggers. ,The six
others provide extra support for the wheels.
'Vhen used during travel over soft or
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swampy ground, the mats are laid down
along the course the truck is to follow.
Five mats provide a track for the right
wheels and five for the left. 'Vhen laying
the mats for tracks, the rear end of each
mat is placed beneath the forward end of
the mat behind it. Otherwise the rear
ends of the mats will spring up and be dis-
placed by the rear wheels of the truck when
the front wheels of the truck rest on the
front ends of the mats.

1S. Crane Operations

a. The following operations normally are used for
digging and in handling materiel.

(1) Swing motions.
(a) The boom may be swung to the left or to

the right.
(b) The turntable may be locked to prevent

swing.
(c) Lateral motion of the boom may be pre-

vented by the use of the auxiliary swing
brake. Important: The auxiliary swing
bralce must be applied when tM carriage
or the gun is lit ted from tM transport
wagons to prevent the loads from drifting
and damaging the brackets on the trans-
port wagons.

(2) Jf ain hoist.
(a) The load may be lifted.
(b) The load may be lowered by slipping the

main hoist brake.
(c) The load may be "backed down." This

is a special operation which permits ex-
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treme accuracy in placing the load. This
method should be used whenever the gun
or carriage loads are lowered.

(3) Boom hoist.
(a) The boom may be raised. This operation

raises the top of the boom and moves the
load in closer to the turntable.

(b) The boom may be lowered. This opera-
tion lowers the top of the boom and moves
the load out to a greater radius from the
turntable.

(4) Clam shell.
(a) The clam shell can be opened in midair.

This operation is used in dumping.
(b) The clam shell can be closed in midair.

(This is usually undesirable and should be
avoided in normal operation.)

(c) The clam shell can be lowered either
closed or open.

(d) The clam shell can be raised either closed
or open.

(e) The clam shell can be closed on the ground
and raised. This is the operation used in
taking a bite.

(5) Preci8ion boom lotlJering de'lJice. The pre-
cision boom lowerin~ devise should be en-
gaged when lowering the boom; it should Lf~
disengaged when backing down It load.
The si~nal to use the precision lowering'
device may be used for Loth en~a~ing unci
disen~a~ing the device.

(6) Power lowering device. The load can lx~
lowered under power.



(7) lJf ain clutch. During short periods of in-
activity the main clutch should be disen-
gaged, all brakes set, and the engine idled.

b. Certain of the above operations can be combined
by an experienced operator. Principal among these
are raising or lowering the load by the hoist at the
same time that the boom is raised, lowered, or swung
laterally. Also, the boom may be raised or lowered
at the same time that it is swung.

16. Crane Hand Signals

lIand signals for the operations listed in paragraph
15 are as shown in Fl\1 21-60. Signals to the crane
Operator should be given by one man, and one man
only. Signals may be given by the chief of section
Orhe may delegate this duty.

17. Assembling the Gun by the Crane Method

a. Assembling the gun by the crane method is ac-
complished by the following operations:

(1) The line of fire is staked on the ground and
the outline of the pit materialized by use of
the canvas template.

(2) The spade pits and recoil pit are dug with
the clam shell bucket of the crane. Final
trimming of the pits is accomplished by
hand.

(3) The crane is placed in position for assem-
bling the gun. The clam shell bucket is
removed and the lifting hook rigged.

(4) The carriage is lifted from its transport
wagon and placed in position over the recoil
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pit. The trails are spread and locked.
Spades and floats are attached to the trails.

(5) The gun and cradle are lifted from their
transport wagon, placed in position on the
carriage, and locked in place.

(6) The road locks are released from the top
carriage and the gun prepared for action.

b. In general, odd numbered cannoneers work on
the right and even numbered cannoneers work on the
left. ~rembers of the section not assigned a specific
duty in any operation assist as directed by the chief
of section.

c. The chief of section directs the operations, giv-
ing such orders, instructions, and signals as may be
required to expedite and coordinate the work. The
ammunition corporal, and the gunner assist in super-
vising suboperations as prescribed or as may be di-
rected by the chief of section.

d. After the gun has been placed in firing position,
it is cleaned and lubricated and the chief of section
assisted by the mechanic inspects it. When the oper-
ations have been completed, the chief of section re-
ports to the executive, "Sir, No. (so-and-so) in order,"
or reports any defects which the section cannot
remedy without delay.

e. 'Vhen actual firing is to occur, a similar inspec-
tion of the gun will be made by the executive.

18. Preliminary Operations

a. General. The section column habitually ap-
proaches the gun position from the rear .. When the
crane accompanies the section, it will proceed first,
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followed by the carriage load and the gun load in
turn. If the pit has been dug previously and the
~osition prepared, the crane will proceed to the posi-
tIon as described in c below. If the pit has not been
P~epared and the crane is to be used in digging the
PIt, the crane is backed into position 5 feet from the
Outline of the rear edge of the recoil pit. The gun
l~ad and carriage load remain in concealment at some
dIstance from the position until the pit is finished.

b. Detailed Duties of Mewers of Section.
(1) The chief of section's command to dig the

pit is DIG PIT.
(2) Nos. 16,17, and 18 uncouple the trailer from

the crane and place the support legs and
chock blocks in position. Under the direc-
tion of the crane operator, they rig the clam
shell bucket to the crane.

Note. Time may be saved on this operation by
rigging the clam shell to the crane for tracking.
This is done by passing the cables back over the
cab of the crane to the clam shell. If the terrain
to he traversed contains tree limbs that are likely
to become entangled in the cables, this technique
should not be used.

(3) The crane operator directs the driver of
the crane truck into position.

(4) The pit is dug under the supervision of the
chief of section, who directs the crane
operator. Cannoneers working in groups of
four, alternate both in guiding the clam shell
bucket during the digging operation and in
trimming the pit to its final shape, as indi-
cated by the templates. Cannoneers not so
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engaged procure the tools and equipment
used in assembling the gun and place them
in a convenient position. Emplacement
time may be reduced if the spades are:
dropped from the transport ,vagon and
manhandled to the pits. The ammunition
squad unloads and stores ammunition under
the direction of the ammunition corporal..~

c. ~r~paring Orane for Assembling Gun. Aft~r4
the pIt IS dug, the command to prepare the crane IS
PHEPAHE CHANE.

(1) Description of operation.
(a) The clam shell bucket is removed from

the crane and placed on its trailer.
(b ) Under the direction of the chief of 8f~C-

tion, the crane truck is placed on the left
(right) side of the pit, as indicated in
figure 9.

(c) The floats of the crane are positioned and
outriggers secured to them (fig. 10).

Note. Whf>n whf>('1mats are to be used. with
the ('rane floats, the mats are rf>movf>dfrom the
trailer by lifting the rear end. of the mat, rf>Ht-
ing It upon the tralIf>l' tire, and. then lifting the
trollt f>nd.of the lllUt while it ili hul11need on the
til'e. Care lllust he tuken thut the mat tor the
flout nf>arplo!tthe truil Is HO plu('('d that the trulhll
('un he sprpud without interfering with the nUit.
If tile ground ;s unel'('t/ or Hlop;ng, matH mUllt
be levd('d b/I tlle 1'('1t!oval 01 dirt and 'twt fly
tillin!I,

1. ""'hen the ('rane is emplaced on slopiJl~
ground, the crane must be leveled hy
means of the olltrigger screws. Aft(~r
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the crane has been placed in position
and the outriggers haY(.' been extended
and locked, t.he boom is . \,"ung to the
low side of the truck and the floats on

J"if/lln' !O. }<JIII/iltlt'ill!1 /)/IfriYf/N floaf.

that side are plac('d in positioll with the
olltrigger S(TeWS retracted. l.T('xt. the
boom is sWllng tot l)(' high side of th('
trllck, and the Olltrigger S(TeWS011 that

29



side tightened until weight is partia)]y
removed from the tires. The crane is
then leveled by tightening the outrigger
screws on the low side of the truck.

Figure 11. Carriage load in position beside crane truck.

2. Floats must be placed so that their han-
dles are to the front and rear and not
to the side of the crane.

(d) The lifting sling is attached to the main
lifting hook and the extension cables are
attached to it. It is important to keep
the lifting sling in proper adjustment, or
binding will result when It load is lifted.
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( e) The carriage load is brought forward and
positioned as shown in figure 11.

d. Detailed Dwties 0/ Memhers 0/ Section.
(1) The chief of section commands PREPARE

CRANE.
(2) The crane operator places the clam shell

bucket on its trailer assisted by Nos. 16, 17,
and 18 who disconnect it from the crane
boom.

(3) Under the supervision of the ammunition
corporal, Nos. 10, 12, and 14 on the left, and
Nos. 11, 13, and 15 on the right, extend the
crane outriggers. They remove the mats
from the trailer and place them in position
to support the crane truck during the lifting
operations. Next they remove the two crane
floats nearest the pit and put them in place
to assist the driver in maneuvering the crane
truck into position. After the crane has
been directed to its proper position by the
crane operator, they fix the outriggers and
floats in position for lifting. The floats
should be placed so that the handles on the
float are to the front and rear and not to
the side of the crane.

(4) Nos. 16, 17, and 18 assist the crane operator
in attaching the lifting sling and extension
cables to the main lifting hook.

e. Uncoupling. 'Vhen it is necessary to separate
the towed loads from the prime movers the drawbars
of the transport wagons are detached from the pintle.
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TIll' cOlllllland is UNCOI PLE. Persollnel desig-
Il:ttl'd ..tatioll thelllselves :IS showll ill fig-lire 12 and
}H.'rfOl"1ll dllties as prescrihed in taole I.

Fiflll/"(' to!. UII('Oll[)lill.f/.

19. Prepare for Action

\VII('II t Ill' pit is pl'ppal'pd, Cl'alle alld cal'riage 10: d
posit iOllpd (fig. 11), a lid t 11(' c:Iniagp load III1COllpll'd,
thp ('Ollllll:llld is PREP \ }{E FO}{ ACTION. At. t.he
COllllll:llld IIIPllllwl's of t lip s('('Lioll pel'fOl'1I1 dilLies as
pn'S(Tihpd in tallip II. Oil (,olllpleLioll of pl"es'/'iIH~d
dutil'S I/Ipllll,l'l"S of tlip sp<'tioll take posts as showll in
figllJ'(' G.
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.............................................................................................................................................................................. -_ -_ -----_ -_ .. -_ ..
Remove top carriage cover (fig. 13).

.10 to 18 nv truck Prime mover Prime mover
Ammunition Nos driver (crane Crane operator driver (carriage driver (gun

corporal inc!Uslve truck) load) load)

Dlrect~ the work Undtrdlr~lon Operates crane Wh£'n load Is
performed by ofammunition to facilitate op' uncoupled
the ammunl- 00rparal pre. eratlons moves prime
tlon squad. pare amllluni. throughout all mover clear of

t10 n pit and applicable se. boom swing.
am munition. quences.

No.9

Removes the
loading ramp
and pla<'t"sIt
5 yards to the
rear of the re-
coil pit.

-

Removethe trail crosSbraces (fig.
the stud bolts (fig. 19), andU~ . .

caPscrews(fig.20).

-

---. Ide ropes to the trail ends.
Attacb the ~u,

Unscrews the In.
side spade
Jacks so that
they are loose
In their trail
brackets (fig.
17).

; rrla"e cover and plaoo It on the side of the
Fold toP ca.. .

pit oppositethe crane. .

Swing platforms to middle position
(fig. 16).

UnCastenscarri-
age holddown
bolts (fig. 15).

Attach liCtingsling and extension cables to carriage (fig. 21).

Table II.-Individual Duties in Prepar'ejor Action (Crane !lethod)

N_o_._2 N_o._3 ------N--o ...4_ ._ N_O._5 N_O_._6 I~I--N-O.-8--1
No.1 (assistant

gunner)

Loosen the spade traveling clamps
(fig. H).

Directs the work
performed by
the gun squad
throughout all
sequences.

Gunner

Indicates to chief
oC section when
carriage is ready
to be liCtetl.

Closes equilibra-
tor shutoff
valve.

Commands PRE-
PARE FOR
ACTION. Su-
pen-ises work oC
all members of
the section
throughout all
sequences.

2

3

Sequence Chief oC section

Drives prime
mover with
carriage wagon
clear oC posi.
tion.

-

Moves carriage
wagon so that
spades are con.
venlent for at.
tachlng single
line hook.

Positions prime
mover so that
carriage wag.
on may be
coupled.-

DrlnRStwo crow.
bars and sledge
to trail ends.

Rl'moves guide
ropt's from trail
ends.

With sledRe re-
movl'S trail
locking key.

I adlng tray from fioats
unfasten °it 10yards to the rear.

andp]aCe

-
W hars spread trails slightly.orking with crow" ,

---
D

"b lifting ~J1ngfrom crane.
Detach liCUngsllDl~sCrom carriage. etac

Remove trail floats (flg. 24) and place them where they will be convenient
Cor assembly when trails are spread: Top float to the right, bottom float
to the left.

Unhook single line hook from the spades when they have been lowered
into the pits.

-_ -_ -_ .

Attach the single line hook oC the crane
to spades as the spades are liCtedone
by one Crom the carriage transpOrt
wagon and emplaced in the spade
pits (par. 18b(4».

Pass the lifting sling extension cables
through the cradle Jack hangers and
hook inside the rear platCorm hinge
support so that both trails can be
lICted together or attach single line
hook to trails in turn.

--- - - --- - - - -- ---. ---- ---- - --- -- - - - - .-- - -- -- - - -- - --- -' - -- -_. - ..

Supervises Nos. 1- Under the direction of the gunner, stand by guide ropes and maneuver the carriage during the liCtingand emplacing oper;t!on (fig.22)..
8 in maneuver.
ing carriage with
guide ropes.

Opens the shutoff Couple carriage wagon to prime mover.
valve to the
equilibrator
pressure tank
(fig. 23).

4 Directs crane op.
brator to liCtand
swing carriage
into pOsition.

5

6

8

Spread traills (fig. 25). With the trails suspended at the spread position, hang floats (fig. 26).

:~::::~:--------------------------I
. .. fi'n position and

When trail tie beam is difficult to aline, assist No.9 in ]ockmg it in firing position (fil!'.27). Move trail ends oCloadingramp rack to rJ g t d firmly
tighten wing nuts. Hang spades on trail hOOks(fig. 29) and screw spade jacks flrmly into the spade sockets (fig. 30). If spades are not sea e
against the rear oC the pit, fill and tamp spoil In void spaces.

Unpins the trail
tie beam trom
the traveling
po sit Ion.
Swings beam
to firing posl.
tion and locks
It (fig.28)..

1- -
Brings up gun

load and posi-
tions it as in
figure 31.

______ ----_---- -;-- -------...L----
9 Uncouple gun load from prime mover. Clean and lubricate a1lseats and keyways to receive gun. Moves prime"

mover clear
oC swing oC'
crane boom.

----
10 Indicates to chief

of section when
tube and cradle
are ready to be

.. lifted.

11 Directs crane op-
erator to IiCtand
swing tube and
cradle into posl-
tion(fig.51).

Indicate when keys are properly posi-
tioned over keyways.

Man guide rope to assist in ll1~neuveringtube over and into Calsecradle (fig. 35). tilit rests upon the Calsecradle and the top
Note. In this and the ColloWIngsequence the procedure that must be folloW~dIs: The tube is lOweredun dIe. BV using only tht front cletJise8of the

carriage roller. With the tube in this position, the rear hooks oC the lifting slmg are disengaged froIl1the cra in the false cradle. The tube is held in
lifting sling, the muzzle end ofthe tube is raised until the keys on the cradle are firmly seated in their keywaysd on tight, and then the upper nuts are
this position and stud boltS inserted and tightened. IC the stud bolts are tapered, the bottom nuts arescre~eht. The straight bolts may be inserted
screwed down by hand. If the stud bolts are straight, both upper and lower nuts must be drawn up verYth~he proper wrench until both upper nuts
into the holes Cromeither the top or bottom, the bottom nut used as a stop, a~d t?e upper nut tightened wiand the cap screws Inserted and tightened.
and washers are firmly seated. After the stud bolts are tightened, the tensIOn ISreleased Crornthe crane
The cap screW3are nel'er inserted until the stud boltRhave been drawn up tightly.

-

Brings up
prime mover•
When wag-
on is cou.
pled, drives
clear oC posi-
tion.

-' 2888180-54 (Facep. 33)

Prepare cra~e truck and crane
Cor travelmg. Move cran
clear oC position. I'

Assembles aim-
Ing posts and
sets them out
(fig. 39) If di.
directed.

Removes guide
rope frommuz-
zle.

Procures water
lor swabbing
the powder
chamber.

----------------------------~

Fills primer belt
with primers.

Removes Ml fir-
ing mechan.
ism.

................................................. -_ -_ -_ --_ .. -_ .. --_ ...

front hooks ofIiCtingsling.
ReIl1O"teand tighten cap screws

Inser
(flg.37).

-------------------
Assemble rammer and/or chamber

brush to rammer staff sections.
Place loading rQ1llPin breech
recesS.

P ] ace s 0 i ] I' r,
cleaning reamer,
cleaning bit,lan.
yard wiping
cloths, and
was tee 0 n.
veniently r 0 r
use.

Insert and tighten stud bolts (fig. 36).

Ope~ breech and inspect vent,
breech, chamber, and bore for
cleanliness and freedom from ob-
structions.

I_ocks percussion
hammer in safe
position.

.................................. -_ -_ -----_ -_ -_ -_ ...

Swings ]eCt plat- Swings rig h t
Corm to firing platform to fir-
position and ing position
locks it. and locks it.

.... -_ .. --_ ......... -_ ......... -_ ......... ---_ ....

-'--_ .. --------------_ ... -.

......... ---_ -_ -_ -_ ...

-------------------------
Disengage rear hOoksot lifting sling.

----

Places fro n t
platform lad.
der in firing
position.

----

Couple gun wagon to prime mover.

Pins lront elevat.
ing crank handle
in .firing posi-
tion. Operates
the elevating
mechanism pay-
ing particular

, attention to the
equilibrator
system. Reports
any maladjust.
ments Cound.

Move road traveling locks from trave]-
ing to firing position (fig. 38) and
secure.

Removes elevat.
mating mechan-
ism cover. Tests
operation ot ele-
vation h and-
brake. Assists
chieC oC section
in ,-eriCyingad-
Justment oC ele-
vat ion quad-
rant.

-_ .. -_ --_ ----. .. .. -_ -_

Places panoramic
tel e s cop e in
In 0 U n t. Bore
sights gun. if
t i m e permits.
Alimis aiming
Posts Ilt 2200 If
directed.

Wit h gunner's
quadrant checkS
leve] of gun and
verifies adjust-
ment of eleva-
tion quadrant.
When all oper-
tions have bcen
completed, re-
ports to execu-
tive, "Sir, No.
(so. and • so) in
order" or re-
ports any de-
Cects that the
section cannot
remedy without
delay.

..
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Table I.-Duties in Uncoupling

Sequence ("'hid of section Gunner No.1 No.2 No.3 I No.4

1 Com man d s U N- Directs work of Closes right air valve. Closes left air valve. Block wheels on towed load as

COUPLE. Super- personnel. Discon nects left Disconnects right directed by gunner.

vises opera tion brake hose and elec- brake hose.
throughout all !!e- tric jumper cable.
quenees.

2 Connects right brake Connects left brake
hose to dummy hose to dummy
coupling on draw- coupling on draw-
bar. Secures jumper bar.
cable.

3 Unlatches pintle.

Disengage the drawbar

4 Signals driver to

I
move prime
mover for.
ward.

~
 



Fif/II/'(' I.I. !lelllol;illf! ('(IITiaf!(' Gover,
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Fi!/ul"(' I,j. /,(){),'WII;IIf/ //Ii/d.do"..11 Iwll of ('lIrr;IIf/I'.
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/"i!lllrc f(i. Swillf/;ng rcar plafform fo middl(' pOllif;Oll.

It'if/lIJ"t'17. J,()(J.'H'II;lIf! an iIl8;1I(' 8JH/d(' jock in frail 81)(/111' ja('/,'

.~atllll('.
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I,'ilj"r(' /~. U('1II0I}i'uy tr((il ('r08,'I lJr(((;(','I.

Fif/IU'I' /,t), UI'1II0V;UY .'11 "Ii 'wlt,'I (rom /((1.'1(' emilii'.
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/i'if/llre ~(). Uemovilllj ('aJI serelfs /ro/ll false cra(/le.

FiYllre 2/. :lttad/iny ('aule ('.rt('1l.~ioll.'J.
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Figure 22. Guiding carriage into prepared position.



/I'if/llrc 28. Openin!! ('(llIi/iiJrato,. .~hllt-()ff /"(1[I'C.
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Fir/"re 2~. RI.1I!ovillf/ top Iloat.

Fir/urr 25. •....'preadinf/ll'ft trail 1(,~illf/ .~ill!llc litle from
/III' 1'1"/1//1'.
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j.' if/II J"(' 2(j. Jlllllflill!! left flollt.
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Figure 2,. Po itionill!1 tie beam.



It'if/ur(' .!8. L()('kill!J trails ill {iril/!/ p().~ition lcith tir brat/I.

j"if/Ilrc .!!}. Hallf/in!l .~p(1d('.
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Fif/llre • O. Adjll.'1finyall in.'1;(/(' .'1pa(/c jack.
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]i'igwre 31. Gun load in position beside crane trucT.~.
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Fif/II/"(' .J.!. UlIlockillg IIII' (.,.(((l/I' Ir(("dillf/l(wk.
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Fi{/lIr(' .I./. HCI//Oril/{/ tile tllliG fastening strap.

:!HHH I H () :-.,1 49



FiYIII"(, :q. lIt/ad/illY {i/fill!1 ,~{inrl to cradle.
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Fir/lire .'J,i. Positioning tllbc ot:cr falsc cradle.



Filllll'(' ,Jli. I I/iH'I"1 il/I/ stlill b()ff t() IWGllrC emllll; to {aUlc G1"flllle.

52



/I'i.l111r(' .li. II/.~('I"till!l ('(lJ! 8('I"('W to .~('('/lrc cradle to false (;radlc.
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Fif/IIJ'(, .J8. .1/o!'in!1 J'oad {(wk to firillf/ !Jo8itiou.
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Fi!/Ii!"e .'JfJ. .Ilil/il/!/ aill/ing P08tS.
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Section II. PREPARATIONS FOR TRAVELING,
CRANE METHOD

20. Operations for Crane Method of Displacement

The command to disassemble the weapon and load
it on the transport wagons for travel is MAUCH
ORDER.
\

a. Sequence. The weapon is disassembled and
prepared for traveling by the following operations:

(1) The breech is closed, panoramic telescope is
removed, and road locks are fastened.

(2) The crane and gun transport wagon are
placed in position and the lifting sling at.
tached to the cradle preparatory to lifting
the gun.

(3) The gun is lifted off the carriage, placed on
its transport wagon, and secured for travel.

(4) The gun load is moved off and the carriage
wagon takes its place.

(5) The spades and floats are detached from the
trails, the trail tie beam is unlocked and
pinned in traveling position, and the trails
are closed and locked.

Note. It ('x('(>sslve ('ft'ort is ne('('ssary to ,'wreW
the spade jaeks In or out of the housings, the tad
must he reported to the artillery JII('('hnnic for (~or.
re<'tlve action. J<'Ol'dn~ the jll<'ks Into the hOl1l4lng
will caus(' h\1rrlll~ of tht~ threads and will n'l4ult
in the jack fn'('zln~ In the h0\1s1n~.

(6) The floats and loa<lin~ tray are fastened
on the trails, the platforms bolted in the
middle position, and the crane hook, with

S6



TABLE IlL-Individual Duties in March Order (Crane Method)

,-------- --------1-------_ _------/--------- ---------

.. ........ -------------_. -_ ....... -----------------_ .. ---------------------_ ..... ---_ ..

Depress gun to minimum elevation.

Place the cover on the elevating mech-
anism. Lock the elevation brake in
traveling position. Pin the crank
handle of the front elevating hand-
wheel in traveling position.

Prime mover
driver '(gun

load)

Places gun load
wagon in po-
sition paral-
lel to and as
close as pos-
sible to the
crane.

Prime mover
driver (carriage

load)

Operates crane
to facilitate
operations
throughout
all applicable
sequences.

Uncouple trailer.

PI"C('s crane
truck In pO_
sition to dis-
assemble
weapOn (fig.
40).

-.----. --. ----- --- --- ---- -_ .

Hv truck drlverl
(crane truck) Crane operator

Under the direc-
tion ot the
ammunition
corporal, pre-.
pare ammuni-
tion ror trav-
eling .

N'o!'. 10 to 18
Inclusive

Ammunition
corporal

Directs work or
ammunition
squad In pre-
paring ammu-
nition ror tra y-
ellng.

No.9No.8

Attach guidc rope to muzzle or gun.
Disas- Put muzzle coyer or plug in

place.

NO.7 (No.6

Remove loading ramp.
semble rammer staff.

, 'driver prepare crane for liCUng.
Assist crane oJ?6rator and crane truck ttach liCting sling to main

Extend outrIggers, jack up on floats, and a
littlng hook.

No.5

Closes firing
lock. Dataches
and coils lan-
yard, returns
it to section
chest.

Close breech.

No.4

Replaces the oiler,
primer seat
cleaning reamer,
vent cleaning
bit, waste, and
wiping cloths in
section chest.

.. -_ ---_.. .. -~_ ------_.-----_ ..--_ -----------_ _-

No.3

Places tron t
platform lad-
der in travel-

'ling position
and secures.

No.2No.1 (assistant
gunner)Gunner

Directs work per-
tormed by gun
squad through-
out all se-
quences.

Places gun in cen-
ter of traverse.
Removes pano-
raJIlic telescope
trom mOllnt and
secures in carry-
ing case. Installs
mount cover.

Chlet ot section

Commands
MARCH, OR-
DER. Super-
vises work of all
members of the
section through-
out all se-
quences.

Sequence

Put on breech cover. Fasten plat-
forms in middle position.

------------------------------.---------------------
Moves prime

mover for-
ward clear oC
the path of
the tu be
when' lifted
to wagon .

Brings in aim-
ing posts, dis-
assem bles, and
places In cases.

Uncouple gun load wagon from prime mover. _Remove theNote. In this sequence the steps that must be followed are I
cap screwsrrom the cradle; attach the lifting sHng, u,ing the front c ev-

. n' removei,e8 only; raise the crane hook until the hitch Is under tenSlo , th
stud bolts; lower muzzle end of tube until the recoil surface rests on e
top carr iage roller; and attach rear hooks ot sling to cradle. I _

........................................................ __ __ ..__ __ __ __ __ __ __ '~.. -------_ ..--------------_ ..

2 Closes shutoff
valve to equili-
brator tank.

Directs crane op-
erator to make
line taut.

Move road locks trom firing to travel-
ing position.

Remove cap screwS. Attach front
clevises of lifting sling.

--- ------- - - - - - --------; -- - - :-:--=:;;;:.- .:.:.:;.;".:----- _.1~ .----.-
When tension has been applied,

remove stud bolts. When tube
is lowered to rest on roller, at-
tach rear hooks.

3 Directs crane op-
erator to lift
tube and cradle
trom carriage to
transport wag-
on..

Assists chier ot sec-
tion by check-
ing to insure
tube and cradle
clear the car-
riage properly
and is placed on
the transport
wagon properly.

Man the guide rope to assist In maneuvering the tube and cradle from the false cradle to the transport wagon.

-

When tube
and cradle
have been
placed. on
transport
wagon, backs
prime mover
to wagon tor
Coupling.

Couple gun load to prime mover .

-_ .. -_ .--- --_ -----_ ..-_ -_ -_ ---------_ -_ ---_ ..---_ -_ -_ --_.

Connect cradle traveling locks and
tube tastening strap.

Detach lifti~g sling.
Removes guide

rope from
muzzle.

When load
is secure,

I moves prime
mover and
load clear of
position.

_------------------- .. ------------------_ .... ----------------_ ........ ---_ .... -_.

Replace gun cover.

---------------------------------------------
5 I line hook of the crane removeUnscrew spade jacks and place them in traveling brackets (only outside jacks arc screwed tightly). Assisted by the sing f'

spades trom trail hooks (spades are left in pit). Assist No.9 as required it tie beam operation is difficult.

Unlocks trail tic
beam from fir-
ing position.
Swings to
traveling po-
sition and
locks.

Places carriage
load wagon in
position par-
allel to and as
close as pos-
sible to crane.

.- ---- ----_._- - -- - -- ----------- - ----- - ------- --- - ------ ---- ----- - -------_.:..---~--- --- --------- - ---- - -----_.

When carriage
load wagon
has been. un-
COupled
moves prime
mover for-
ward clear of
the path ot
the carriage
When lifted to
Wagon.Emplaces trail

locking key
A ttaches the
guide ropes to
the trail
ends.

Clamps loading
ramp in trav-
eling position.

I'l~ce loading traY In position and
secure it for travel.

As trails are lifted, detach floats. Assist in closing trails.

Attach lifting slings to the carriage. Replace cap 'screws and stud bolts.'

.---- -------------_ ........ - ... _- ..--- - --------

Place and secure floats on top ot trails (left trail tloat upside dOwn and on bottom; right trail float right side no and on top).

When not engaged in other duties during this sequence unCOUPle carriage load
wagon trom prime mover.

Attach single line hook to trails in turn;
detach floats as trails are lifted, close
trails, detach hook. '_. r.-----.._...._....-------_...--_...------_....--------------_..------..------=~---_...._....-_...._......-------,...........----_......_...._........------------...,..-_....--------------""-----------_....-------_....------------_......-_.

6

. . .-_ .... .. .... .... .... .. _. .. ...... --_ .. --_ .... .. .. .......... _.

Man the guide ropes to aSSist in maneuvering the carriage to rest properly on the transport wagon.Directs crime op-
era tor to lift
carriage from
gronnd to trans-
port wagon.

Opens equilibra_
tor shutOff
valve.

Assist chief of section by checking to
insure that the carriage is lowered
properly on the transport wagon.

Detach lifting slings from carriage. Detach lifting sling trom crane.

. -""" .. ... .......... .--- .. ---_ ... .. --.

Assist crane truck driver to prepare outriggers for travel.

8 Load spades: As spades are lifted to
wagon, unhook trom single line hook
and secure.

Note. In loading spades, care
should be taken to place two right
hand spades or two left hand spades
together in the center. (A right hand
spade is defined as a spade which
may be used on the right side ot
either trail.) In tnis way interference
between the sockets ot the two center
spades will be avoided.

Fastens carriage
holddown
bolts.

SWing rear platforms to traveling
Position and lock.

Screws the in-
side spade
jacks fi"rmly
against their
traveling
sockets.

Fasten the trail cross braces in
traveling position.

Removes guide
ropetrom
trail ends.

Prepares out.
riggers for
travel.

9 When all opera-
tions have been
completed, re-
ports to execu-
tive, "Sir, No.
(so-and-so) in'
order" or reports
any detects that
the section can-
not remedy
without delay. -

Replace cover. Stow equipment.

.... --_ .. --_.: .... -_.- ... ....

Couple carriage load to prime mover.

With shovels assist crane operator
fill pits. Couple clam shell
trailer to crane truck .

----

Fills pit. Pre-
Pares crane for
traveling.

Backs prime
mover to car-
riage load for
coupling.

2888180-54 (Facep. 57)
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liftin~ sling and extension cables attached,
is connected to the carria~e preparatory to
liftin~.

(7) The calTia~e is lifted from the ground,
placed on its transport wa~on, and secured
for travel.

(8) The spades are placed in their traveling
position on the carriag-e wagon.

(H) The recoil and spade pits are filled.
b. I nd h'idual /Julies. In general, odd numbered

CllllllOlwers work on the rig-ht and even numbered
('annOlW.crs work on the left. :Members of the section
n~)t assigne(] a specific duty in any operation assist as
dlr('ded by chief of section. The chief of section
d.il'eds the operations, giving such orders, instruc-
t){}JlS,ntH] signals as may he required to expedite and
eoordinllte the work. The ammunition corporal and
the gUlllwr assist in supervisin~ suboperations as pre-
s('fib('<! or as may be directed by the chief of section.
A fter the loads have been prepared for traveling
(table III) members of the section take posts as
shown in figure 4. 'I'll(> chief of section, assisted by
Jllpml)('rs of the section, makes an inspection to verify
that the loads are well protected and secured. "Then
all operations have been completed he reports to the
ex('cutive, "Sir, No. (so-and-so) in order," or reports
llny defeets which the section cannot remedy without
(lelay.

N oi('. Ho far liS llrndkahl(l. tools and ('{}uipm(lnt will be
loa(]p(] ~J1 fol\l('h or(]pr that thos(l arti<'les which will be ne(lded
Hr!olt on arrlvlll~ lit U foluhspqupnt llosition will be available
Without disturhin~ tll(' IIrti<'lpl'l np(l(](ld later.
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Figure 40. Crane truck in position for disassembly of
U;>eupon.

21. Moving Out of Position

'Vhen leaving a position the chief of section wiIl.
inspect his area to insure that no section equipment
is being left behind and that proper policing has been •
accomplished. The order of march for the 8(~ction
vehicles will be the crane, the carriage load, and then
the gun load.

Section III. PREPARATIONS fOR fiRING,
WINCH METHOD

22. Winch Assembly of Weapon

a. General Operation.'J. Assembling the gun by
winch method is accomplished by the following
operations:
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(1) The carriage load is brought into position
on the line of fire with lunette over the posi-
tion to be occupied by the center of the
bottom carriage. The gun load is placed in
front of it so that the distance between
drawbars is approximately 40 yards (fig.
41).

(2) The front axle of the carriage wagon is re-
moved (fig. 42) and the trails of the carriage
are lowered to the ground.

(a) The carriage is pulled from its wagon into
its correct position on the ground (fig. 43).

(4) The trails of the carriage are set parallel
(fig. 44) and spade pits dug. '

(f») The gun load is winched up the trails of the
carriage (fig. 45).

(H) The gun is jacked up from its traveling sup-
port (fig. 4G) and lowered into the top
carriage roller.

(7) The gun is winched forward on the rails
(fig. 47) of the wagon and raised from the
Wagon with screw jacks.

(8) The ~Jlll1 wagon is removed from the trails.
(D) The gun is lowered with screw jacks into

position in the false cradle and bolted in
place.

(10) The trails are spread and locked, the recoil
pit is dug, and the spades and floats are
attached to the trails.

(11) The carriage wagon is reassembled and re-
moved. (This operation may be eliminated
at the discretion of the executive.)
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Figure 41. Materiel in position for winch assembly.
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Figure 4.3. Remoting carriage from transport tvagon..



h. 'l'o Rnnove A.de.
(1) 'I'llp cal'l'iage load Pl'illlC 1ll00'el' remains

('ouph\d to the cal'l'iagl wagon. The top cal'-
I'iagp COVPI' is 1'l'lllo\"('(1. 'I'1Ip gun load is
1"'Ollglit to a poillt 40 yal'ds ill front of and
ill lille with the cal'l'iage load. The gun load
Pl'illle 1Il0Vl'1' is uncoupled frOIll the gun

1<';11/11'" ~~. J<J/II/J/II(';II!/ tl'ail SJiIl('(')" /Jar.

wagoll alld 1>ackl'd illto position in I'('ar of
t1IP ('a l'I'iage wagoll wll(\I'(\ it is coupled to
U\lf I'P:l1' dl":lw1>al' !Pgs. 'I'h(' winch is paid
o.ut t Ii rough t he slot .. IH'O\'idpcl in the cal'-
nage wagoll.
'I'hp loading I'alllp. wh('('l ralllps. spacer bar,
t I'a iI SII PPOl't., spad(', a nd load ing t ray are
I'PII10\'l'd fl'Ol1l t h(' wagoll. The t ra il float.
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Figure 41. Winching tube forward. to fal8e cradle.



arc r('lIlov('d from thc trails. The float to be
used with the wagon jark is placed in posi-
tion near the jack, and the other float is
asscllIbl('d to the trail support.
The built-in jark is plared in an upright
position (fig. 48). The trail float i~ placcd

!f'iVure 48. Setti11.Q lcagon jack.
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in POSltlO1l uncleI' the built-in jade The
winch cable of the g"UII load prime mover is
aUacl}(~d to tlH' jack line equalizer.

(4) The caniag-e hold-down bolts, inside pade
jacks, trail cross braces, and the wago/l lo(.J{
Ip\-cr an~ unfastpned. The imler ends of the

I"if/llrc J,!J. /1111f)lacinfl trail 8111Jport.

brake cables on t he front axle are UlJ fas~
tened. The porter bars are placed in Cl 'Ty-
ing position.

Note'. \VhI'JH'\,eJ" hrllkl' ('OIIJlI'<'!.iOIlS lire IIl1fas-

tl'lll'd, Ihl' OJlPII I'II(\S of Ill<' hralw lilies IIIU t b<'

protl'cled hy the dlllllJl'y ('ouplillg's pl'o\,iuP(j for

Ihis IHlrJlOsl'. If thps<~ dUIJIIJI.Y ('ouplillg'H lII'C' Ilot
IIsp(l, 111<' 1)1'1I),;1' lillI's 1JI1Iy hp('olllt' <'Iog'g'ed wil I, dirt



and rendered unserviceable. In the operation de-
scribed in (4) above and (5) below, special care
must he taken. If the dummy couplings on the
front axle are not used, the brake lines may be cut
by tile nxle and Its extension as the axle is
removed.

(5) The frame of the wagon is raised by the
bUilt-in jack. The front axle is pulled out
by the carriage load prime mover (fig. 42).
The trails are lowered onto the trail support
(fig. 49) and the frame of the wagon is low-
ered until the trail spade jack saddles can
be removed.

(G) The frame of the wa~on is raised until the
weight of the trails is removed from the
trail support. The trail support and float
are removed. The wagon frame and trails
are lowered until they rest on the ground.

c. To, Rerrwve Oarnage from Tra'Mport Wagon.
(1) The carriage load prime mover is brought

to the trail ends and its winch cable attached
to the trails.

(2) The built-in jack of the carriage wagon is
disconnected from the winch of the gun
load prime mover and replaced in traveling
position. The jack float is moved to the
left rear. The carriage guide bars are
raised to the middle position.

(3) The carriage is pulled off the wagon onto
the ground by the prime mover, using the
winch line as a tow cable (fig. 43). Just
before the front of the bottom carriage is
pulled off the wagon, blocking is placed
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Iunder the bottom carriage to prevent tipping
when the tube and cradle is mounted.

Note. If the carriage wagon is to be lett dis'.
assembled while the gun is in position, the air I

reservoir is drained and the wagon is dragged to.
a point 6 feet from the bottom carriage to facllitate
later replacement of the front axle.

(4) The panoramic telescope is installed in its.
mount and the alinement of the carriage.
along the direction of fire is checked by the
executive, with an aiming circle. If the
orientation of the carriage is unsatisfactory,
the carriage load prime mover is used to
pull the carriage into the correct position.
The panoramic telescope is then removed.

d. To Prepare 0 amage to Receive 0 annon Wagon.
(1) The platforms are bolted in the open posi~

tion.
(2) The trail locking key is removed, the trails

are spread to the parallel position, and the
spacer bar is inserted and pinned to the
ends of the tie beam (fig. 44).

Note. Wben possible, trails are spread by band.
This method is preferred. However, under ~ome
conditions this is impracticable and jacks must
be employed (fig. 50). One trail is raised bY
means of a jack and the other trail spread. The
spread trail is then jacked up and the other trail
spread. JAft may also be applied by the wincb
cable of the carriage load prime mover (fig. 51).
Crowbars are used to break the trails apart initially
and may be used to assist in further spreading.
Under some conditions it may be necessary to use
the winch of the carriage load prime mover em-
ployed from the flank to spread the trails. This
method will result in excessive distur.bance ot the

I 
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}";ll . .I JI (;)(). (J8;llf! jack 10 (/88;81 ;n sprca(/Ulfl Iralr.lf.

~1'OIlIH\ arolllH\ the gUll po~ition. t1m' inerpa'ing

('lIll1011lll,~p <lillieult il'~. ~o ~ho\ll<l bp \l~p<l only ll~ II
Illst resort.

(;~) ,I'he wheel ramp are placed on the end ..
of the tl'ai Is.

(4) The posit ion of tlw )'('ar para pet of each
spade pit is marked out (T~l !)-:3:)(;and/or
'I'M !)-:Hl). Excavatiun of the ..paoe pit.' i.
stal'ted.
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e. To Place the T1lue and 01'adle in Oaniaye.
(1) The gUll load is winched Oil the trails and

the attaching link~ of the wagon are at-
tached to t he top carriage (fig. 52). ''''hi
the gun wagon is being winched toward the
trail ends, the overall covpr and
covel' are removed; templates are refIlOved

Fif/Uf'(, .5/. 8pf'('l/dillf/ tl"llif.~ with (l88i.~tI/IlCe of Wi1/ch (:able.

fronl thp bed of t h(' vag-on and the gUll und
crad Ie are d iSl'onllcded froll1 t he traIl. port
wagoll.

(2) The winch line is dis(,ollllected frolll the
transport wagon and aHached to one end of
the winch loading ('able. The othel' end of
the extcnsion cable is aU :I\.hed to the wi nch
fitting at the front of t II(' ('radle.
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Note. TIll' Willdl loallillJ{ t'alllp is supplied with
seet iOIl ,'quipmt'llt so that thp n>('oil 1,t'arillJ{ sur-
fll('t' of tht' tulll' will 1I0t hI' ~;('arred hy the winch
"111111'. 'I'll,' loadillJ{ ('alll(', whit'li i.' :Yl-inch in
(!ialllt'tpr, is small "lIough to lit dowlI into the
groo\,1' ill till' top ('arriagl' rollpr without touehing
th,' n'('oil IIl'al'illJ{ surfa<:c of Illl' tubp.

/I' ii/II n' !i /I'USft'lIiJlfl wUf/oll utfucltillU 1i11k to carriage.

( I )

T!Jp IlIlIzzl(' of t!lP gun is I'ai~l'd with tlw
S<Tcw jucks and lifting' ~addle \lntil the tulw
SlIpport halvps of' thC' tran."po!'t w,q!on can
00 fold"d out (fig-. [);~) .
The lIluzzle is low 'red into th top carriagp
I'ollpr.
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(5) The gUll is winched up the rails of the
transport wagoll until the cradle stop. cow
tact the false cradle.

(6) The closed eyes of the screw jacks are Coll-
nected to the crad Ie jack yoke::; and the jack
yokes are bolted into lifting position. The

Fi{Jure 53. u'clI/ovinf/ tube sUJ}port.

breech end of thc gun is raiscd until the
cradle clears the transport wagon.

(7) Thc cannon wagon is disconnected from JlC
top carriage and rcmoved from the tr: j Is.
Thc platforllls arc bolted in the closcd p()si-
tion.

(8) The gun is lowcrcd with the jacks until the
cradIc cap screw lugs rest, on the front of
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()IH'ratill!l .~("'('II" jad .. to plI.~" k('y. dOIOI into

k('I//("(/ 1/ !I/(id('.~.

t.he fals' cradle. Thc closed eye. of the ja 'k:
llrc thel) rcleascd from the jack yoke', alld
the opcn cnds placcd 011 the jack yoke,' (fig.
f).'). 'I'll(' bn'pch of t he gUll i. tlH'11 jacked
do\\"n lIntil the seats 011 thp cradle cOlltact
those jilt he fa ls£' ('rad h'.
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Note. In all jacking operations great care must
be taken to prevent damage to the jacks. Wbile
the gun is being lifted as described in (3)
the jacks must be llerpendicular to the tUbe. Equal
strain must be kept on both jac1{s, and they must
be operated at the same speed. This is
pUshed by having the chief of section count tit
each revolution of the jack handles, Similar11
when the bree{'h end of the gun is being lowered
as described in (8) above, the strain on the jaclt9
their speed of operation must be equal. In tbe
tinal jacking operation described in (8)
jacking must stop as soon as the seats on tbe
cradle contact those in the false cradle. It will
be noted that when this contact is made, clearanCe
still exists between the bolting lugs on the cradle
and the top of the false cradle,

(9) The gun is bolted into position in the false
cradle; the cradle and the cradle jack yokeS
are bolted into firing position; road lockS
are fastened in the firing position.

/. To Oomplete E1nplacement of Gun.
(1) The spades are removed from the carriage

transport wagon and placed in the fIlpade
pits. The spades should be removed to the
sides of the wagon, rather than to the rear,
to prevent damage to the brake handles.

(2) The wheel ramps and spacer bar al'e re'
moved from the trails.

(3) The trails are spread and the trail tie
is locked in firing position. The ends of the
loading ramp rack are clamped in firing
positions.

(4) The trails are raised by jacks and the floatS
attached. The left float is not attach(~d at
this time if the carriage transport wag-on is
to be reassembled.

abOve, 

aecOlI)' 

abOVe, 

},ea}l1 
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(5) The ~p~Hles are hung on the trail hooks and
the spade jacks screwed into them.

(G) The recoil pit is dug.
l'

IJ
g. 0 Hem.;8cm.ole Garriage Transport lVagon.
Il]PSS it ' , . .] d ., " Is antIcIpated that the gun wIll be p ace In

trll\'(']lllfr 1 't' b' ] I . I. I tt' b >OSIIOn y WInch met lOt WIt un a s 101'

lln<', the ('arriage wao'on should be reassembled and
1'('1I10v<'d. b

(5)

(4)

(1)

(G)
(7)

The carriage wafYon is dramTed rearward by
b t""b

the rear drawbar to give sufficient room to
replace the front axle, nnd to couple the
prime mover to it.

(2) The winch cable of the gun load prime
~nover is paid out through the slots provided
In the carriage wagon.
The built-in jack is placed in upright posi-
tion. The trail float is placed in position
under the built-in jack. The winch cable
of the gun load prime mover is attached to
the built-in jack.
The frame of the wafYon is raised and the
front axle moved into ~osition. The frame
of the warTon is lowered onto the axle, the

b

Wagon lock lever is inserted, and brake con-
nections are attached.
Tbe winch cable of the gun load prime
lllover is unfastened from the built-in jack
and rewound on its drum. The built-in jack
is placed in traveling position.
The left float is assembled to the left trail.
The rear drawbar is uncoupled from the gun
load prime mover nnd placed in traveling
position.
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(8) The wheel ramps, spacer bar, trail support:

trail cross braces, and trail spade jack
dIes are replaced on the wagon. The gU
load prime mover is coupled to the wagoJt
and the wagon is removed.

23. Individual Duties in Prepare for Action,
Method

a. Preliminary Operations. The command i
PREPARE FOR ACTION. At the command"
section personnel perform duties as indicated iIl

table IV. On completion of duties prescribed per~
sonnel take posts as shown in figure 6. In general,.
odd numbered cannoneers work on the right and eve))
numbered cannoneers work on the left. Members of,
the section not assigned a specific duty in any opera',
tion assist as directed by chief of section. Nos 10 to,
18 are not assigned specific duties but may be eJIl'i
ployed under the direction of the ammunition cor',
poral in digging the pits as well as unloading and
preparing ammunition.

b. Precautionary O/Leck. As in the crane method,
after the gun has been placed in firing position a finn}
check is made by the chief of section to insure thllt
the weapon is clean and properly lubricated. If
actual firing is to occur the executive makes a similar
inspection. Careful inspection should be made of
the winch cables of the prime mover. After everS
emplacement and after every displacement, the windl
line should be spooled out and rewound under slight,
tension unless inspection shows the cable is properly
wound. If the winch line is not properly wound oIl

the winch drum, it may be severely damaged in 9,
single operation.
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Fif/llrl' fifi. /(nl/orinf/ lock II"rer pill from ICllU011 lock [('rC7".
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Pif/urc 56. Removing waf/on we!.; le1)Cr.

Figure /)7. A"t.~cmlJlinfl front r/.rawbar on carriage t1"UlIsJ)orl

wagon.
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/l'iflllr(~ 5({. Attaching front tlr(llcl!ar to prill/P morpr.

:!HHH1R O-:J4- tj
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Figure 59. RemoIJinu wheel ramps.
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ji'if/ure 60. A ttaching winch line to 1CGgonjack line.
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Fi!lllre (j 1. RClIIovillfl trail s/)((d(' j((~k saddle.

b'iVllrc (j2. A tfaehill!1110ldill!l calJle to front Of carria!le.



!I'iflurc a.'J. A Uaclting 8(~rClV j(l('k.~ to trunnion SlIp]Jort8.

It'iflurc fi4. Aitachill!/l("illl"ll mble to ('l"IIdil' houk.
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Figure 65. Emplacing tube lifting .'Iaddle prior to attll(;hill.(J
it to screw jacks.
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fi'ifllU'(' lili. Sccurill[J jackin[J yoke prior to lifting tube to
false cradle.
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Section IV. PREPARATIONS FOR TRAVELING,
WINCH METHOD

24. Winch Disassembly of Weapon
a. General Operations. The weapon is disassem-

bled a~d 'prepared for traveling by the following
operatIOns: ,

(1) The tube is placed at minimum elevation
and center traverse. The road locks are
fasWned. The spades and floats are de-
tached from the trails. The trails are
placed in parallel position and the spacer
bar is locked in place. .

(2) The breech end of the tube is jacked up from
the false cradle.

(3) The gun wagon is backed up the trails and,
attached to the top carriage.

(4) The breech end of the tube is lowered until
the cradle locking lugs rest on the wagon.
The tube is winched down the rails of the
wagon and the muzzle jacked up until the
tube support halves can be pinned in travel-
ing' position. The tube is lowered, jacks re-
moved, and the tube and cradle secured to
the wagon for tra vel.

(5) The gun wagon is unbolted from the top
carriage and removed from the trails.

(6) The spacer bar is removed' and the trails
closed.

(7) If the carriage wagon was assembled and
removed when the gun was emplaced, it is
brought to the front of the carriage, the
front axle removed, and the bed of the
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wagon placed in position so that the carriage
may be winched onto it.

(8) The carriage is winched onto the carriage
wagon.

(9) The front axle is replaced under the carriage
wagon and the carriage secured for travel.

(10) The recoil and spade pits are filled.
b. To Prepare Oamage to Receive Oan1UYTLWagon.

(1) The gun is placed at center traverse, de-
pressed to minimum elevation, and the road
locks are secured in traveling position. The
panoramic telescope is placed in the carry-
ing case, and covers are placed on the eleva-
tion quadrant and telescope mount.

(2) The spade jacks are unscrewed from the
spades and placed in their traveling brack-
ets. The spades are unhooked from the trails
and dropped into the spade pits.

(3) The trails are jacked up and the floats
removed.

(4) The ends of the loading ramp rack are
clamped into traveling position. The trail
tie beam is unlocked and the trails swung to
the parallel position.

(5) The spacer bar is positioned and pinned to
the ends of the tie beam. The wheel ramps
are placed on the ends of the trails.

c. To Remove Gun from Oarriage.
(1) If the carriage wagon was not left in posi-

tion when the weapon was assembled, it is
brought into position in front of and in line
with the carriage, facing to the rear. The
gun load prime mover is uncoupled and
moved to the rear of the wagon where it is
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.
coupled to the rear drawbar. The winch
cable is then spooled out and attached to one
end of the winch loading cable. The other
end of the loading cable is attached to the
cradle.

(2) The cradle jack yokes are bolted in liftin~
position and the screw jacks installed with
the open end on the jack yokes. The jacks
are then tightened and the stud bolts and
cap screws removed. The jacks are raised
until the open ends are free of the yokes.
The closed eyes of the jacks are then at-
tached to the yokes, and the breech of the
gun is raised for loading on the gun wagon.
The platforms are bolted in the open
position.

(3) The gun wagon is ooupled to the front
pintle of the carriage load prime mover.
The air reservoir of the gun wagon is
drained and the wagon is backed up the
trails of the carriage until the attaching
links can be bolted to the top carriage.

N ofe. The gun wngon may also he backed up the
trails by the winch of the gun load prime mover.
The prime mover is uncoupled from the rear draw
bar and moved slightly to the left of the line of
tire so that the winch cable When extended will
not interfere with the carriage wagon. The winch
cable is spooled out and passed between the bottom
carriage and the left rear platform to the left of
the traversing arc and to the right of the left trail.
A short length of chain is wrapped around the
nearer bogie aXle (rear axle in tra veUng position)
and the winch cable fastened to it. The point of
attachment to the axle should be at the left end
(right end in traveling position) close to the brake

1 



fittings. When the wineh cable is chained in this
position, interference between the cable and the
platform will be at a minimum while the wagon
is on the trails.

(4) The gun wagon is uncoupled from the front
pintle of the carriage load prime mover, the
prime mover is reversed, and the wagon
coupled to its rear pintle.

(5) The winch of the carriage load prime mover
is spooled out and attached to the tube.

(6) The breech end of the tube is lowered until
the cradle locking lugs rest on the midspan
rails of the wagon. The jacks are un-
fastened and the cradle jack yokes bolted in
traveling position.

(7) The gun is winched down the rails of the
wagon. The winch of the gun load prime
mover is paid out slowly to prevent the gun
from sliding too fast.

(8) The winch line of the gun load prime mover
is removed from the loading cable and the
loading cable from the cradle. The tube
lifting saddle is installed on the jacks.

(9) The muzzle of the tube is raised until the
tube support halves can be placed in travel-
ing position and secured. The tube is then
lowered onto the tube support. During
this operation, the stud bolts and cap screws
are replaced in the false cradle.

(10) The gun is secured to the wagon for travel
and the jacks and lifting saddle are replaced
in traveling position on the wagon. The
attaching links are unfastened from the top
carriage, the gun load is removed from the
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trails, covers are placed on the gun, and
templates are replaced on the bed of the
wagon.

d. To Prepare Oarriage for Loading.
(1) The wheel ramps and float keys are removed

from the ends of the trails. The spacer bar
is removed, and the trail tie beam is pinned
in traveling position. The trails are closed
and locked.

(2) The left float is placed in position near the
wagon jack and the right float is placed in
front of the carriage in a convenient posi~
tion for assembly to the trail support. The
platforms are bolted in the closed position,
and the front platform ladder is folded to
traveling position and secured.

(3) If the carriage wagon is assembled, the op~
erations described in e below must be per~
formed at this time.

e. To Di8a.~8ernbleOarriage Wagon. If the car~
riage wagon is not already disassembled and in posi-
tion to load the carriage, the fo))owing operations
are performed.

l0) The built-in jack is set in position on the
trail float. The winch cable of the gun load
prime mover is extended through the slots
in the carriage wagon and fastened to the
jack.

(2) The wagon lock lever is removed, the inner
ends of the brake lines are released, and the
maneuvering handles of the front axle are
swung to carrying position.

(3) The frame of the wagon is raised with the
built-in jack and the front axle removed.
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The bed of the wagon is lowered to the
ground. The winch cable is unfastened
from the built-in jack and returned to the
winch drum. The built-in jack is replaced
in traveling position and the trail float re-
moved from. beneath the wagon. The air
reservoir is drained.

(4) The carriage load prime mover is uncoupled
from the gun load and backed into position
in the rear of the carriage. Its winch cable
is extended over the top carriage roller and
attached to the frame of the carriage wagon.
The carriage wagon is winched toward the
carriage until the end of the wagon frame
is approximately 6 feet from the bottom
carriage. During this operation the driver
of the gun load prime mover will back his
vehicle slowly toward the carriage. The
winch of the carriage load prime mover is
removed from the carriage wagon and re-
wound on the winch drum.

Note. It may be necessary to use crowbars to
guide the wagon as it is winched toward the car-
riage. It may also be necessary to dig a small
trench for the end of the wagon frame in order
to allow the bottom carriage to slide easily onto
the wagon.

I. To Load Oarriage and Spades.
(1) The winch line of the gun load prime mover

is attached to the front of the carriage. The
carriage is winched into position on the
wagon frame. When the guide bars hava
cleared the carriage hold-down bolts, they
are dropped to their lowest position. Dur-
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t,(7)

(6)

(5)

(4)

(2)

(3)

ing this operation the stud bolts and caf
screws are replaced in the false cradle.
The winch cable of the gun load prime
mover is unfastened from the bottom car-
riage and paid out through the slots pro:
vided in the carriage wagon.
The built-in jack is placed in upright posi-
tion. The trail float is placed in position'
under the built-in jack. The winch cable of
the gun load prime mover is attached to
built- in jack.
The trail support is assembled to the right
trail float.
The wagon frame and trails are raised with
the built-in jack and the trail support is
placed under the trail ends.j

Note. During all operations involving the use.
of the built-in jack the chief of section must keeP
a constant watch to see that the jack remains at tbe

jcorrect angle and winching must be stopped 1JJ1-,
mediately if the jack angle becomes too acute.

The trail ends are lowered onto the trail
support and the wagon frame is lowered
unt~l.the spade jack saddles can be placed in
pOSItIon.
The wagon frame is raised, the trail support
removed, the wagon frame lowered, the right
float placed on the trails, the wagon frame

lraised, and the front axle pllWed in position.
under the wagon frame.

(8) The wagon frame is lowered onto the front
axle. The wagon lock lever is inserted and
the inner ends of the brake lines are
connected.
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(9) The winch cable is unfastened from the
built-in jack and rewound on the drum. The
built-in jack is replaced in traveling
position.

(10) The wheel ramps, spacer bar, trail support,
left trail float, loading tray, and loading
ramp are replaced and secured in traveling
position.

(11) The carriage hold-down bolts, trail cross
braces, inside spade jacks, and tie beam are
secured in traveling position.

(12) The carriage wagon is pulled rearward by
the rear drawbar until there is sufficient
room between the wagon and the pit to al-
low the front drawbar to be coupled to the
prime mover. The rear drawbar is then un-
coupled and placed in traveling position.

(13) The carriage load prime mover is coupled
to the carriage load and covers are placed
on the carriage.

(14) The spades are taken from the pits and
secured on the wagon. In loading spades,
care should be taken to place two right hand
spades or two left hand spades together in
the center. (A right hand spade is defined
as a spade which may be used on the right
side of either trail.) In this way interfer-
ence between the sockets of the two center
spades will be avoided.

25. Individual Duties in March Order, Winch Method
Q. To place the weapon in traveling position the

c°lnrnand is MARCIl ORDER. At the command
lnelnbers of the section perform duties as prescribed
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in table V. In general, odd numbered cannoneerS
work on the right and even numbered cannoneers"
work on the left. Members of the section not
signed a specific duty in any operation assist as
rected by chief of section. So far as practicable,"
tools and equipment will be loaded in such order'
that those articles which will be needed first on
ing at a subsequent position will be available without
disturbing the articles needed later.

b. After the loads have been prepared for travel.
ing, the chief of section, assisted by the members of
the section, makes an inspection to verify that the"
loads are properly secured. He reports to the execu.
tive that the section is in order or reports any defects
which the section cannot remedy without delay.
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CHAPTER 5

DUTIES IN FIRING

26. Duties of Individuals
The general instructions given in paragraphs 6

and 7 on the conduct of section drill apply equally
section drill in duties in firing. For duties of the

datt:'ry executive, see FM 6-140. In general, the
f utles of individuals in the section in firing are as
ollows:

h' a. The chief of section supervises and commands
f IS section and is responsible that all duties are per-
ormed properly, all commands executed, and all

safety .precautIOns observed.
th b. The gunner sets the annonnced defloction, levels

e telescope mount, lays the gun for direction, and
refers the gun.

I
c. No. 1 operates the elevation quadrant and the

e ev t. d 3la a Ion handbrake and, assisted by Nos. 2 an ,
ys the gun for elevation.
~. NO.2 operates the rear elevating handwhe

el
,

~SSlSts No.3 in operating the crank handle on the
t:;,nt elevating handwheel, and assists No.1 in laying

e gun for elevation.
th e. NO.3, assisted by No.2 when necessary, operates
III' crank handle on the front elevating handwheel.
th: :,~asures the length of recoil when directed by

hle£ of section.
2888180-54-7
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Table V.-Individual Duties in March Order (Winch OableMethofi)
• { _,:i

Sequence Chief of section Gunner No.1 (assistant
gunner) No.2 No.3 No •• No.5 No.6 No.7 No.9 Ammunition

corporal
Nos. 10 to 18

inclusive
Prime mover

driver.
(carriage load)

Prime mover
driver (gun load)

Depress gun to minimum elevation. Close breech. If carriage wagon
bas been re-
moved from
the gun posi-
tion, moves
carriagewagon
to front 01car-
riage.

Under the direc-
tion of ammu-
nition corporal
prepare am.
munition for
traveling or
perform other
duties that
may be speci-
fied.

I

Directs work of
ammunition
squad througb-
out all sequen-
ces.

Retrieves aiming
posts, disas-
sembles and
s~cures in
cases.

, .

With sledge
removes float
locking keys.

Remove loading ramp. Disassem-
bles rammer sta1l.

Closes firing
lock. Detaches
and coils lan-
yard, returns
it to section
chest.

Replaces the
oiler, primer,
vent cleaning
reamer, vent
cleaning bit,
waste, and
wiping cloths
in section
chest.

Places the Cover
on the elevat.
ing mechan.
ism.

Lock the elevation brake in travellng
position. Pin the crank handle of
the front elevating hand wheel In
traveling position.

Directs work per-
formed by gun
squad through-
out all sequen-
ces.

Places gun in cen-
ter of traverse.
Removes pano-
ramic telescope
from mount and
secures in carry-
ing case. Covers
mount.

Commands
. MARCH OR-

DER. Super-
vises work 01 all
mt'mbers of the
section through-
out all sequen-
ces.

2 Relays signals
to prime mover
drivers.

If front axle of carriage wagon is
coupled to prime mover, uncouple.
Extend and attach rear drawbar to
gun load prime mover.

Unscrew spade jacks and screw them in their traveling brackets (only
the outside jacks are screwed tightly). Detach spades and either leave
them in pits for recovery later or lilt them out and place to the flanks.

Jack up trails in turn; remove floats and slide them
to the flanks. Unpin tie beam from firing position.
Swing tie beam ends forward.' .•

Moves prime
mover to. posi-
tion for attach-
ing rear draw-
bar.

Pays out winch
to facilitate
fastening to
extension.

Pays out cable.

(If axle is to be removed from car.
rlage load.)

Drives prime Operates winch
mover tofacil. . to lacflitate
itate operation. operation.

.~

.1
1

.1

Attaches car-
riage load
prime mover
winch line to
rear. hook on

. counter-recoil
block .

Disconnects
winch cable
extension
from cradle

. hook. Re-
moves from
roller and dis.
connects from
prime mover
cable...

Unclamp loading ramp rack and swing to traveling
position. Thread loading cable over roller. Hook
one end to cradle hook and other end to gun load
prime mover winch cable.

Insert spacer bar and lock its ends
to the tie beam.

.'.

As jacks are lo~ered sufficiently, remove jacks from
jack yokes.

Remove cap screws.

Remove stud bolt.'!. Swing plat-
forms to open position and lock.

Operate jacks until support halves
can be locked together. Lower
jacks and remove .

Bolt jack yokes in traveling posi- Replace cap screws and stud bolts in f!We cradle.
tion;

Bolt jacking yokeson cradle in lilting
position. Attach jacks to yokes
and jack down to facilitate easy
removal 01 stud bolts.

As tube is lifted, fold support halves
together and pin in place.

Operate jacks so muzzle end of tube rests on roller, keys are clear of keyways, Connect wagon attaching links to top carriage.
and breech is high enough so gun wagon can be moved in under cradle
locking lugs.

Lower jacks until rear of cradle rests on wagon, making sure that cradle
guide is centered so it clears both wagon silis.

Close trails to parallel position, centered on center line of carriage.
I .

Move road traveling locks from firing I Place wheel ramps on the trail
to traveling position. ends.

Emplace tube fastening strap. Tighten
cradle traveling locks.

Couple gun load. prime mover to rear d.rawbar .. (Ufront axle of carriage I Em.",," Usn 0.. , r", joek. Conn"'" cable to ;o.k. trolook .. 1e from Em...... and
wagon is to be removed: Couple carriage load prime mover to front axle wagon. When wagon is lowered to ground remove float.. removes built.
of carriage wagon. When axle is free of wagon and to flank, uncouple. . ,. in jack.
Couple carriage load prime mover to gun load wagon.) . .-~~~~~~::-~:-i~-~-:~-:~:::-~~~-\--:::-~~r::-:~-:-~~:-:-;:~~:-

neath wagon and to flank. clear of carriage. . .

------------------~-------------------:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_.

._-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_._----------------------------------------------

Drains air reser-
voir of gun
wagon.

Closes drain cock
of air reservoir.

5 Signals to have
gun wagon
backed on trails.

3

._- -~---------_. .. --,--------- ------------------_ .... --.- --------~--------,-------------_.
Insures that tube

is pulled only
until the lock-
ing lugs on the
cradle contact
the anchor
clamps on the
wagon.

6

7 Signals to have
gun load re-
moved from
trails.

8

______________________________--- J.:~:.~~~ ,______________s ~:: :~:~:~
• saddle, and

Uncouple gun load from carriage load prime mover. Replace breech cover, muzz1ecover (plug), and over-all gun load cover. template roll.

I IRemove wbeel ramps from trails ( PoD p.... remove ......".. :..: •.;.,.. tie boom m.m .... ~. and ........ to lmDs.
and secure in traveling position. ..' . . ., ,. .' .

._-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ...-.--------------------------------------------~ ..._-----------_O'
f

Close trails and lock together with tapered key. Place second key in the trail float socket. • .' ...
\---------------------r--------------------------------------------T~;;~::::~:r-----------------:---~--:---:-----------

Backs load to
facilitate
loosening at-
taching links.
Drives gun
load oft trails.

Spots prime
mover at trail

'end of car-
riage.

(, .

9 Drains air reser.
voir of carriage
wagon.

P Iace s fro n t Clean and grease wagon sills.
platform lad-
der in travel-
ing position
and secures.

Dig out onder end of carriage so
that tapered end of transport
wagon will slide under carriage.

Runs winch line
over front car-
riage roller
and attaches
it to wagon
frame.

Pays out winch
cable.

...

Pays out winch
cable to lower.
wagon to axle.
(Tee. pin into
hitch shaft.)

Pays out winch.
cable•

Retracts winch
cable . to lift
trails above
support. Pays
out winch
cable to lower
wagon to
ground.

Pull .carriage to
traveling posi- .'
tlon on carriage
wagon.

Backs np prime
mover.

Retracts winch
cable to lift
carriage wagon
high enough to
emplace axle.

Retracts winch.
cable until bev.
veled edge of
carriage is just
over wagon
frame.

Pays out winch
cable.

Applys pull to
. winch cable to

pull wagon in-
: to position
close to car-
riage.

Backs axle be-
neath front of
carriage wag-
on.

Drives prime
mover to facil-
itate coupling.

."" ;'.

Disconnects
winch cable.

Attaches gun
load prime
mover winch
cable to center
bracket in
bottom car-
riage.

Emplaces and
secures wagon
lock lever.

Unfastens cable.

Emp1aoes built-
in lack in lift-
ing position.

I..ower guide bars to first hole.
Remove timbers under front of
carriage.

Drop guide bars to lowest position.

Man porter bars to assist guiding
axle in position .•

Thread winch cable of gun load
prime mover through carriage
slots and fasten it to cable of
built-in jack.

.- ----------------------------------- ._-------~!-------_.

Continue filling pits.

Place one trail float in position lor jack. p~ the other float In.'pOSition
to accommodate trail support.

It spades have not been removed from pits. lift out and begin filling pits.

Emplace and secure trail spade jack saddles on wagon frame.

Remove trail SUpport.

Remove float used beneath trail SUpport.
----------------------------------------------------~-~---------'---'_ ..

Closes drain cock
of air reservoir.

Signals to have
wagon raised
and lowered.

Signals to have
carriage wagon
drawn to car-
riage.

Signals to have
carriage pulled
to traveling po-
sition.

Signals to have
carriage wagon
drawn to car-
riage.

10

11

13 Signals to have
wagon raised
and lowered.

12

~~es~des on carriage wagon..
Replace and secure trail floats atop ~~ls. Stow section equipment for travel.
overall cover on carriage load. Replace

Couple gun load to gun load prime mover. Connect cables and air hoses on
both loads.

Uncouple rear drawbar from gun load
prime mover and return it to travel-
ing position.

Connect front axle air hose and electric cable to wagon frame.
Screw inside spade jack~ inio sad- S' te bdlea tightly. L WIng por r ars to traveling po- Places wagon

. tion and secure. Fasten trail jack in travel-
cross braces in traveling position. . ing position.O'_----------------------- -------~------.------------------------ .. .--------------------------------~ . .

Secure spade clamps. Tightens car-
riage hold.
down bolts.

When all opera-
tions have been
completed, re-
Ports to execu-
tive, "Sir, No.
(so-and-so) in
order" or re-
Ports any de-
fects Which the
section cannot
remedy without
delay.

15
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f. No.4, assisted by No.5, opens and closes the
breech (figs. 67 and 68) and seats the loading ramp
in the breech recess; attaches the lanyard; releases the
percussion hammer safety latch.

g. No.5 assists No.4 in opening and closing the
breech and seating- the loading- ramp ill the breech
recess, checks the powder charg-e after it is placed Oll

the loading- rump, removes and inserts the Ml firing
mechanism (fig. 6D), and ins(ll'ts and removes primers
from firing- mecha nism.

Figure 67. Closing the breech.
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PillUI'C (is. Rni.~in!l t1j(~ IJnwch 1"otathlg lClier to lod,cd

position.

h. No. () checks to be sure that the bore is dear.
~R.~isted by No.7, he places the rear end of the load-
In~ ramp in position for loading- and checks aline-
Inent f I'd 16• 0 t Ie ramp; assisted by Nos. 7, 8, 9,15. an ,
r<llns . 1 . t, proJectiles' assisted by Nos. 7.8 ant 9, Inser s
1)1'0)" , ,Ielllllg charges; and fires the gun.
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Figure U9, l'l.'wrlin.'! firin.'! m,eehanism MI.

i ....TO. 7 assists TO. () in placing the rear end of the
loading' !'amp in the loading position; assists Nos. (),
H, H, }fi, and }Gto rani p!'ojectilps; and assists Nos. 6,
tol, and !) to in.'p!'t 1)J'olwlling charges.

j .• os. a 11<1 9 assist .Tos. (j, 7, 15., and 1() in ram~
ming proje<'til(>s and assist Nos. G and 7 in inserting
propelIin<T charges.
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k. No. 10 fuzes projectiles and sets fuzes.
l. No. 11, assisted by No. 12, prepares powder

charges (fig. 70).
'{n. No. 12 assists No. 11 to prepare powder charges:

carries prepared charges to the loading ramp.

Fi{lurc 70. PrcpUri11g powdcr charge.
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11. 1 'os. V3 to 16 carry projectiles from the pro.
jPctile pit to the loading ramp (fig. 71). Nos. 15 and
16 assist Nos. G to!) inl'amllling projectiles (fig. 72).

o. xo~. 17 alld IH preparc projcc.tiles.
p. The ammunition corporal supervises the stor-

age, handling, and preparat ion of ammunition by
the ammunition squad.

Figure 71. Curn/in!! projectile to loading ramI).

q. After the gun has been prepared for action and
the \'ehiclps unloaded, the drivers arc normally di.
rected to the trllck park, Where they perform mainte-
nance or such other duties as dirccted.

27. Chief of Section

a. List of Duties.
(1) ~leasures the site to the mask.
(:2) Indi<.:a tes to the gunner the aiming point.
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(3) Follows fire commands.
(4) Indicates when the gun is ready to fire.
(5) Gives the command to fire.
(6) Reports mistakes or other unusual incidents

of fire to the executive.
(7) Conducts prearranged fires.
(8) Records basic data.
(9) Observes and checks frequently the func-

tioning of the materiel.
(10) ~Ieasures the elevation.
(11) Inspects fuzes before loading.
(12) Lays for elevation when the gunner's

quadrant is used.
(13) Assigns duties when firing with reduced

personnel.
(14) Verifies the adjustment of the sighting and

fire control equipment.
(15) Directs swabbing of the bore.
(16) Checks, before it is placed in containers,

all ammunition not fired that has been pre-
pared for firing.

b. Detailed Description of Duties.
(1) To mea8ure the 8ite to the malsk.

(a) The command is ~IEASURE TIlE SITE
TO TIlE ~IASK. The chief of section,
sighting along the lowest elements of the
bore, directs the gunner and Nos. 2 and
3 to operate the traversing and elevating
mechanism until his line of sight just
clears the crest at its highest point in
the probable field of fire. lIe then has
No.1 measure, by means of the elevation
quadrant, the elevation at which the gun
is laid. The chief of section verifies the



reading on the elevation quadrant and re-
ports to the executive, "No. (so-and-so),
site (so much)."

(b) When the executive announces the mini-
mum quadrant elevation for each charge,
the chief of section records it in a note-
book and directs No.1 to chalk the mini-
mum elevation for each charge to be used
on a convenient part of the carriage or on
the section data board (par. 53).

(2) To indicate to gunner the aiming point.
Whenever an aiming point has been desig-
nated by the executive, the chief of section
will make sure that he has properly identi-
fied the point designated. He will then in-
dicate it to the gunner. If there is any possi-
bility of misunderstanding, the chief of seC-
tion will turn the panoramic telescope until
the horizontal and vertical hairs are on the
point designated.

(3) To follow fire commands. The chief of sec-
tion will follow the fire commands. He will
repeat the commands as required.

(4) To indicate 'when the gun is ready to fire.
When the executive can see arm signals of
the chief of section, the chief of section win
extend his right arm vertically upward ~lS

a signal that the gun is ready to fire. lIe
gives the signal as soon as the gunner calls
"Ready." 'Vhen arm signals cannot be ob-
served, the chief of section reports orally
to the executive, "No. (so-and-so) ready."

(5 ) To give command to fire. When No.6 can
see arm signals made by the chief of section,
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.
the chief of section will give the command
to fire by dropping his right arm sharply.
to his side. \Vhen his arm signals cannot be
seen, he commands orally NO. (SO ANDI.
SO) FIRE. The chief of 8ection will not
give tne signal or command to fire until all
the cannoneer8 are in 8afe p08itions.

(6) To report mi8takes and other unu"'1ualinci
dents of fire to executive. If for any reason
the gun cannot be fired, the chief of section t
will report promptly that fact to the execu-
tive and the reason, for example, "No. (so-
and-so) out, misfire." Whenever it is dis-
covered that the gun has been fired with a
mistake in laying, the chief of section will
report that fact at once, for example, "No.
(so-and-so) fired 40 mils right." Whenever
the gunner reports that the aiming posts
are out of alinement with the sight, at the
first lull in firing the chief of section will
report that fact and request permission to
rea line them. Likewise, other unusual inci-
dents that affect the service of the weapon
are reported promptly.

(7) To conduct prearranged fires. Whenever
the execution of prearranged fires is ordered,
the chief of section will conduct the fire of
his section in conformity with prercribed
data.

(8) To record bfUd(J data. The chief of section
will record data of a semipermanent nature
in a notebook. These include such data as
minimum eleyations; aiming points used
and their deflections; prearranged .fires

I 
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when section data sheets are not furnished;
safety limits in elevation and deflection;
number of rounds fired, with the date and
hour; and calibration corrections when

appropriate.
(9) To observe and check /wrwtioning 0/ rno.l

e

riel. The chief of section closely observes
the functioning of all parts of the materiel
during firing. Bzfore the gun is fired, he
makes certain that the recoil and counter-
recoil systems contain the proper amount
of oil; thereafter he carefully observes the
functioning of these systems. He reports to
the executive any evidence of malfunction-
ing (TM 9-336 or TM 9-341).

(10) To measure the elevation. At the com-
mand MEASURE THE ELEVATION,
the gun having been laid, the chief of section
directs No.1 to center the cross-level bubble
on the quadrant mount. The chief of sec-
tion then sets the micrometer of the gunner's
quadrant at zero and places it on the seats of
the quadrant mount. He then performs the

following:
(a) Moves the index arm of the gunner's quad-

rant until the bubble passes to the end of
the vial away from the index arm hinge.

(b) Lowers the index arm slowly until the
bubble just passes to the end of the vial
toward the hinge.

(c) Turns the micrometer until the bubble is
accurately centered.
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(d) Removes the quadrant and reports the
elevation thus set to the nearest 0.1 mil as
"No. (so-and-so), elevation (so much)."

(11) To a88ign dutie8 'When firing 'With reduced
personnel. 'Vhenever the personnel of the
section serving the gun is temporarily re-
duced in number below that indicated in this
manual, the chief of section will make such
redistribution of duties as will best facilitate
firing. Understrength units, loss of cadre-
men, casualties, and various details will
necessitate gun section operation with a re-
duced number of personnel to the extent
that it is almost normal for cannoneers to
double up on duties. 'Vhen round-the-clock
firing is to be rendered, cannoneers must
split up and work in shifts so that provision
can be made for relief. Duties that lend
themselves to convenient combinations are-

Chief of section and gunner
Gunner and No.4
No.1 and No.2
No.1 and No.3
No.1 and No.5
No.6 and No. 14
No.7 and No. 13
No.8 and No. 16
No.9 and No. 15
No. 10 and No. 11
No. 10 and No. 12
No. 11 and No. 18
No. 12 and No. 18.



(12) 1'0 lay for elevation ,rhen gunner's quad-
rant is tured.

(a) The command is QUADRANT (SO
~IUCH). In laying for elevation, tlw
gunner's quadrant is always used on the
gunner's quadrant seat on the ~1~0mount.
The quadrant seats on the tub2 are used
only when some part of the :\1~0 mount
mechanism is damaged or impractical to

use.
(b) An announced quadrant of 361.8, for

e.xample, is set on the gunner's quadrant
as follows: The upper edge of the index
plate is set opposite the 360 mark of the
graduated arc on the quadrant frame and
the micrometer on the index arm is turned
to read 1.8. Care must be taken to use
the same side of the quadrant in setting
both the index plate and the micrometer

knob.
(c) The announced quadrant having been

set on the gunner's quadrant, the gun
loaded, and the breechblock closed, the
gunner's quadrant is set on the gunner's
quadrant seat of the telescope mount.
The words line of fire must be at the
bottom of the quadrant and the arrow
pointing towanl the muzzle. The chief of
section must be sure to use the arrow
which appears on the same side. of the
quadrant as the scale that he is using.
He stands squarely opposite the side of the
quadrant and holds it firmly on the quad-
rant seat, parallel to the axis of the bore.
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It ill important that h,e take th,e 8ame
pmdtion and hold tile quadrant in the
8{lJnemanner for each, 8ub8equent 8etting
and 1)ieu'8 the quadrant bubble from the
8ame angle.

(d) The chief of section then directs Nos. 1,
2, and 3 to elevate or depress the gun until
the bubble is centered, being careful that
the last motion is in the direction in ,vhich
it is more difficult to turn the handwheeJ.
The chief of section cautions Nos. 1, 2,
and 3 when the bubble is approaching the
center in order that the final centering
may be performed accurately.

(e) Normally, if special and calibration cor-
rections are used they will be added alge-
braically at the battery fire direction
center. The quadrant then would be an-
nounced as NO. (SO-AND-SO), QUAD-
RANT (SO ~IUCII).

(13) To verify adjwdment of ."lighting and fire
control equipment. See T~I 9-341 (Tl\f
9-336) and chapter 7 for detailed instruc-
tions on testing and adjusting sighting and
fire control equipment.

(14) To direct 8wabbinfl of bore. During lulls
in firing and if possible after every 10
rounds, the chief of section will direct the
cannoneers to swab the bore. For this
operation, it is necessary to assemble the
bore brush with all sections of the rammer
staff. 'Vater should be used freely to assist
in cooling the gun.
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28. Gunner

a. Li8t of D1dies.
(1) Sets or changes the deflection.
(2) Lays the gun for direction.
(3) Centers the cross-level bubble on the

panoramic telescope mount.
(4) Cans "Ready:'
(5) Refers the gun.
(6) Alines aiming posts, assisted by No.9.
(7) Sets a common deflection on a common aim-

ing point after the gun has been laid.
(R) App1ies special corrections for deflection.
(9) Corrects for aiming post displacement.
(10) Assists the chief of section in verifying the

adjustment of the sighting and fire control

equipment.
b. Detailed Description of Dutie8.

(1) To set or change a deflection. The com-
mand is DEFLECTIO~ (SO ~IUCII).
If, for example, the eommand is DE.
FLECTION 2483, the gunner disengages
the throwout lever with his left thumb and
turns the rotating head of the sight (fig. 73)
to 24 (2400). He releases the throw out
lever, and with his right hand turns off the
remaining 83 mils on the micrometer scale
(fig. 74). He then traverses the gun until
the vertical hair is on the aiming post, being
careful that the last motion is such as to
cause the vertical hair of the telescope to
approach the aiming point from the left to
take up any lost motion in the mechanism.
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F;r/llf'(' (,f. P"t/O,.,If,,;(' !,,1('8('o/)(' M 12.4 7-.'1(''';('.'1.

(:?) T() lay tl/(1 gun Im'rllr('ction.
(a) The ~'1ln bping ill position but not laid for

direction, thc gunnCl' zeroes the sight as
follows:

I. Alill('s thp 1I10\"ahl(' :Izilllllth IlIi('ronlPtpl'
index (gullner's aid) of the sight with
thc right (fixpd) index (fig. 7;~).

,d. LoosPlIs tll(' slippillg Illi('l'oilletel' scale
locking nut by turning it coulIlcl'c)oek-
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wise, firmly holdillg tlw azillllith mi-
('rometer knob wit h his right hand (lig.

75) .
.J. Slips the slipping 11l1t:romrtrr Hntil it~

,,"Pro is ill ('oill('idl'Il('(' \\"ith tlH,!t'ft il\dl'x
(fig. 7G), tightl'IlS the' Im.killg Hilt. :ll\d
verifies tlH' alinell1ent of zpro of tlI('
s('a Ie \y it 11tlll' 1('ft index.

4. Turns the azil\lHth l\1it'l'Ol\lPt('l' knoh ~()
that the left index awl zero of the

Pigure 74. IJc{fcction 2483.

~R8R18O-G-l--S
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Pillllre 75. IA)o.'H'lIillf/ .'Ilippillll mi(",ollu'ler .'wale l()('killfJ nli/.

Figllre "to .. 1fillill!l Ihe zero (!! fI/e .~lippi/l!l Uli(~/"()/n('I('I' .~('al('

wi/h Ihe {e!I intlc:r.

slipping micrometer are ~dined with the
zero of the gunner's aid and right index
(fig. 73).

:J. Opens tlH' dool' and with the azimuth
micrometer knob or rotating head sets
the nOl1slipping azimuth scale at zero
(fig. 77) a nd closes the door.
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fJ. Loosens the slipping Hzimuth scale lock-
ing screw; moves the slipping a"im

ut
h

seale until its zero coincides with tlw
index on the outsi(le or the door (fi~.

78).
7. Tightens the locking screw and veri fie:

the reading. With the sight thus
zeroed, the gunner in indirect fire wi 1\
habitnally set and read deflections all

the slipping azimuth scale at the index

I,"~
If/ur(' 77. Turning the '1I01181ippirrfl nzimutl, 8('(/11' to z/'r().
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Pif/ltN' 78. Slippinf/ z('ro of thr ,vlippiuf/ a::ilJlu!h .'Icalr to
illl! 1''/; Oil duo/".

on thc door, sctting and rcading the last
two digits of the deflcction on tlIi'
:lzinlUth IIIicrometcr.

(b) Tilt' execlltin' COlllllI:llHls A]~IINU
POINT THIS 1NSTRUM:ENT, NO.
(SO-AND-SO), DEFLECTION (SO
~'1UCH). Thc gunner scts the dcfiectioll
for his gun 011 the panoramic telescope by
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(3)

(4)

disengaging the throwout lever and turn-
ing the rotating head to the announced
hundred mil graduation. He releases the
throwout lever and turns off the last two
digits of the deflection on the azimuth mi-
crometer scale, using the azimuth microm-
eter knob. He then traverses the gun
until his line of sight through the tele-
scope is on the executive's aiming circle.
He checks to insure that his bubbles are
level and announces "No. (so-and -so)
ready for recheck." As additional deflec-
tions are announced by the executive he
sets them on the siO'ht and traverses theo
gun so that his vertical hair is on the
aiming circle. 'Vhen the executive an-
nounces NO. (SO-AND-SO) IS LAID
the tube is oriented and should not be
traversed except on order of the execu-

tive.
To center the cross-level bubble on the pan-
oramic telescope mount. The gunner cen-
ters the cross-level bubble on the telescope
mount as part of all operations that in-
volve the use of the panoramic telescope.
This bubble is centered prior to using the
telescope and the level of the mount is veri-
fied before firing.
To call "Ready." The gun having been laid
for direction and No. 1 having called "Set,"
the gunner verifies the laying, moves his
head clear of the telescope, and calls
"Ready" to indicate that the gun is ready to
be fired.
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(5) To r.pler the !JUU. The eonlllland from t1J
executive is AIMING POINT THIS IN-'
STRU!IENT (OR OTHER POINT),'
REFER. 1Vithout disturbing the laying of
the gun the gunner turns only the sight:
until, with the bubbles level, the vertical,
hair is on the point designated. He then I
reports the deflection to the executive "No.
(so-and-so), deflection (so much)."

(6) To aline aiming p08tS. The gun having
been laid, as in (2) above, the executive
may command AI~fING POINT, AI!fING
I)OSTS, DEFLECTION 2200, REFER.
At this command the gunner sets the pan-
oramic telescope at deflection 2200 (fig. 79)
and, with hand signals, directs No.9 in the
alinement of the posts (fig. 39) with the
vertical hair of the sight. If, because of
the nature of the terrain the posts cannot
be set out at deflection 2200, the gunner
turns the azimuth micrometer knob until
the slipping azimuth scale is on another
even hundred mil graduation. lIe alineS
the posts at this new deflection. The chief
of section reports the altered deflection to
the executive "No. (so-and-so) aiming posts
at (so many hundred), deflection 2200 in
lake (or other reason)." The executive will
then command NO. (SO-AND-SO), DE~
FLECTION 2200, REFER. At this com-
mand the gunner loosens the slipping azi~
muth scale locking screw and moves the
slipping azimuth scale to deflection 2200.



Ji';f/lIrr "ifI. COIl/II/Oil deflectiO/1 2200.

(7)

He then tightens the locking screw and
verifies the aclj llstment.
To set a. COJl/11W11 r!fj!fction on a com ilion

aiming poi1d aftpJ' the gun has bf('ll laid.
The battery having becn laid, t11£'('xecutin>
may command A I :MI N GPO I .? T,
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CHURCH STf~EPLE, REFER. At thJ
command without moving the tubes, thet

gunners of all guns turn their sights to tIle.
aiming point designated and report the de,:
flections to the executive. The executive,
then comma~HlsCO~Il\10N DEFLECTION t
2200. At tIlls command each gunner loosens'
the locking screw of the slipping azimuth
scale and moves the seale until 2200 is in
coincidence with the index on the door. The
gunners then unlock the slipping azimuth
micrometer seale locking nut and move the
slipping azimuth micrometer seale to zero;
tighten the locking But aIHI verify that zero
is in coincidence with the index and that
the line of sight is still on the aiming point.

(8) To apply 8pecial correcNon8 for deflection.
The gunner applies special corrections to
the announced deflection for his gun by
moving the movable azimuth micrometer
index the proper amount and direction.
For example, the executive announceS
SPECIAL CORRECTIONS, DEFLEC-
TION 2265, NO.1 LEFT 10. The gunner
on NO.1 gun first sets off the announced de-
flection, then moves the azimuth micrometer
index (gunner's aid) upward 10 mils. He
then resets the unnounced deflection at the
index in its new position. Subsequent de-
flections, which are set on the azimuth mi-
crometer scale, will be increased 10 mils
automatically. The 8pecial correction is
left on the gunner's aid until completion of
the mission or until a new special correction



is announced. The new special correction
is set off as commanded and is rIOt applied

algebraically by the gunner.
(9) To mnke correction for aiming po.,t dis-

placement. For details of correcting for
aiming post displacement, see paragraph

46d.

29. No.1
a. List of J)utiel~.

(1) Cross levels the elevation quadrant.
(2) Lays the gun for quadrant elevation.

(3) Operates the elevation brake.

(4) Calls "Set."
b. Detailed Description of Duties.

(1) To cross level elevation quadrant. Ko. 1
turns the cross-leveling knob until the cro

SS

level bubble is centered. After the gun is
laid for quadrant elevation and before n1ak-
ing the final check of the longitndinal
bubble, he will verify the croSS leveling.

(2) To lay the gun for quadrant elevation. Ko.
1 grasps the handle of the elevation knob
between the thumb and forefinger of his
right hand and turns it until the announced
quadrant elevation is set off (fig. 80). FI)r
example, if the command is QUADRANT
ELEV1\,TION 230, No.1 will turn the
micrometer until the index in the windoW
of the elevation quadrant is between 2 und
3 and the graduation corresponding to 30
~ni1s is directly opposite the micrometer

mdex.
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(:~) To operate e7eIJation IF)'ah:e. After No. 4
has called "Loadpd" and the announced
quadrant elevation having been set, No.1
depressps tll(> elevation brake level' and di-
rects Nos. and :~in pl('vating the gUll until
tl1(>longitudinal bllbl)l(' is ('entered. No. J

then releases the lev('l', loeking the elevating

"'i,,,II1"(, RO. setfiny 11 f//III1!J'IIJ1f ('fro/,atinn.
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mechanisl1l at tll(>COITect elevation. Before
he depresses the b"ak(' level', No. 1 makes
SlIl'e that Nos. amI ;~are {'Ipal' of the crank
handle on the front elevating hand wheel.
To ro17 ",S"t:' 'Vhen a II of the above oper-

,ations have been cOIllpleted, No.1 calls "Set
sharply to not ify the gunner that the op-

~ 
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erations necessary for laying the gun In

elevation are finished.

30. No.2
a. List of Duties.

(1) Operates the rear elevating handwhee1 for
fine elevation changes.

(2) Assists No.3 in operating the crank handle
on the front elevatinO' handwheel for large
elevation changes.

(3) Assists No.1 in laying the gun for elevation.
b. Detai7ed Description of Duty. To operate el-

eYating handwheel No.2 will stand facing the rear
elevating handwheel and elevate or depress the gun
as directed by hand signals from No. l.

31. No.3
a. Lil<t 01 Duties.

(1) Operates the crank handle on the front
elevating handwheel.

(2) :Measures the length of recoil.
b. Detai7ed Description 01 Oertain Duties.

(1 ) No.3 stands facing to the rear and assisted
by No.2, if necessary, turns the crank handle
as directed by hand signals from No. l.

(2) 'Vhen directed by the chief of section, No.
3 measures the length of recoil (T~1 9-336
and T:M 9-341).

32. No.4
a L.. lst of Duties.

(1) Opens and closes the breech.
(2) Cleans the breech after each round.
(3) Places the 10adinO'ramp in the breech recesS.
(4) Attaches the lan;ard.
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(5) Calls "Loaded."
(6) Releases the percussion hammer safety latch.

b. Detailed Description of Oertain Duties.
(1 ) To open and close breech. To open the

breech, No. 4 depresses the rotating lever
latch plunger with the thumb of his right
hand, and swings the rotating lever down
through the full range of its travel. Hold-
ing the carrier operating handle in his left
hand, No.4 allows the breechblock carrier to
swing down until it is locked in the open po-
sition. He then checks to see that the breech-
block locking plunger has locked the rotating
breechblock to the carrier. To close the
breech, No.4 grasps the carrier operating
handle in his right hand, depresses the
breech~lock slightly, pushes the breech block
carrier lock pedal with his left knee (fig. 67) ,
and, assisted by NO.5, swings the breech
shut. NO.4 then swings the breechblock
operating lever to the closed position (fig.
68), and checks to see that it is latched.

(2) To clean breech after each round. Before
the breech is opened, No. 4 will clean the
primer seat with the cleaning reamer pro-
vided for that purpose. He will swab the
face of the obturator spindle after each
round with a water-saturated cloth. In ad-
dition, he will pass the vent cleaning tool
through the obturator spindle vent several
times. From time to time and as necessary
No. 4 wipes the mushroom head and
threaded sectors of the breech recess and
breechblock with a cloth slightly dampened



with oil, lubricating, preservative, medium
(for temperatures of 32° F. and above) or
oil, lubricating, preservative, special (below
320 F.). 'Vhen necessary, he will oil the
operating parts of the breech mechanism
with same oil as specified for the breech
recess and breechblock.

(3) To attach lanyard. No. 4 holds his left
hand over the percussion hammer and snaps
the lanyard into position with his right
hand. Care must be taken to keep enough
slack in the lanyard to prevent accidental
firing of the gun as it is elevated. 'Vhen not
in use the lanyard will be attached to a con-
venient place on the left platform.

(4) To call "Loaded." As soon as he has at-
tached the lanyard, No.4 calls "Loaded" to
inform No.1 that the gun is ready to be laid

for elevation.
(5) To release percussion hammer 80 f ety latch.

Having called "Loaded" No. -! releases the
percussion hammer safety latch.

33. N0.5
a. List of Duties.

(1) Assists No. 4 111 opening and closing the

breech.
(2) Assists No.4 in placing the loading ramp in

the breech recess.
(3) Checks the powder charge. after it is placed

on the loading ramp.
(4) Examines primers for cleanliness and for

the closed seal at the open end.
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(5) Inserts primers into the firing mechan i,
(fig.8l).

(6) Inserts and removes the firing mechanism
~II (fig. G!) and 1'('11l0vestired primers frolll
the fil'ing mechanism.

Fif/llre HI. Illserfillfl prill/('r ill /irillf/ 1I/('('/i(/lli.'l1l/ MI.

b. !Jptai!ed !Jesr'JilJ1 irJ1!01 (JeJ'tail1 !Juties.
( 1) To (/88i..,1No .. hi ojJelliJig flJld f'!osin,q bl'()('{:1t.

Xo. ;j stands fa('ing thl' lJl'l'('('11and operates
the ('anil'l' 0IH'l'atillg handle with his left
hand.

(2) To rll('rh: ]JO/lu!PJ' elulI',fJe altm- it 'i8 placed
Oil. !oadil1.rJ ,/,{lmp. After No. 12 places the
prepared powdel' charge 011 the loading'
ramp, No.5 examines it to make sure that
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it is the proper charge, that the igniter pad
is to the rear, and that the igniter pad pro-
tector cap is removed. After the charge has
been pushed into the powder chamber by
Nos. 6 to 9, he checks to be sure the igniter
pad is 3 inches forward of the gas check

seat.
(3) To insert pri1ner,~ into firing mechanism.

No. 5 removes a primer from his primer
belt, inspects it, and inserts it as far as it
will go into the primer seat. No.5 holds
the firing mechanism in his left hand with
the primer holder uppermost. 'Vith his
right hand he inserts the base of a neW
primer into the holder and slides it into
its proper seat (fig. 81). The precaution of
keeping the right hand clear of the front
end of the primer must be observed.

(4) To insert and seat firing mechanism. The
flring 1nechanisTn will nlJt be in.-r;erteduntil
the breechblock is c01npletely closed and
locked. No. 5 inserts the firing mechanism
into the firing mechanism housing, taking
care that the front end of the primer has
entered the primer seat in the obturator
spindle plug. He then seats the mechanism
by turning the handle in a clockwise direc-
tion until it contacts the firing mechanism
?l~k handle arm stop and is latched. It
IS Important that the mechanism is screu'ed
~ome and latched in position. If the gun
ISfired without this having been done, dam-
age to the breechblock and injury to per-
sonnel may result. Should a primer be
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slightly oversize or the primer seat dirtJ
the mechanism will stick before it has
fully seated. The mechanism should no
be seated by force, but should be remove(
and the primer seat cleaned or anothel
primer inserted. Unfired primers to be
carded are turned over to the ammunitiot
corporal.

( 5 ) To remove fired priJner8 from firing meclw-
ni81n. No.5 holds the firing mechanism in
his left hand with the primer holder facing
him. He grasps the primer with his right
hand and slides the base of the primer out
of the primer holder.

34. No.6

a. Li8t of Duties.
(1) Assisted by No.7, places the rear end of

loading ramp in position.
(2) Rams projectiles.
(3) Inserts powder charges.
(4) Gives the commands for ramming.
(5) Fires the gun.
(6) Swabs the powder chamber.

b. Detailed Description of Oertain Dutie8.
(1) To place loading ramp in position. No. 6

grasps the two rear handles of the loading
ramp and No.7 grasps the two front handles
of the ramp initially. They extend it over
the recoil pit so that Nos. 4 and 5 may reach
the front handles and, with No. 7 shifting
his grip to the rear handles, Nos. 4 and [)
guide the ramp into the breech recess. The
rear end of the loading ramp is then placed
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on the loading ramp rack in prolongation
of the axis of the bore. "Then not in lI~P.

the loading ramp is placed to the rear of
the recoil pit (fig. 82) with its forward end

resting on the loading ramp rack.

];'iYlll'e 82. RClIlovinf/ loading rall/P.

(2) 1'0 T(J//n projectiles. Nos. 6 to 9 place them-
selves in staggered positions along the rl\l11-
mer statr, Nos. () and 8 on the left, and ~~o'.
7 and H all the right. The rammer head is
placed aga inst the base of the projectile and
the projectile pushed off the loading tray
onto the loading ramp. A soon a the
projectile is on the loading ramp. .,.as.
and Hi leave the loading tray and take posi-

~H88180-54 -!I
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tions along the rallllller staff, No. If> on the
right II lid No. 1G on the left (fig. 8i~). (J.

G then commands HOME. The projecti Ie
is pushed up the loading ramp and into the
powder chamber. The canlloneers then turn
their backs to the breech, lean forward, and
extend their arms along the rammer. At

1"i!J/lrr~ 8.''J. Loadin!11Jrojcc!ile.
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the commands HEADY-RA~I from No.
6, they throw all their weight to their rear
(toward the hreech), at the same time using
their arms to add power to the stroke.
power and uniformity in ramming are essen.
tial to the accuracy of fire. Firm seating
of the projectile is necessary to prevent its
slipping back into the powder chamber and
resting on the charge, espe.cially at high
elevations. ~Iore uniform ramming may be
attained by placing two reference marks
on the rammer staff. The first mark will be
flush with the face of the breech when about
20 inches of the ramming stroke remains,
at which point No.6 cannoneer will com-
mand READY-RA~1. The second mark
will be flush with the face of the breech when
the projectile is rammed all the way, and
by referring to this mark, the chief of seC-
tion will be able to check the uniformity
of ramming and the firm seating of the

projectile.
(3) To insert powder charges. After the pre-

pared powder charge has been placed on the
loading ramp by No. 12, ~os. 6 to 9 push
it into the powder chamber with the ram

mer

(fig. 84). Care must be taken with rednced
charges to see that the base of the charge
is not pushed more than 3 inches beyond
the gas check seat.

(4) To fire the gun. No. 6 takes a station out
of the path of the recoil and facing the chief
of section. At the chief of section's signal
or command NO. (SO-AND-SO) FIRE,



....'0. (; grasps the hanule of the lanyard and
without raising his hand plllls the lanyard.
To inSlIrc th(' han'lIncr h itt ing the striker,
a strong plIlI wi th a prolonged movement
is lIsed. UJlr!pl' 'I/O cin"/l1//)';f(J/llf'e8 'will No. (j
r!l'flSP the lanyonl '/Intil the chief of Mctiun
80 dh'ects.
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(5) 1'0 swab powder cham» er. After each
round Nos. 6 to 9 swab out the powd~r
chamber immediately after Nos. 4 and 5
open the breech. The chamber brush is
dipped in water, and the rear of the bore,
up to and including the forcing coue, is
swabbed. No. 6 inspects for damage or
burning fragments in the bore; fragments
are removed before firing, and damage re-
ported to chief of section.

35. No.7
a. Li.st of Duties.

(1) Assists No.6 in placing the rear end of the
loading ramp in position.

(2) Rams projectiles.
(3) Inserts powder charges.
(4) Swabs the powder chamber.

b.. Detailed Description of Certain Duties. For.
d(etallsof certain duties, see paragraphs 34b(1), (2),
3), and (5).

36 .. Nos. 8 and 9
a. Li.st of Duties.

(1) Rams projectiles.
(2) Inserts powder charges.
(3) Swabs the powder chamber.

d b.. Detailed Description of Certain Duties. For
etalls of certain duties, see paragraphs 34b(2), (3),

and (5).

37. No. 10
a L'. UJt of Duties.

(1) Fuzes projectiles.
(2) Sets fuzes.
(3) Removes fuzes from projectiles.

-
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o. Detailed De.veription of Oertain Dutie.v.
(1) To fuze projectiles.

(a) FuzesJI51,M67, VT,andJ.f500series.
1. 24-0-mm projectile8. The projectile hav-

ing been placed on the loading tray bJ
Nos. 13 to 16, No. 10 unscrews the eye-
bolt lifting plug from the fuze socket
of the projectile, inspects the socket for
rust and dirt, removes (or replaces) the
supplemental charge if necessary, and
screws in the designated fuze. In
tightening or removing the fuze of a
projectile, only the authorized fuze
wrench should be used. VT fuzes should
be screwed in by hand and tightened
with fuze wrench M18 using only man-
ual force. Do not hammer on the
wre1l(}hor U/sean eaJten8ionhandle. If
a time fuze is used, No. 10 removes the
safety pull wire from the fuze, and, if
a booster is present, the safety pin from
the booster. Boosters without safety
pins must not be used.

2. 8-ineh pro j e c t i l e 8. Projectiles are
shipped fuzed with the PD fuze l\151A5
(or l\151A4) l\10D 3, .05-second delay,
and inert head (for delay action). A
superquick fuze head, which is packed
in the box with the shell, may replace
the inert head if Superquick action is
required. VT fuze is not available for
this projectile. To fuze projectile with
time fuze (1\167,1\1500), No. 10performs
the following steps:



(a) Unscrews the delay head in the nose
of the windshield, loosens the set-
screw in the base of the windshield,
and removes the windshield.

(b) Loosens the setscrew in the nose of
the shell and unscrews the fuze that
is already on the projectile. If the
:M51A5 MOD 3 is replaced by the
M67A3, the M78, the M78Al, or the
M500, the flash tube is removed and
discarded.

(c) Removes the cotter pin and ring from
the booster which is assembled to the
time fuze to be used.

(d) Screws the fuze with booster into the
projectile and tightens it with a fuze
wrench.

(e) Tightens the setscrew in the nose of
the shell.

(f) Removes the safety pull wire.
(g) Sets the fuze for the desired time.
(h)' Assembles the inert delay head in the

nose of the windshield using the re-
taining screw.

(i) Assembles the windshield to the shell
and tightens the setscrews in the base
of the windshield.

(b) M78 concrete-piercing fuze.
1. 240 mm projectile. No. 10 removes the

eyebolt lifting plug from the fuze
socket, removes the safety pin from the
M25 booster, and screws the booster into
the booster cavity in the shell. He
tightens the booster firmly with the
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booster end fuze wrench MIG. No. 10
then ~crews the fuze into the fuze eav.ity
and tightens securely with the fuze end
of the wrench.

2. 8-inclt projectile. No. 10 performs the
follOWing operations:

(a) Unscrews the delay head in the nose
of the Windshield, loosens the set-
screw in the base of the windshield,
and removes the Windshield.

(b) Discards the flash tube.
(c) Loosens the setscrew in the nose of

tbe shell and unscrews the fuze.
(d) Removes the safety pin from the

booster and, using fuze wrench,
screws the booster into the booster
cavity in the shell.

(e) Screws ~f78 fuze into the fuze cavity
and tightens it with wrench.

(f) Tightens the setscrew in the nose of
the shell.

(g) Assembles the inert delay head in the
nose of the Windshield using the
retaining screw.

(h) Assembles the windshield to the shell
and tightens the setscrew in the base
of the windshield.

(2) To set the fuze .yetter.

(a) Fuze setter ilf22. The corrector scale is
not used. No. 10 !llakes certain that the
corrector scale is locked at corrector set-
ting 30. lIe releases the time scale clamp-
ing screw marked T and, holding the fuze
setter by the outer ring, turns the inner



INyure 85. Fuze srtfrr M2R.

body until the inde.' on the body is oppo-
site the alllloullCed time on the time scalE.'.
He then locks the time scale clamping
sel'l'W. being cal'l'flll not to di~tul'b tIll'
setting, Fol' acelll'acy, .'0. III looks
squarely at thl' scalps ant} indl'.'cs in tl\('
sallie manllCI' paeh til1lP.

(b) F'Il.ze seUe'l' M,,J8 (fig. Sf». This fuze
setter has ]\0 eorreetol' sea Ie. It has two
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j
time scale rings; one for Useon 45-seconcl
fuzes and one for 100-second fuzes. In
addition tile M28 l,as a night Iil!hting
device incorporated in tIle llandle. Ex-
cept for the corrector scale, operation of
the 1\J28 is similar to that of the !f22.

(3) To 8et !uze8.
(a) Fuze Af51.

1. 24-0-mln ammunition. When fuze quick
. is designated, No. 10 will ve.rify the
Sllperquick setting. 'Vhen fuze delay
is designated, he wiH Use a screwdriver
or fuze wrench .Af18to turn the setting
sleeve perpendicular to the long axis of
the fuze.

2. 8-ineh ammunition. lVhen fuze quick is
designated, No. 10 will remove the inert
delay. head from the nose of the wind-
shield, screw the Superquiek llead into
place, and tighten it with a fuze wrench.
lIe wiH then check tIle setscrew in the
base of the Windshield for tightness.
When fuze delay is designated, no
changes heed to be made in the projec-
tile and fuze as shipped. No. 10 will
check the delay head and the setscrew
in the base of the windshield for tight-ness.

(b) Fuze .:1167 and AI500 8eriell.

1. General. The .2\167fuze has no impact
element so must be set for some time
less than the time of flight of the pro-
jectile. The M500 has a percussion



element that will detonate the round
upon impact if the time element fails.
For percussion action with this fuze,
No. 10 alines the S on the setting ring
with the index on the fixed ring.

~. Using fuze setter M22, Jf26, or M28.
After making the announced settings on
the fuze setter, No. 10 removes the safety
pull wire from the fuze, carefully
places the fuze setter over the fuze, and
turns the setter until the notch on the
time ring of the fuze engages the stop
on the setting ring of the fuze setter.
He places the handle in the most con-
venient position, pushes down on the
fuze setter until the notch fully engages
the stop, and continues to turn it until
the pawl in the adjusting ring assembly
drops into the notch of the fixed fuze
ring. This prevents further turning
and indicates that the fuze is set. He
then lifts the fuze setter from the fuze
without rotating it, and makes a visual
check of the fuze setting to insure that
the fuze ring notch was actually en-
gaged and that the fuze is properly set.
Once set, if time setting on the fuze is to
be changed, the fuze setter is reset to the
desired time setting and the fuze is
set again as described above.

3. Using fuze setter J,/14 or /.1/27. These
are wrench-type fuze setters in which
the fuze time scale is used in setting the
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fuze. After the safety pull wire has
been removed, place the fuze ,setter on
the fuze with the taper contour of the
hole fitting the fuze. Engage the key
in the wrench with the slot on the fuze,
and turn the wrench in the direction of
increasing readings until the index
mark on the fuze alines with the re-
quired time setting on the fuze scale .

. Remove the wrench, being careful to
avoid changing the setting. Make a
visual check of the fuze to insure that
the fuze is properly set.

(c) VT and conm'ete-piercing fuze8. Current
models of these fuzes require no setting on
the part of using personnel. VT fuze is
not available for ammunition for the 8-
inch gun.

(4) To remove fuze8 from projectile8. If for
any reason, a projectile (240-mm) which
llas been fuzed is not to be fired, the fuze
win be removed. The operation of insert-
ing a fuze is reversed. Supplemental
charges (240-mm) win be replaced, pro-
vided the projectile Was issued with the
charge. Combination Superquick and de-
lay fuzes are reset to SQ (superquick).
Time fuzes are reset to SAI1"E (S), using
the fuze setter, and the safety pull wires
are replaced prior to removing the fuzes.
nooster cotter pins are then replaced. The
eyebolt lifting plugs are replaced in the fuze
socket of the projectiles (210-mm).



38. Nos. 11 and 12, List of Duties-Prepare powder

Charges
a. ~40-mm 0harges. The propelling charge for the

240-mm howitzer 1\£1is of the base_and-increment
type, and consists of a base section and three incre-
ments, permitting four zones of fire. The base section
includes an igniter pad on the rear, which is dyed red
and contains black powder. Four tying straps are
sewed to the bas~ section and provide a means of
attaching the increments to the base section. In
order to protect the igniter pad, an igniter protector
cap is slipped over the rear end of the base section
and secured with a drawstring. This cap must be
removed before the charge is loaded. Charges are
packed in airtight metal containers, one complete
charge in each container. The containers should not
be opened until just before using the charge. The
command CHARGE 4 indicates the use of the full
charge; CIIARG E 2 indicates the base section and
first increment; etc. 'Vhen the charge has been pre-
pared, No. 12 carries it to the loading ramp. After
being placed on the ramp, the charge is straightened
into its cylindrical form. Unused increments are
disposed of as directed by the executive.

b. 8-inch Oharges.
(1) Propelling charge M13. Propelling charge

M13 is the standard charge used with the
8-inch gun 1\11. It consists of a base section
and two increments, thus three charges are
possible. This charge replaces the l\H> and
1\110charges described below.

(2) Propelling charges 1119 and 11110. If these
propelling charges are supplied for use with
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the 8-inch gun MI, the Mo will be known as
the green bag charge and the MID as tIle
white bag charge. Each"of these charges is
made up of a base charge and one increment,
thus each charge permits only two zones of
fire. The base charge, green bag, is re-
ferred to as reduced charge. The base
charge, white bag, produces the same muzzle
velocity as the base charge and increment,
green bag, and both are referred to as nor-
mal charge. The base section and incre-
ment, white bag, is referred to as Super-
charge. In no caSe wiII either the base or
increment of either charge be used with the
base or increment of the other charge. On
the end of the base section of each charge
there is a red igniter pad which contains
black powder. Four tying straps are sewed
to the base section and provide a means of
attaching the increment to the base section.
An igniter protector cap is placed over the
exposed igniter to protect it during storage
and shipment. Tllis cap must be removed
before the charge is loaded. Charges are
packed in airtight metal containers, one
complete cllarge in each container. The
container should not be opened until just
before using the charge. Commands for
the various charges are given as follows:
REDUCED C II A R G E, NORMAL
CHARGE GHEEN BAG, NORl\IAL
CHARGE \VIIITE BAG, SUPER-
CHARG E. \Vhen the charge has been pre-
pared, No. 12 carries it to the loading ramp.



Unused increments are disposed of as di-
rected by the executive.

39. Nos. 13 and 14

a. List of Duties.
(1) Place projectile on loading tray.
(2) Carry proj ectiles to the gun.

b. Detailed Description of Oertain Duties. The
projectile havin~ been prepared by Nos. 17 and 18,
Nos. 13 and 14 place the shell tongs over the pro-
jectile. No. 16 turns the locking handle up, grasps
the shell tongs by the handles and lowers the tongs
on the projectile. He turns the locking handle down
to lock the shell-tong grips around the projectile and
calls "Locked." Nos. 14 and 16 on the left and Nos.
13 and 15 on the right, then lift the projectile and
place it on the loading tray. No. 16 removes the shell
tongs from the projectile. Nos. 13, 14, 15, and 16
then carry the loading tray with projectile to the
rear of the right trail where the projectile is fuzed
by No. 10. After No. 10 has fuzed the projectile and
set the fuze, Nos. 13 to 16 raise the loading tray and

. place the front edge on the rear of the loading ramp.
Nos. 13 and 14 stand by the front handles until the
projectile has been pushed on the loading ramp.
T~ey then return the loading tray to the projectile
pIt. Nos. 15 and 16 hold the rear of the loading tray
until the projectile has been pushed onto the loading
ramp by Nos. 6 to 9.

40. Nos. 15 and 16

a. List 0/ Duties.
(1) Carry projectiles to the gun.
(2) Ram projectiles.
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b. Detailed De8cr'iption 01 Oertain Duties.
(1) To carry projectile8 to the gun. For de-

tailed description of duties, see paragraph3gb.

(2) To ram. projectile. After the projectile is
pushed off the loading tray, Nos. 15 and 16
hasten to the end of the rammer staff where
they take staggered positions behind Nos.
6 to 9.

41. Nos. 17 and 18

a. Li8t 01/)utie8. Prepare projectiles.
b. Detailed Description 01 /)utie8. No. 18, as-

sisted by No. 17, verifies the type, weight, and lot
number of each projectile and examines it carefully
for defects. The rotating band will be inspected and
if :lllY burrs are found they will be removed with a
file. The projectile is then stood upright on its base
and the entire surface cleaned with a damp cloth.
Should any material length of time intervene be-
tween cleaning the projectile and inserting' it into the
gun, the projectile must be reinspected before loading
to see that it is free from sand or dirt. Any sand or
dirt on the projectile will cause excessive erosion of
the bore when the gun is fired.

42. Ammunition Corporal
a. Li.f(t01 Dutie8.

(1) Receives and accounts for ammunition for
the section.

(2) Enforces proper methods of handling am-
munition.

(:~) Supervises the storage of ammunition.
(4) Supervises the pr<.'paration of ammunition

for firing.
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(5) Insures that the desi~nated powder charge,
projectile, and fuze are used.

(6) Determines powder temperature and an-
nounces it when so directed.

b. Detailed Description of Oertain Duties.
(1) To receive and account for ammunition for

section. Subject to the orders of the execU-
tive or the chief of section, the ammunition
corporal receives and accounts for such am-
munition as may be required by the section.
He checks the amount received and receipts
for it, maintains a record of all ammunition
received and fired, and keeps the chief of
section informed as to the status of the am-
munition supply within the section.

(2) To enforce proper methods of handling am-
munition. The. ammunition corporal re-
quires the cannoneers to handle ammunition
properly. He prevents any of the follow-
ing:

(a) Smoking in the vicinity of ammunition.
(b) Use of lights, other than flashlights, in

the vicinity of powder charges.
(c) Dropping projectiles, powder containers,

and fuze and primer boxes.
(d) Allowing projectiles to strike together.
(e) Allowing ammunition to become dirty,

wet, or overheated.
(I) Removal of grommets until the projectile

is prepared for firing.
(3) To supervise storage of '!-mnwnition. For

details on storing ammunition, see para-
graph 52, F~l 6-140, T~I 9-341, T~l 9-336,
and T:M 9-1900. .
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(4) To hame ammunition properly prepared for
firing. The ammunition corporal super-
vises carefully the work of the cannoneers
in preparing rounds for firing. lIe sees
that the projectiles are cleaned thoroughly
and that all burrs on the rotating bands
lave been removed by fil;ng. lIe requires
that all powder charges be kept in their
closed containers until just before loading,
and that primers and fuzes be kept in their
boxes until just before using. H3 insures
that pOwder charges are properly segre-
gated by lot number and that base charges
and increment sections of differing lot num.
bel'S do not become mixed.

(5) To in.yure that designated powder charge,
projectile, and fuze are u.yed. The ammuni-
tion corporal follows the fire commands
and indicates to the cannoneers concerned
the projectiles, powder charges, and fuzes
to be used. For any single fire mission, the
projectiles should be of the same weight
and the pOwder charges should be all the
same lot number.

(6) To determine powder temperature and an-
nounce it when 80 directed. Propellants
must be protected from excessive and rapid
changes in temperature. lIigh temperatures
greatly accelerate the normal rate of dete"
rioration and cause excessive and irregular
chamber pressures in firing, resulting in
erratic ranges. Sudden changes in tempera-
ture may also cause moisture to condense
upon the charges. The ammunition corporal



determines and reports the powder tempera-
ture when directed by the chief of section.

43. Artillery Mechanic
a. List of Duties.

(1) Watches the functioning of the gun.
(2) Supervises the lubrication of the gun.
(3) Checks from time to time, and during lulls

in firing, the position of the replenisher
piston, oil index, and the oil level gage of
the equilibrator pressure tank. The position
of the replenisher piston should be checked
after every three rounds.

(4) Checks the nitrogen pressure of the equili-
brator system.

(5) Is responsible to the chief of section for
the proper mechanical. functioning of the
gun.

(6) Supervises the cleaning and lubrication of
the transport wagons.

b. Detailed Des.cr'iption of Duties. For detailed
explanations of duties listed above, see T~l 9-336
and TM 9-341.
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CHAPTER 6

TECHNIQUES AND SITUATIONS THAT REQUIRE
SPECIAL ATTENTION

44. Special Methods of Emplacement

a. Combat conditions may require the Use of spe-
cial methods of emplacing the gun. Practice in such
methods during advanced training will give flexi-
bility in the employment of the weapon.

b. 'Vhere, because of intervening trees or uneven
terrain, or when camouflage security may dictate the
inadvisability of having prime movers or any vehicle
forward of the gun position, the following methods
may be used in occupying positions. Duties of indi-
vidual cannoneers in these operations will be as
directed by the chief of section.

(1) First method.
(a) Back the carriage transport wagon

(spades removed) directly over the staked
position in alinement with directional
stakes (fig. 86 CD) .

(b) Place the crane in position so that the
boom is over the center of the crane truck
when midway between the point at which
it lifts the tube and the point at which
it places the tube upon the carriage. The
rear of the crane must be close (6 inches)
to the carriage position to avoid excessive
boom angles (fig. 86 0).
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1i'igure 86. Special methods of emplacement (first method).

(c) Using the crane, lift the carriage suf-
ficiently to permit withdrawal of the car-
riage transport wagon. The left plat-
form is swung to the left limit of its
movement. Lower the carriage into the
required \position (about 3 inches from
the crane truck pintle) 'and set the trails
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parallel. Care must be taken that the
platform clears the crane truck, (fig.
860).

(d) Use the prime mover of the gun trans-
port wagon, coupled by the front pintle,
to push the gun transport wagon up the
trails (fig. 86 CD).

(f') Lift tlw tllbe from the transport wagoll
and swing into position. Remove the
gun transport wagon (fig. 87 CD).

(I) ~Iore the crane to the rear of the trails to
permit digging of spade pits by clam
shell. The clam shell must be carefully
guided in digging to prevent striking
trails (fig. 870).

(g) Spread the trails to permit digging of
the recoil pit (fig. 870).

(h) Prepare gun for action (fig. 87 CD).
(2) Second method.

(a) Dig the spade and recoil pits.
(b) Place the crane and carriage transport

wagon as shown in figure 88@. Remove
the spades.

(f') Lift the carriage and swing it until the
boom is centered over the rear of the crane
truck. Remove the carriage transport
wagon. Lower the boom and rotate the
carriage 1800 with the guide ropes, mov-
ing the short end (of the load) under the
boom over t he rear of the crane truck.
Raise the the boom and swing the car-
riage into the required position (fig. 88@).

(d) Back the gun transport wagon into posi-
tion where the tube can be emplaced upon



CD

f'igure 87. Special methods 01 emplacement (first method
continued).
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FI!lure 88. Speciallllcfliod 0/ ('mplacf'me'nt (second method).

the carriage by following the procedure
in (c) above. RenlOve the gun transport
wagon (fig. 880).

( e) Prepare gun for action.
Caution: Care must be taken that tllC

boom is not lowered below the sa ie boom
distance Over the rear of the crane. After
lifting each load, it may be nf'cessary to
move the transport wagon to prevent the
counterweight on the crane from inter-,
fering with the transport wagon tires.
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45. Precision in Laying
a. Sighting and laying instruments, fuze setters,

and elevating and traversing mechanism must be
properly operated to reduce the effects of lost motion.
For uniformity and accuracy the last motion in
Retting instruments and in laying should be in the
direction prescribed in this manual. To insure ac-
curate laying, personnel who lay the gun must be
required to verify the laying after the breech has

been closed.
b. The line of sight when setting and reading a

Reale or centering a bubble should be at a right angle
to the scale or level vial to prevent parallax errors.

Bubbles should be centered exactly .
. c. For uniformity and accuracy in layin/( on aim-
Ing posts, the vertical hair in the reticle of the pan-
oramic telescope should be alined with the left edge

of the aiming posts.

46. Aiming Points and Displacement Corrections

a. General. After the gun has been laid initially
for direction it is referred to the aiming posts and
URually to one or more distant aiming points. An
aiming point must have a sharply defined point or
vertical line clearly visible from the gun so that the
vertical hair of the panoramic telescope can be a1ined
on exactly the same place each time the gun is relaid.
. h. Di.~tant Aiming Point. A distant aiming point
lR one nt sufficient distance (at least 3500 yards) so
that normal displacements of the gun in firing or
~raverse will not cause a horizontal angular change
'In din>ction (with the same settings on the azimuth
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scales) of more than mil. The executive officer
usually designates the distant aiming point or points
to be used.

c. Aimin,q P08t8.
(1) Two aiming posts are used for each gUll.

Each post is efluipped with a light for use at
night. The most desirable distance from
the gun to the far aiming post is 100 yards,
considering accuracy of laying, visibility,
and ability to control the aiming post lights.
The near post is set up at the midpoint be-
tween the far post and the gun and is alined
by the gunner so that the vertical hair of the
telescope and the two aiming posts are in
alinernent. To insure equal spacing of aim-
ing posts, the distance to both the near and
the far post should be paced by the same
man. 'Vhere ground conditions make pac-
ing inaccurate, the distance from the gun to
the posts may be measured using the pano-
ramic telescope and the niming posts as
measuring devices «4) below).

(2) For night use, the aiming post lights should
be adjusted so that the far one will appear
sevrral feet above the near one. The two
lights placed in this way will establish a
,'erticalline for laying the gun.

(:~) Since the panoramic telescope is mounted at
considerable distance from the center of ro-
tation of the top carriage, lar'ge changes in
detfection will cause misa1inement of the
aiming posts. Placing the aiming posts to
the left front nt a deflection of approxi-
mately 2200 when the gun is in the center of

~
 



tra verse will keep this misalinement to a
minimum and still allow for maximum
visibility (d below).

(4) To measure the distance from gun to aiming
I)osts the stadia method may be employed,
using panoramic telescope and the aiming
post as measuring devices. No.9 cannoneer,
when setting out the aiming posts, holds the
npper section of one of the aiming posts in
a horizontal position, perpendicular to the
line of sighting. The gunner measures the
length of this section in mils on the reticle
of the panoramic telescope. For example,
the upper section of the aiming post is 41/2
feet long, so that it measures 15 mils when
it is IOO yards from the gun. The proper
location for the near post, in this case, would
be at the point at which the .P/2-foot section
measures 30 mils. In many cases, the ideal
spacing of 50 and 100 yards cannot be ob-
tained but the posts will be properly spaced
when the near post is set at a point where
the 4Y2-foot section measures twice the num-
ber of mils it measured at the far post loca-
tion.. This measurement may be performed
at night by attaching the night lighting de-
vices at the 4Y2-foot marks on the aiming
posts.

, d. Cor'reelion for Di .•placemenl of Aiming ]'0.1•.
Vhen the gunner notes that the vertical hair of the

telescope is displaced from the line formed by the
two aiming posts (or aiminO' post licrhts), he lays the
gu .11lll such a manner that the far aiming post (light)
lIppea!'s eXlIclly midwlIy between the near aimin~
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Ipost (light) and the vertical hair (fig. 89). If the
displacement is due to traversing the gun, the gunner
continues to lay as described above. If the displace-:
ment is due to progressive shifting of the carriage
from shock of firing or other cause, the gunner will
notify the chief of section, who, at the first lull in
firing. will notify the executive and request permis-
sion to realine the aiming posts. To rea line, the gun
is laid with the far post midway between the near
post and the vertical hair (fig. 89). The far aiming
post is moved into alinement with the vertical hair
of the telescope and then the near aiming post js
alined. If terrain conditions make it impracticable
to move one of the two aiming posts, the gun is laid
for direction and referred to the aiming post which
cannot be moved. This deflection is reported to the
execlltive. The other post is alined and the azimuth
micrometer scale is slipped to retain the same deflec-
tion that was used prior to realinement of the aiming
posts.

47. Pre.paration of Position for Emplacement of Gun

a. Genn'al. To facilitate emplacement and to in~
sllre stability of the caniage during firing, the gun
must be emplaced on level ground, or the position
must be so prepared that the bottom carriage, truib:,
and {foats will all be level. In most cases it will be
necessary to place matting or blocking under the
front end of the caniage, to prevent it from movjn~
forward when the tube is set on the false cradle.
The position should be selected with a view to the
nwthod of emplacement (crane or winch). If the
winch method is to be lIsed, a lane along the direc~
tion of fire must be cleared. If the crane method is
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Left Displacement

Far Post

Right Displacement

l"if/ure R!/. Correctio/1 tOJ' oill/in!1 1Jo.~t d;'~Jlloce",ent.
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to be used, consideration must be given to allowin~
sufficient room for maneuvering the crane and trans.
port wagons on the side of the pit.

b. Line 0/ Fire.
(1) The importance of accuracy in laying out

the line of fire should be stressed. Because
of the impracticability of moving the car.
riage after it is once emplaced, errors in
the orientation of the pit may prevent fir.

. ing the gun on targets within its designated
sector.

(2) Orientation of the pit on a given azimuth is
accomplished in the following manner: An
aiming circle is set up and oriented in the
direction of fire. By sighting through the
aiming circle, the edge of the canvas tem.
plate which represents the center line of the
pit can be oriented and the pit staked out.
This method is used only when the pit is dug
before the carriage is emplaced (crane
method). 'Vhen the pit is dug after em.
placement of the carriage (winch method),
the position of the carriage governs the
location of the pit.

c. Pits.
(1) The outline of one-half of the recoil pit and

one spade pit is clearly defined on the canvaS
template. 'Vhen the crane method of erW
placement is to be used, the template is first
oriented as described above, and stakes are
dri"en into the ground through the grOIn.
Illets in the template which indicate the
corners of the pit. Two additional stakes
should be driven: one through the grom•



met which is 131j2 inches forward of the
front edge of the recoil pit; one at the end
of the tape which extends to the rear of the
template. (The tape must be stretched out
in prolongation of the center-line edge of
the template.) These two stakes indicate
the correct position for the carriage when
it is placed over the pit. The first indicates
the position of the center-rear of the bottom
carriage. The second indicates the position
of the trail ends. After these stakes have
been placed, the template is turned over and
the other half of the recoil pit and the sec-
ond spade pit are staked out. The template
is then removed and the outline of the pits,
as indicated by the stakes, is marked out on
the ground. .A furrow at least 6 inches deep
should be dug so that the outline of the pit
will not be obliterated during the digging
operation. The stakes are then removed.

(2) Recoil and spade pits must be dug carefully.
The spade pits must be perpendicular to the
trails, with the rear wall of the pits vertical
or slightly overhanging, and of sufficient
(lepth to insure that the spades hang on the
trail hooks. Permitting the spades to rest
on the bottom of the pit causes damage to
the spades in firing. After the seating
~'otllldand periodically thereafter, the spade
Jacks should be tightened to insure the
proper position of the spades. 'Vhen the
gun is to be in position for an extended
period, or on very soft ground, it may be
necessary to reinforce the front and sides of
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the recoil pit with logs or boards to preven
the pit from caving in.

(a) The chief of Rection should make sure tllar
the pits are not dug larger than necessary:
Unnecessary digging wastes time and in-
creases the likelihood that the ,,~alls of the
pit will cave in with extended use. 'Vhen,
the pits are dug with the clam shell bucket
of the crane, special care must be taken.'
Spade pits should be dug as narrow as the:
dimensions of the bucket will permit;.
trenches for the spade jacks may then be.
dug by hane!. Cave-ins are most likely to.
occur in the recoil pit. For this reason the II

dimensions of the pit, as shown by the tem'
plates, should not be exceeded. Similarly, j

the front wall of the recoil pit should not

j
be vertical, but should slope to the rear. \

48. Testing Targets

a. LimitatioruJ. Because of the minimum elevation
of the weapon, there will be few opportunities for
bore sighting with the testing target.

b. 1m pro vemel1 18. 'Vhen it can be used, the testing
target will be more useful if the following improve'
ments are made.

(1) The target Rhould be mounted on a flat piece
of masonite, wallboard, or similar materillJ.

(2) To insure stability of the testing targ-et
throughout bore sighting, it should be fas'
tened to a stand in a manner similar to th:1t
shown in figure 90. .

(:l) For use in either leveling or canting the test
target a mil scule may be inscribed at the
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bottom of the tal'get. A small nail at the
top marks the center from which the arc
for the mil scale was drawn and provides a
hook from which to suspend the plumb line'
(fig. 91).

(4) Vertical reference lines may be drawn
through the centers of each of the diagrams
(fig. 91). These lines may be used when the

'I'•. ----~ ..,
I PLUMB

II~ LINE

VERTICAL REFERENCEL1NES~.

MIL SCALE Ii'
(Not to Scale)

Jtttto
Fi.qure 91. Vertical re!eren('e lines and mil scale drawn on

testin,q target.

trunnions cannot be leveled, by setting the
test target with the cant angle of the gun.
The target is rotated until the line of sight
through the tube tracks the reference line
when the tube is elevated or depressed.
Similarly, the panoramic telescope should
be adjusted so that the vertical hair of the
reticle tracks the appropriate reference line
when the tube is elevated or depressed.
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(5) To facilit.at.e bore sighting in darkness hor,
a 1;16 inch hole through the mounted testing
target at the center of each aiming diagram.
A flashlight held against the target behind
the appropriate hole provides an aiming
point for use in blackout conditions. Fasten
pat.eIw" of fclt padding on t.he back of t.he
target covering the regions of each hole so
that light from the flashlight will not
escape. The flashlight. mnst. be light.ed only
after it is placed firmly in position. Care
must be taken to prevent disturbing the
position of the testing target.

fi ~' Variation in Use of l'eRtillg Target. When suf-
lClent.t.ime is availahle a t.est.ing t.arget. may be used
f?r bore sighting in conjundion witb t.he aiming
('lrc1e llwthod (par. 57) to gain more accuracy.

(1) Set up the aiming circle in rear of the gun
so that the operator can see through the tube.

(2) Wit.h hore sights in place and aiming eirel
e

scales set at zero aline the axis of the bore
and the line of sight through the aiming

circle.(3) Turn t.he upper mot.ion of t.he aiming eircle
to 3200 mils so that the line of sight is to the

rear.
(4) At 50 yards from the aiming circle aline the

panoramic telscope butterfly of the testing
~arget on t.he line of sight t.hrough t.he aim-
l1lg circle in the same vertical plane. .

(5) The axis-of-the-bore butterfly is used for
alining the, telescope. If the tnb~ is croSS
leveled, level the cross-level bubble of the
telescope mount and make the necessary ad-



justments: If the tube is not cross leveled,
match the cross level scribed lines and make'
adjustment.

Note. If the trunionl'l [Ire ('unted the test tar~et
must bf>canted correswmdingI.Y.

49. Cease Firing

The command CEASE FIRING is normally given
to the gun section by thp chief of spction, but in
emergencips anyone present may give the command.
A t this command, rpgardlpss of its source, firing will
cease imnlPdiately. If the gun is loaded, the chief of
spction will report that fact to the executive. The
executi,'e acknowledges this repOlt by saying "No.
(so-and-so) loaded." If CEASE FIRING came
from the fire direction cpnter, firing is resumed at
the announcement of the quadrant. If CEASE
FIRING came from within the firing battery the
executive will investigate the condition which caused
the command to he given. 'Vhen the condition ha~
heen corrected. firing is resumed by the executive'S
cOllllnand of QUADRANT ELEVATION (QlTAD-,
RANT) (SO ~rUCH).

SO. Changes in Data During Firing

If it is necessary to correct any eh'ment of firin~
data, all firing previollsly ordpred, but not yet exe-
cuted is stopppd by the command CEASE FIRING.
Corrpctpd data is thpn annOlHlcecl. If the gun is not
)oaclpd. thp npw data win be spt off and firing resumed
at the command of QUADRANT ELEVATION
(QIL\DIL\XT) (S()~rUCII). Iftheglln is loaded
and )10 change in fllzP sptting is J'PC)uirpd, or if the
gun is loadpd with percussion-fuzpd she)], the neW'
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data is set off and firing is resumed at the announce-
Illent of the qnadrant. If the gnn is loaded with
time-fnzed shell, and the data rl'l\uires a change in
fnze setting, the chief of seetion will suspend firing
und that fact will be reportcd to the executive, for
example, "No.2 loaded, time (so much)." The gun
will not be unloaded unless so directed by the execu-
tive. In continuous fire, changes in data are so
applied as not to stop the fire or break its continuity.

51. To Unload the Gun
Once' a projectile has been rammed, it should

ulIVays be fired rather tha n nnloa ded. Under almost
all conditions, it will be possible to fire the gun to
remove the round, and every effort should be made to
\I~ethis method. 'Vhen this is impossible, unlo"ding
wIll be aecOlnplished under the direct supervision of
the b"ttery exeeutive. If difficulty is encountered in
I"'moving tII<'round from the tnbe with the nnloading
I'ammer, ordnance personnel mnst be c"lled to uul

oad

the weapon.

52. Care of Ammunition
11(J,. ,To insnre uniform results in firing, to prolong
1.1,0.I~fe ~f th~ tube, and to "void "cei~ents, c"re mu:t
." exerCIsed III the storage aud handhnl( of am

munl

hon at the battery. I>rovisions of TM 9-190
0

appli-
~"ble to field service should be followed carefully.
n the fie1d, eonditions existing in e"ch position will

determine the amount of time labor and materials
l'l'( . ,lUlred to store and preserve the ammunition ade-
j""tely. If the position is to be occupied for only"
ew hours, 11 tarpaulin sl)read on the ground may be

~\lffi .
f

lCIent; for lonO'er periods of time more elaborate
l\c'l't' bI lIes should be provided.

-
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b. Ammunition must be protected from damage.
lV'hen ammunition is received, it should be sorted into
lots and placed in the best available storage. Powder
temperature should he kept as uniform as possible.
Ammunition data cards should be kept until after all
ammunition for that lot is expended. ,Ammunition
should be left in containers until its early use iH
expected. Protection should be provided against
moisture, dirt, direct rays of sun, and, as far as prac-
ticable, hostile artillery fire and bombing. Protec-
tion against weather, dirt, and sun may be obtained
by use of tarpaulins below and above the ammuni-
tion, and suitable dunnage between the layers. Pro-
tection against hostile fire may be obtained by use
of small dispersed stacks, trenches, or dugouts.
Each stack should contain not more than 25 rounds
and should be not more than one layer high. Stacks
should be at least 10yards apart.

r. For further information on care of ammunition,
see F~f 6-140, T~f 9-1900, and T~I 9-1901.

53. Section Data Board

lVhen positions are occupied for more than a fe'"
hours, data boards may be used by each section for
recording such items as deflections to aiming points,
calibration corrections when appropriate, minimum
elevations, data for barrages and counter-prepara-
tions, and other data which may be needed quickly.
If such information assumes a standard pattern, the
section may paint a form on a convenient part of the
weapon and chalk in the various items of informa-
tion in the appropriate spaces.
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CHAPlER 7

80RE SIGHTING AND BASIC PERIODIC TESTS

Section I. INTRODUCTiON
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54. Purpose and Scope
. This chnpter outlines the procedures for Lore

slghtinp: nnd makinp: hnsic periodiC tests of on-
earringe fire control equipment. The procedures
eove.rrd include only those thnt mny be nccomplished

at battery level.

55. Equipment
. The fo\1owiug equipment is needed for bore sigbt-

Ing: and periodic tests:
a. BO'ff Sight.'. Front nn,l rear bore sip:hts or in.-

provised substitutes are necessary for bnsic periodic
tests I1ml,for n\1 but the standnrd nngle method, for
hore sightinp:. If bore sirrhts are not nvailahle, cross
h . .all'S may be fastened on the muzzle, and the
?hturator spindle vent l,ole in the breechblock bnsh-
lllg may be used as a rear sicrhtin(' guide bv remoyingtl. .I'e firinp: mechanism from the closed breechhlock.

b. TeHti'TIg Target. A testing target or suitable
~\lhstitute is needed for testin(l' and for certain
nlCt~lOdsof bore sip:hting. If a ;esting tnrg

et
is not

llY81lnble, n clearly defined aimincr point :3500 or
In ~. 1ore ynrds from the p:nn may be used to accomph

s
'

approximately the same purpose as the testing target.
c. Too18. The section equipment includes all the

~ 
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necessary tools for bore siA'btinA' lInd testing'_ ca,..!
must bp tnkell in using the screw drivers nnd wrenches
to, insure th"t damage docs not result through care.
lessn€ss or the use of innpproprinte tools.

d. Plumb Line. It is essential thnt a plumb liJl(l4
be used in the basic periodic test in order to obtnin

•

I L)'('~/,A"" \~, J,"'t.,,,.1'1 ,.Il.1,\ /,-{ ,"'t.. ",-",,,,,

Figure 92. Plumb line 8/1.~pelldf'(J from tn'c.

maximuTIl aecuru(')'. Tlw farther from the gun that
the plumb line is placed, the long'er the line must be.
For pxample, to be efI'eeti\'(> throughout Illaxinl\lIIl
pleYation at 5 feet in front of the tulJe of the 240, the
line must be about (32feet long. (If sueh a long lint'
is not feasible, testing should be aceompl ished with
the longest practicable line.) To keep a long plumb
line taut it may be necessary to add weight to it.
168
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Wrenches or rocks may be nsed. The tendency 01
the weight to swing may he decreased by plncing a
bucket containin" water or other liquid nnder theb •

plumb line so that the plumb bob or othcr weight IS

partially immersed in the liquid. .\ plumb line
struu" from a buildin" or tree as in fi"ure ~2 is de-

b b

sirable to gain tbe height tbat is needed for the line.
Units in /(al'l'ison muy find it convenient to rig a
plllmh line on a tall huildin/(. The line may then be
llailed in plnce so that it can be used permanently.

Section II. BORE SIGHTING

169

56. General
fl. liexNiption. Bore sighting is the process 01

verifying that the alinement of the on-carriage fire
control equipment is parallel both for deflection aD(l,
e~cept for the aiming circle method, for elevation
wl.th the axis of the tnbe of the weapon. Any mis-
ulmement discovered through bore sighting is cor-
reeted as described in paragraph 57. The gun should
b: placed near its center of traverse prior to bore
!-:lghting. All instruments and mounts must, be posi-

t'~oned securely; there mnst be no free plny. Bore
!ollghting is conducted before firinO' and when nec<'5-. ...

Rary during lulls in firing.
b. Lel'elil1g. Although it is not absolutely nece3-

",~ryto level the trunnions for hore sighting, it is ad-
vlsahle to do so whenever possible. Accurate results
('an be cbtained more readily if the trunnions are
level b l' . 1 t., ecause t len a tIlt correspondll1g to t 1e can
does not have to be introduced in the telescope mounts
and the testing target when used. The trunnions
shOll Id be leveled by leveling the ground under the

~ 
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trails or by jacking up one trail and blocking beneath
it. Approximate leveling may be measured by use
of the gunner's quadrant placed on the flat surface
adjacent to the hinge pin of the left trail. In no case
should there be more than 20 mils cant.

(1) Plumb line. The best method to check
leveling is by means of the plumb line. The
line is suspended directly in front of the
axis of the bore. The line of sight should
track the plumb line as the tube is depressed
and elevated between minimum elevation
and at least 800 mils of elevation, or the
limits described by a plumb line that is R~

long as practicable. 'Vhen the trunnions
are level, the line of sight tracks the plumb
line exactly through all elevations. If the
trunnions cannot be leveled exactly and the
cant is only slight, the following technique
may be used. Traverse the tube from center
and shift the trails to bring the line of sight
through the tube back to the plumb line.
Elevate the tube to determine whether it
more nearly tracks the plumb line. Repeat
this experimentation until the line of sight
tracks the plumh line exactly.

(2) Gunner'8 quadrant. In leveling operations
using the gunner's quadrant, a quadrant
that has been tested (par. 62) and found to
be accurate is required.

(3) Gun not level. When it is impossible to
level the trunnions the cross-level bubbles
cannot be used (except as discussed in,para-
graph 57d). As the tube cannot be de-
pressed to zero elevation, the longitudinal-
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level bubbles are not used. To permit bore
sighting when the gnn cannot be cross
leveled, and to set the sight mount at the
same elevation as the tube, lines should be
scribed on the sight mount after a basic
periodic test (pars. 61-66) when the mount
is in correct adjustment. These scrihed
lines can be matched later, when leveling
is impossible, to retain the same relation-
ship hetween the axisofthe hore and moving
parts of the on-carriage sightiug equipment.
After a basic periodic test with the trun-
nions leveled and with the tube and sighting
equipment in perfect alinement, use a knife
blade or other sharp metal point to scribe
lines as shown in figure D3. Care should be
taken that the lines are scribed in the paint
only and are not cut into the metal. To
establish scribed line CD in figure 93, insure
that, with the trunnions level (axis of the
bore tracks a plumb line), the cross-level
bubble is centered exactly. Scribe the line
straight across the junction of the cro

SS

leveling worm' knob shaft and the croS
S

leYeling worm housing. This scribed line
is the fine cross-level index. The indexes
on the cross-leveling segment and the cro

sS

leveling worm housing (fig. D3 <D) are
brought into coincidence for coarse croSS
leveling. To establish scribed lines @ ando in figure 93 insure that the elevation
quadrant is in correct adjustment (checked
against an accurate gunner's quadrant).
Set elevation 300 on the elevation quadrant

-
-

-



alld Ip\"(.1 thl' 11IIbhll' l'xactJ.Y with the elevat-
illg h:1I1d\\"hppl. Pla('p t he quadrant set at
:W() Oil thp glllllWI''s qlladrant scat of tllP
tplps<:opp mount, and with tll(' longituclinal-
!p\'pling knob, Ip\'l'1 tlIP ollhblp of the gun-
nl'I''s qlladl'a/lt pxadl'y. SC'rihe lines (]) and
CD fig'u)'p !);~. Fill thc scribcd lillCS with

FiYII/'(' !I./. S(.,.i/J('d /ill("~,

\\'hit<- painl and wipp off' Ilw PX('pss. 011('('
p:-itahlish('(I, Ihpsp lillP:-i a 1'(' IISpd to IIwill-
taill ('01111'01 I>PI\\'PPIl tll<' axis of thp bof'('
and (1)(. IP!ps('opp IIIOtlll/' wlll'n bol'(' sight illg.
'I'll(' positio/ls of tlw s("l'ilH'd lilws an' v(~ri-
lipd at sllb~pqll(,/lt IH'l'iodi(' tests :llld ad-
.i 11.'1 pd if IW('pssa r'y.
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". Met Ii odx. The foul' methOlb; of hore sip:htinp:

for nse on this weapon are-
(1) Aiming circle.
(2) Standard angle.
(:~) Distant aiming point.
(4-) Testing target.

57. Aiming Circle Method
. a. General. The aiminp: circle meth<'d of bore

RIghting is used most often hecause the weapon can-
not he depressed sufficieutly to make the test target
n~ethod or the distant aiming poiut method prac.
twable. It is more accurate than the standard angle
method. Ref ore bore si "hti n" with the aimin" circleI"""

eert ain prepa ratory st epS (b helow) must he per-
orn>ed, prefel'llb ly after a basic periodic test (pars.

hl-M) when the panoramic telescope mount is in

correct adjustment.
b. Prelimirlary Operation.";.

(1) Accu'racy. The weatest care must be exer-
cised in all phases of these operations. All
final movements of the instruments must
be made so that the hair of the reticle ap-
pl'OachcSthe final position from left to right
in order to eliminate the effects of lost motion

in the gears.
(2) Parallax. Parallax in the aiming circle

and the panoramic telescope must be elimi-
nated. This is done with the aiming circle
after focusing by placing in front of the
eyepiece lens a dark colored cardhoard 01'

metal parallax shield of the same diall
wter

as the e.yepiece lens housing. The shield
should have a verticallY and horizontaHy

~ ~ 
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leveled slot X6 inch wide uncI 14 inch long.
H is lwld in plrrce with a piece of adhesive
tape around the edge of the focusing sleeve.
To eliminate parallax in the panoramic
telescope, a shield of the same diameter as
the eyepiece lens housing and having an
exactly centered hole %6 inch in diameter
is mounted in front of the eyepiece lens. A
more permanent parallax shield may be con-
structed of brass or bronze shim stock.
'Vhen constructed of metal a series of fin-
gers approximately ~16 inch wide and 1J!
inch long separated by % inch spaces should
extend beyond the perimeter of the shield.
These fingers should be bent along the cir-
cumference of the circle until they form an
angle of 90° with the surface of the shield
(fig. 94). They serve as a means of clip-
ping the shield in place quickly and permit
easy removal. 1Vhere the eyepiece has n
rubber eyeguard, the fingers permit aline-
ment within the guard without its removal.

(3) Bore 8ight .mark8. The aiming circle meth-
od requires that bore sight marks be located
on the top surface of the tube at the muzzle
end and on the rear of the breech ring (fig.
9fi). The position of these bore sight marks
must be accurately defined by painting n
white stripe about 1 inch wide and several
inches long on the tube and from the top of
the breech ring to the breech recess. The
left edge of the stripe lies in the same verti-
cal plane as the exact center of the bore
when the trunnions are level. The location
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[<'if/lire !l4. /'l/rI1I1I1J .• lli('/lI.

of \lorp sightillg lI\i\rks is lktl'!'lninl'd :I~

follows:
((J) Lp\'r1 t lw trllnnions.
(Ii) Sl't \\1' ,,\\ "imi1\1! I'ire!,' 1''11\;1'1'''.1 with"

paralla: shipld din'd1\' in !"l';I)" of t\lP gllll
at a dist:llll'P that ".ill pprl\\it sighting
through t1w tulw Wh(,11 tlll' \\"(';Ipon is at

lllininlUlll e1evatioll.

' 



Figure 95. Bore sight nwrk.~
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(c) .Fasten cross hairs in the muzzle witnes.'

marks.
(d) With adhesive tape fasten a bright com-

mon pin in the top witness mark SO that
it projects above the muzzle.

(e) Place the breech bore sight in place. If
the breech bore sight is not available or if
vision thrOligh the center hole is difficult,
a strip of wood placed vertically in the
breech'may be used. This strip must have
the horizontal center marked and its edge
must be on the vertical center of the

breech..
(I) Sight through the aiming circle and, if

neeessary, traverse the gun until the
breech bore sight or the wood strip and the
vertical thread on the muzzle are alined
with the right edge of the vertical hair of

the aiming circle.
(g) l'lace a straightedge in a vertical posi-

tion on the rear face of the breech ring
and aline the side of the straight edge
with the hole of the breech bore sight or
the edge of the wood strip and the right
edge of the vertical hair of the aiming
circle. Draw a pencil line along the side
of the straightedge on the upper rear
portion of the breech ring (fig. 9G).

(") Without changing the horizontal direc-
tion of the aiming circle or traversing the
gun, elevate the gun until the pin and
part of the top of the muzzle is clearly

visible.
288818 0-54--1~



f'i,ouJ"e .96. f)rl/I/;inf/ J)('7/{:il finf' /(;1' lire"",/ I)()r(' .'Ii,fllIt 8tJ"ip(~.

(i) Lay till' stTaightedge atop the tube at the
lllllzzl£' a long t lip sanw Ii IW of sight and
drl1 w a pencill ine.

(j) Paint th£' white s/J'ipes Oil the tube and
bl'eech so t hHt the left pdg£' of th£' stripes
al'e £'xadly on tlH' pcncil lines.

(k) Depress thc tube and adjust 111('elevatio)\
knob of the aiming cil'cle ulltil the croSS
hail's of tlw nlllzzle oore sight and the hol(l
of tllP br£'c('h horp sight al'p ('entered 011

the CI'OSS hairs of th£' aiming circle reticle.
(I) leaStll'£' tll(> rmlsidr> dialllcter of thp IlIUZ-

zle with a rulpr. Dividp this mpasul'elllent
by two, thereby obtaillillg tll(> radius.
Mark this dist:lll(,(' off on the strllightpdge ..
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(7n.) Place the right ellge of the straightedge
a long the left edge of the Ln~e('h Lon'
sight stripe with the nldi\ls distallt'(' (\lark
:dined with the horizontal hair of tlll'
aiming cirele. At the top of the strai~ht-
edge place u nlHrk (fig. 97). TUI'II tIll'
straightedge horizolltally again:-;t tlw
breech :dining its upper ('d~e with tlll'
pencil mark, Draw a line frot\l tl\l' pe\lcil
mark to the left. The point where thi:-;
line intersects the bore sight stripe i' tlw

rnd ins point.
('II) To l1\ake the point ellSY to identify. paint

a short white strip(' to the left~ the top of
the white stripe fallin~ Oil the lWllcill

i1w

(fig. 95) .

1";.IIlIr(' !17. .I/arh'ill!l f/l(' r(/d;II.~ Jluint.
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c. Pro('pdlll'p (TJ'llnrdon.~ Le1)el). The gun having
been prepared as in b above, at any later time the gun
may be bore sighted by the aiming circle method as
fo11ows:

(I) Set up the aiming circle 30 to 50 yards in
rpar of the gun.

(2) Z~ro the aiming eircle's sealps and level tlw
instrument.

(;q Elpvate tll(' gun until the two bore sighting
marks are plainly visible from the aiming
eircle. Do not elevate the tube any more
than is lwcessary for clpar definition of the
pdges of thp white bore sight marks.

(-1-) By tra"ersing tll(' gun and turning the
lowpr motion of the aiming circle, place the
right pdge of the vertical hair exactly in
line with thp lpft edge of the two bore sight
stripes.

U") CIl('ck that the trunnions are lpvel by pIe.
vating and depressing the tul)£>and noting
if the two bore sight stripes remain parallel
to the right pdgr of the vertical hair of the
aiming circle. If the trunnions are level.
the radius point is not used. Proceed with
steps (0) through (10) below. If they are
not level procppd as in d helow.

(6) Verify that the cross-level awl longitudinal.
)pvel bubblps are )pvplpd. and that the azi.
muth scalps of thp teleseope are spt at zero
(3200) and the indexes arp in eoincidence.

(7) 'Vith the upppr motion of thp aiming circle
turn to the objeetivp )pns of the panorarnic
telescope. ~Iake certain that equal anlOunts



of thp hOIlSill~ "I'I'P"I' 011 (.""h cid(' of till'

v£'l'tieal hail'.
(H) Re"d the an"1l' 011 the "zimllth c""h-, of th"

n

aiming circle.
(!!) Set the "n!!lp from thp "ill(ill~ "il'"h' l( I

"bo\'p) on the azimllth mi"I'Ollll'tpl' ""all' of

the panoramic telpscope.
( 1()) Loosen thp t" lI~ent S"I'Pw 10"I< i11~ c,'I'Pw,

(Ii'" ~)8) and "djllst tIll' tanw'nt ""I'p\\'" (Ii~,
!)~))Ilntil the \'el'li",,1 h"il' of the tple,,'ol'e i,

181

ex"etly on thp center of tIll' ohjp,,! il'p h-ll
c

IIf
thp aiming cirel£'. Tig:htP1\ t1)(' lo('kil\~
sel'ews amI ree heck tIll' "n~\p cptl iII~C and
t1w a1illement of Oll' v£'rtic:\l h:\ir~.

d. j'I'()('e<i(/(.J'(' ('l'rllmlio7ls JYof 1..('1.(>1).
(1) Follow thp sll'l's spt fOl'th in d 1) !hl'<II(~11

(r,) aho\'<', :-;i~ht ill~ on till' hol'<' ci~h!
stripps II\l\st llP 1\\al1p at prp~l'rihl'd poil\t:-: ol\
till' stril'Ps wlll'1l tIll' tl'llllniollS al'P 1I0! \",'''1.
The l'i,rht pdlrt> of tlll' Yerti(':ll hail' of thl'

/'"" /'""



aillling ci/'clp /llIlSt be ~dined with the to/!
!Pt't pdge of the Illllzzle bo/'p sight stTipp and
with tl\(, /'adills point on the left pdgp of tilt'
1)l'pp('h bo/'p sight stl'ipp. Thesp two point.
a/,p p(Jllally distant {/,Olll tilt, axis of the bol'(',
If this is not :H'('olllplisllPd, t1w linp of sight
th/'ollgh tlw ai/lling-eircle will not bp pandlpl
to a \'prtieal pJallP th/'ollgh thp axis of thp
bo/'p and an PI'I'OI' in alinelllPnt will /'esult.

Fif/"rl' ,'W. .Idj".~tillf/ Ih('/wrlil'lIl hili,. of II/I' rl'liI'll' wilh
1111If/1'1I1 8I'/'{'1I"8,

(~) "p/'ify that thce/'oss-Ievrl and longitlldinal-
Ip\'pi bllbblps a/'e Ip\'pi. Do 'J/of llIatch tll('
s('/'ibed lil](ls. PI'o('PPd with thp stpps gi\'ell
in (.( 7) t h/'ollgh (10) abo\'P.

e. F/p/'{tlio/, (//lot!llmf. Spt plpvation :WO on HII

a('('II/,atp g'llnIlP/,'s <J11ad/'ant (o/' onp with tll(' knowl)
l'ol'l'pC'tion applipd). Placp thp qllad/'ant on thp
b/,ppch ring' qlladrant spats and plpvatp tlIP tlll)(> IIl1til
thp hlll)blp of tll(' qllad/'ant is ('Pllte/'ed (~Xlldly. Lcvpl
tlw 10llgitlldinal- and ('ross-I('vpl bubble of' tll(> elpVll-
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tion qnad rant. If the elevat ion quadmnt micrometel' t
Rcaledoes not read zero loosen the three screWSin the
end of the ,micrometer kuoh and rotate the scale to
zero. Ti!!hten the screws and ,'erify the adjustment.

58. Standard Angle Method
a. (ipl1P1'01. When conditions exi,t to make the

aimin!! circle method of bote si!!htin!! inlpracticable,
the st>mdanl an!!le method may be nsed. In this
nwthod the alinement of th{' optical axis of the pano-
ramic telescope parallel to the axis of the bore is
tested and adjnsted by referring to a selected point
on the muzzle. The deflection and elevation angles
n""'essary to refer the line of si!!ht of the telescope to
the s{'l{'ct{'d point on the muzzle are ref{'rretl to as
the standard angles. Once standard angles have
be{,ll d{'termined, they may be used for a quick test
of the alinement of the panoramic telescope when
more precise methods cannot be used. ;lIisalinement
discovered and corrected as a result of this test should
be verified hy a more accurate mcthod at the earliest
opportunity. 'Vhen usin" the standard an!!le
method .of bore si!!htin!! th: position of the recoiling
parts wlth respect to the nonrecoilin" parts must he
the d.' Same as when the standard an!!les were eter-
mmed. Because of this the recoil system must be
checked to see that it co~tains the proper amount of
recoil oil before determining the standard angles.

Rt. andard angles are usable only as long as the same
tube-carriage combination is intact. If interchange
~)ftubes 01' carriages is made, standard angles must

ere-established.
b. Preliminary Operations. The ideal time to de-

termine standard angles for later use is after per-
183
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fO/'lllillg: basic ppl'iodic tests, wlH'1I thl' tl'lllllliollS an'
Ipn.1 and the pallOI':lIl1i(; te]l's('oPP 1ll01lllt has bOPI)
foulld to 1)(' ill (;Ol'}'p('t a Ii IIPIlJeIlt. Pl'oced IJl'P fo)'
df'tpl'lIlillillg' . talldal'd allg'lf's is as follows:

(1) 'Vitll the tllbe ill battery, s(Tibe a lille ill tltl'
paint 011 the tube flII8h with frOllt PlId of tIll'
cradle"

Fif/llre !()fJ, 8i!llil /)i('/Ilre ()f l)l'Oj('('linll pi'll.
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(4 )

"Prify that the trullnions are level.
,rith fl'idiOIl t:qw fastpll a bl'ight ('0/11111011

pill ill tll(' Ipft hOl'izolltal witlless Illark.
Allow tll<' pill to Pl'ojl'('t to thp left of till'
1I11lzzIp (fig, 100),

FastplI the pal'allax shipld OVPI' tlIP <'.yI'-
pip('(' of tll(> pa 1l0l'alll it' t plpseope.



(5) Verify that the coarse and fine elevation
knob indexes on the telescope are at zero.

(G) Eleyate the tube to exactly 300 mils.
(7) Level the cross-level bubble of the telescope

mount. By using the azimuth micrometer
knob and the longitudinal-level knob~ plac£>
the cross hairs of the sight on the metal pin
in the left horizontal witness mark of the
tube. Verify that the sight mount is level
and that the crosS hairs are exactly on the
junction of the pin with the muzzle.

(8) Read the an"le from the azimnth scales of
Mthe panoramic. telescope to the nearest '.4 mil

and record it. (Since the graduations are
to the nearest mil it is necessary to inter-
polate to the nearest '.4 mil.) This is the
standard azimuth (horizontal) angle for

the gun tested.
(9) With a knife hlade or other sharp metal

point scribe lines in the paint across the
rocker and aetuatincr arm and acrosS th£>
., M •Junction of the elevating knob shaft and Its
bracket. These lines establish control for
the telescope mount at quadrant elevation

300.
(10) Fill the scribed lines with red paint and

wipe off the excess.

1
c. l'-rocedurc. Once the standard an"les have been

(etel .. 'mmed. steps in performincr the standard angle
lrleth 1 M. Ot of bore sighting are as follows:

(1) yerify that tlle parts that move in recoil are
m the same position with respect to the non-
recoiling parts as they were when the
standard angles were determined. If they
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are not in the same position, the amount of
recoil oil in the recoil mechanism must be
checked.

(2) Verify that the trunnions are not canted
more than 10 mils; if feasible, level the
trunnions.

(3) 'Vith friction tape fasten a pin in the left
horizontal witness mark so that the pin
projects out to the left of the muzzle.

(4) Set quadrant elevation 300 on the elevation
quadrant and elevate the tube to level the
longitudinal bubble exactly.

(5) Place the parallax shield on the eyepiece of
the telescope.

(6) Insure that the 1lJ kite cro88-level 8cribed
lines are alined. Set the standard azimuth
angle on the panoramic telescope. Make
sure that the red (longitudinal control)
scribed lines ate in coincidence.

(7) If the vertical hair of the reticle is not
fxactly on the junction of the pin and the
muzzle, adjust the tangent screws until the
vertical hair of the reticle is properly alined.

(8) If the horizontal hair of the reticle is not
exactly on the junction of the pin and the
muzzle, turn the elevating knob of the pano-
ramic telescope until it is properly alined.
If the indexes are not in coincidence loosen
the clamping screws (fig. 101) and adjust
the zero of the elevation knob scale so that
it is in alinement with the index (fig. 102).

d. Elevation Quadrant. To adjust the elevation
quadrant, follow the procedure given in paragraph
57e.
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59. Distant Aiming point Method
,_'1'110 eleva t; 011 quad ra II(, is It!; IIcd as; II IHlI'a/!,'aI'h
01/ (' '1'1' .'1" \>0 IIlelhod ('onsists of alin;n/! the oll-earnag

e

ite ('011 t 1'0\ ('I\uipmellt and the Ii 11(' of si/!h t t h rOIl/!h

I
ll' tulip 011 a common point at least ;),500 ya I'lb fro

nl

t Il' If\ I.t' . . .. III. . the moon 01' a star IS ns(,d as ana nn III/!
POl1\t, eare must be taken that tlw lines of ~ig:ht
t !t\'o\wl t 1 b I. \ Ie tll e and the telescope :Ire on t :r sa nil'
!lOlllt at the same time. Accurate crosS l('y('\in~ of
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Fi!lIIre !O.! . ."hi/fiIlY ~ero ol the deration kilo/) to its il/f{(';I'.

till' tl'lIlllliollS is 1I1l11l'('pSsal'y wl/('Il bOl'p sightillg 011:1

distallt ailllillg' poillt I)('('allsp till' Jillps of sight ('011_

\'p,,:..!'p Oil a sing)p poillt. '1'11(' whitp s('rihpd )ill(>s
(pal'. t,(j) will !>p IISp(!. Thp stl'J>s to bp foJlowp<! ill
!>OI'P sigllt illg 011 thp distallt ailllillg poillt al'f':

fl. (')wC'k 111(' )pvp) of till' tl'lInnions,
I). P)a('l' till' (TOSS hail's 011 the IIII1J1:z)e alld pither

illsPl't till' bl'pp('h bOl'P sight 01' l'(llllOVe thl' til'illg
Illp('llallisnl.

r-. ~ratcll till' ",Ilitp s(,l'ibpd linps 011 till' tp)('s('oP('
1I101lnl.

d... ,'Pt tll!' pallol':lllli(' tc)pS('OPp s('a)psatzpl'o.
P. Tm\'pl'sp and p)p\':ltp (1Ilti) the )ill(' of sight

thl'ough tlip tubp is pxaet/." Oil t1w distallt aiming
poi nt,
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f. Hight throngh the panoramic telescope and note
the position of the vertical and horizontal hairs of

the reticle.fl. If the vertical hair is off the aiming point,
loosen the tll11"ent lockin" screws and adjust the

M !"'"

tangent HerewS nntil the yertical hair is properlY
aline'\. Tighten the loeking screwS and verify the

adjustment.I,. If the horizontal hair is off the aiming point,
tnrn the elevation knob nntil the hair is properlY
:11ined. Loosen the clamping sereWs, shift the zero
~ntoeoineitlenee with the index. Tighten the clamp-
Ing screws and verify the adjustment.

60. Testing Target Method
,~The e.levation quadrant is alined as in paragraph
.1 <e. This method eonsists of brin"in" the line of.
Right of the on-earriage fire control equipment into
P:In\llel alinement with the tnbe, using the aiming
dIagrams of the testinO' tarO'et as aiminrr !)oints. AI-fu b b.ough this is the most accurate method of bore
Righting, it is rendered least feasible beeanSe the tube
cannot be depressed sufficiently to permit alinement
of the testing target on flat terrain. This method
;n.aybe nse<1if the weapon is emplaced facing a steep
\Ill or buihlin<T on which the testinO' target may be
alill. h e>let WIth the tube. Steps to folloW are-

u. Trunrliorl.~. Check the level of the trunnions.
b. Tel "CO 1'e 1IfOU1I t Lateral C011 trol. 1\1atch the

('ross-level scribed lines .
. c. Bore Siflht8. Plaee the eross hairs on the HlUZ-

Ztlle,a,ndeither insert the breech bore siO'ht or remove
wi' . e>Ifmg mechanism.
d Tt.• e8 'trig Target Alinement. The target nor-

~ ~ 
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mally should be locatetl at least 50 yards in front of
the muzzle. If the trunnions are level, level the
testing target by means of a plumb line or the vertical
reference lines (fig. 91). If the trunnions are not
level, cant the target to correspond to the cant of the
trunnions. In either case the face of the target is
perpendicular to the axis of the bore, both laterally
and longitudinally. Without moving the gun (ex-
cept for elevating and depressing slightly when
using testing target reference lines) aline the gun
tube testing target diagram with the line of sight
through the tube.

e. TeleM:ope...lfount Longitudinal Oontr'ol. Place
an accurate gunner's quadrant set at the same eleva-
tion as the elevation quadrant, atop the gunner'~
quadrant seat of the telescope mount. Turn the
longitudinal leveling knob until the bubble of the
gunner's quadrant is leveled. This establishes the
mount in longitudinal alinement with the line of
sight through the bore.

f. Panoramic Tele8cope Lateral Alinernent. Set
the panoramic telescope scales at zero. If the verti-
cal reticle is not in alinement with its aiming dia-
gram, loosen the tangent locking scre\vs and adjust
the tangent screws until the vertical hair is properly
alined. Tighten the locking screws and verify the
adjustment.

g. Panoramic Telescope llorizontal Alinement.
If the horizontal reticle is out of alinement, turn the
elevation knob of the telescope until the hair is
~tlined properly. Loosen the clamping screws and
rotate the scale (zero) into coincidence with the fixed
index. Tighten the clamping screws and verify the
adjustment.
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Section III. BASIC PERIODIC TESTS

61. General
Basic periodic tests llre performed by the section

under the supervision of tbe bllttery e"ecutive and
the llrtil1ery mechanic. These tests are performed
at the discretion of the unit commander. Suggested
!imes for performlluce are-once ellch yellr if the gUU
Is used only for nonfirinp: training; once every 3
months if the (Tunis fired. as soon as 110ssibleafter

t"" . ,

extensive use, accidents interchan<l'e of tube or car-. 'l'lUge or trll versi n" e"treme 1v rOll"h terrain; llndt"" . oJ

Whenever the gun fires inllccUl'lltely for no relldily
apparent reason. The tests reveal whether or not
the on-carriage sighting equipment, the gunner's
(luadrant, and the fuze setter are in correct adjust-
Inent. For the on-carriage equipment to be in cor-
rect adjustment, the follmving conditions must exist:

aJ.The line of sight of the panoramic telescope
~'emains in a plane p;uallel to the vertical plane pass-
1nCl' tI I I' I't"" \roug 1 t \e aXIS of the bore as t le weapon 1S

l>le\'ated through its limits of elevation.
b. All indexes and scales, except the elevation scale,

lllUst read zero.

I
('. Keeping the sio'ht mount lon<l'itudinal-Ievel

)UbI I . t"".) e ("entered, the cross-level bubble rema111Scen-
tered throughout the limits of elevation of the tube.

(~. The sight mount longitudinal-level bubble re-
111a 111. s centered when the movable cross-level segment
IS, O}wrated throughout its limits.
" e. The sighting equipment must be llccurately bore
RIght 1e: ."S described in parap:raphs 56 throup:h 60.
(' t., I Tlor to 1111tests of on-cllrriage fire control
qUl}Hnentit is essential that the trunnions be level.
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Leveling the trunnions is most easily accomplished
by raising or lowering one trail. The best check that
the trunnions are level is accomplished by seein~
that the axis of the bore tracks a plumb line as de-
scribed in paragraph 55d. If a plumb line cannot
bp used, approximate leveling may be accomplished
with the gunner's quadrant atop the leveling surface
near the left trail hinge pin.

62. Test of Gunner's Ouadrant

a. Oenel'al. The gunner's quadrant must be in
proper adjustment before conducting tests and ad-
justments of other sighting and fire control equip-
ment. Inspect the shoes of the gunner's quadrant
for dirt, nicks, or burrs. Similarly, inspect the level-
ing plates on the upper surface of the breech ring
and the gunner's quadrant seat of the telescope
mount. Dirt, nicks, or burrs on these surfaces wiIJ
cause the instrument to give Inaccurate readings.

b. E'nd-for-End Test .
. (1) Set both the radial arm and micrometer

scale of the gunner's quadrant at zero, mak-
ing surp the auxiliary indexes match.

(2) Place the quadrant on the gunner's quad-
rant seat of the telescope mount, the line-of-
tire anow pointing to the front, and center
the quadrant bubble with the longitudinal
leveling knob.

un Heverse the position of the quadrant (turn
it end-for-end). If the bubble recenters,
the quadrant is in adjustment and the test
is completed.
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(4) If the bubble does not recenter, try to center
it by turniug the micrometer knob of the
gunner's quadrant.

( a) If bubble ceuters, read black figures and
divide by two. This is the correction.

(b) Place correction au micrometer and place
it again au the quadrant seat. Rele

vel

the bubble with the longitudinal leveling

knob.(0) Check by again reversing the quadrant.
Bubble should center.

(5) If bubble does not center by turning. the
micrometer knob as in (4) (a) above, move
the radial arm do,vn one graduation (10

mils) .
(a) Turn micrometer until bubble centers.
(b) Take reading on micrometer add ten to it

and divide sum by two.
(0) Place this reading on micrometer leaving

the arm at minus 10; level the bubble with
the longitudinal leveling knob.

(d) Check by reversing quadrant. Bubble
should center.

(e) Quadrant should be sent to an ordnance
unit if correction of error amounts to
more than plus or minus 0.4 mil.

c. Aficrorneter Test.
(1) Set the radial arm to read 10 mils on the

elevation scale and set the micrometer scale

at zero.
(2) l~l .ace the quadrant on the telescope mount

quadrant seat, the line-of-fire arrow point-
ing to the front, and center the quadrant
bubble ,,,ith the longitudinal leveling knob.
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(3) Set the radial arm at zero on the elevation
scale and turn the micrometer one revolu-
tion to read 10 mils.

(4) Reseat the quadrant on the leveling surface.
The bubble should center.

Caution: Do not turn the longitudinal
leveling knob after step (3) above.

(5) If the bubble does not center, the microm-
eter is in error and must be adjusted by
ordnance personnel.

d. Oomparison Test. Compare readings taken at
low, medium, and high elevations with all of the
gunner's quadrants of a battery on the quadrant
seats of a 8ingle gun. The trunnions of this gun
should be level. Any quadrant differing from the
average by more than 0.4 mil at any elevation should
be sent to an ordnance unit for adjustment.

e. Oorrection. lVhen a gunner's quadrant requires
a correction as determined by the end-for-end test,
this correction is not carried during firing but is
recorded and is applied only when making sight tests
and adjustments.

63. Test of Elevation Quadrant

a. C"'o88-Level Bubble Test.
(1) 1Vith the trunnions level, center the cross-

level bubble.
(2) Turn the elevation knob throughout its

limits of motion.
(3) The cross-level bubble should remain cen-

tered to within % vial graduation; if it
does not, the cross level vial is incorrectlY
alined. The weapon should be sent to an
ordnance unit for adjustment.
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b. Mount Alinement Test.
(1) Verify that the trunnions are stillle"e\.
(2) Center the pre"iously tested cross-le"el

bubble.(a) Elevate and depress the tube, at the same
time watch the cross-level bubble.

(4) The bubble should remain centered to within
1/2 vial graduation.

(5) If the bubble moves oft center in excess of
this amount, the elevation quadrant is not
properly mounted. Send the weapon to an
ordnance unit for adjustment.

c. Pivot Vertical Alinement Test.
(1) Center the longitudinal-level bubble.
(2) Operate the cross-leveling knob throughout

the limits of motion; the longitudinal-level
bubble should remain centered.

(3) If the bubble moves oft center in eXceSSof
Yz vial graduation, either the elevation
quadrant is improperly mounted or the
longitudinal level vial is not correctly
alined. Send the weapons to an ordnance
unit for adjustment.

d. Oomparison Test.
(1) Set low, medium, and high elevations on a

gunner's quadrant that has been found to
be in correct adjustment. For each ele-
vation place the quadrant on the leveling
plates on the breech and elevate the tube
uutil the bubble is centered.

(2) With the longitudinal-level knob center the
longitudinal-level bubble for each elevation.

(3) Compare the readings set on the gunner's
quadrant with those on the elevation quad-



rant at the low, medium, and high elevations
of the tube.

(4) If the two instruments do not agree at a])
elevations, send the weapon to an ordnance
unit for adjustrpent.

64. Accuracy Tests for Telescope Mount M30

a. General. The purpose of these tests is to deter-
mine whether the azimuth compensating- mechanism
of the telescope mount actually establishes the tube
(regardless of cant) in the correct vertical plane at
all elevations. It checks the adjustment and mount-
ing of the telescope mount, the setting of the cross-
level and longitudinal-level vials, and the alinement
of the telescope socket. Test b (below) may be per-
formed with the trunnions either level or canted. It
reflects total errors of the entire mechanism. Be-
cause compensating errors of various parts of the
mount may result in the weapon testing out properly
with test b, the other tests specified in c through e
must be performed regardless of the result of test b.
Total errors found in test b may then be reduced to
errors in specific components.

b. Te8t 01 Tele8cope Mount.
(1) 'Vith the bore sightsin place and tube at

a low elevation, traverse so the line of sight
through the tube is on the plumb line; level
the telescope mount by centering both the
cross-level and longitudinal-level bubbles.

(2) Place the intersection of the cross hairs of
the panoramic telescope reticle on any
sharply defined aiming point and note the
deflection set.
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(a) Elevate the tube from minimum to maxi-
mum elevation (or limit of the plumb line)
in 100-Il,lilsteps. At each step, traverse the
weapon (if necessary) to bring the line of
sight through the tube back on the plumb
line. Helevel the telescope mount in both
directions and check for deviation of the line
of sight from the aiming point. If the
vertical hair is off the aiming point, it is
turned to the aiming point with the azimuth
micrometer knob and the deviation is
measured on the azimuth micrometer. If
the horizontal hair is off it is brought to the
aiming point with the leveling knobs and the
bubble displacement is noted.

(4) If the vertical hair deviates from the aiming
point by more than Vz mil from the original
deflection at any elevation tested, or if the
correction for the deviation of the horizontal
hair causes either of the bubbles to travel
in excess of 1f2-vial graduation, the telescope
mount is out of adjustment or improperly
mounted. The weapon must be referred to
authorized ordnance maintenance personnel
for adjustment or correction.

c. Basic Test for the Panoramic Telescope Mount
and P . T lanoramw e escope.

(1) Cross-level test.
(a) Center the cross-level bubble.
( b) Turn the elevation knob throughout its

limits of motion.
(c) The cross-level bubble should remain

centered within 1f2-vial graduation.
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(2) Pivot alinement test.
(a) Center the cross-level hubble and place

the lin~ of sight of the panoramic tele-
Scope on a sharply defined aiming point.
(Plumb line may be used.)

(b) Elevate the tube to maximum elevation
while keeping the telescope mount level
longitudinally.

Note. Do not readjust the ('ross-level bubblP
after initial setting.

(c) Check at low, medium, and high eleva-
tion of the tube. The line of sight of the
panoramic telescope should not deviate
more than 1 mil and the cross-level bubble
should remain centered within %-vial
graduation.

(:3) Vertical alinement test of telelwope mourn!.
(a) Relevel the tube using the gunner's

quadrant.
(b) Center the longitudinal-level bubble ..
(c) Operate the cross-leveling knob through-

out its limits of motion. The longitudi-
nal-level bubble should remain centered
within %-vial graduation.

(4) Basic test for the panoramic telescope.
(a) Zero the scales on the panoram ic telescope.
(b) Traverse and elevate the tube as necessary

to place the panoramic telescope reticle
cross hairs on an aiming point.

(c) Rotate the telescope head through a com-
plete circle (6400 mils). The telescope
cross hairs should return to the aiming
point within 1 mil.
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(d) notate the telescope head through a com-
plete circle in the opposite direetion. The
telescope cross hairs should again return
to the aiming point to within 1 mil.

(!») 1~ele.';col)emOl1nt socket alinement test.
(u) Center the cross-leyel bubble.
(b) With the panoramic telescope scales set

at zero, traverse the tube until the vertical
hair ot the telescope reticle is on the
plnmb line with both the cross-level and
longitudinal-level bubbles centered.

( c) Sight through the telescope and-rotate the
elevation micrometer knob throughout its
limits ot motion. The vertical hair
should remain on the plumb line within

1 mil.
(d) Set the panoramic telescope scales at

1600 mils, and shift the trails until the
vertical hair is on the plumb line with
both the cross-level and longitudinal-level

bubbles centered.
(e) Rotate the telescope elevation micrometer

knob throughout its limits ot motion.
The vertical hair should remain on the
plumb line within 1 mil.

(6) Allowable error,fJ. It the range quadrant,
telescope mount, or panoramic telescope eX-
ceeds the tolerance authorized on any of the
tests outlined, the howitzer and/or pano-
ramic telescope should be sent to ordnance

tor adjustment.



65. Fuze Setters

a. General. Examine the stop ~hich fits into the
slot in the movable time ring and the adjusting pawl
which engages the notch in the fixed fuze ring to see
that their edges are not burred or bent. Depress the
adjustable pawl against its spring to see that the
movement of the pawl is free. In the following tests
be sure to test the fuze setter with the fuze for which
it is designed; the time scale on the fuze setter must
have the same graduations as the time ring on the
fuze.

b. Time Scale Test. Set the corrector, if appli-
cable, to 30 and set any convenient time on the time
scale. Test the time scale of the fuze setter by setting
several fuzes.

Caution: Before setting a fuze, make sure that
the "T" and "0" screws of the fuze setter are tight to
prevent any slipping of the scale indexes when the
handle of the fuze setter is rotated.

The time set on the fuze should agree with the time
setting on the fuze setter within one-fourth of the
smallest graduation on the-fuze time ring. The tol-
erance amounts to 0.05 second for fuzes having 0.2
second graduations, and 0.125 second for fuzes haV-
ing 0.5 second graduations. If the fuzes set do not
agree with the time set on the fuze setter, repeat the
test as a check with a different setting. If the fvz~!'
set still do not agre~ with the fuze setter, refer the
instrument to an ordnance unit for adjustment.

Caution: Do not set anyone live fuze more than
twice. The fuze from a dud must never be used.
Reset all fuzes to SAFE and replace the safety wire
or cotter pin.
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66. Ordnance Check
It is not contemplated that using units win have

the necessary facilities, tools, or skilled personnel to
p.edorm the more precise tests and adjustments of
s~ghting and fire control equipment. When deficien-
eles recur or when defects cannot be corrected in the
field, ordnance checks should be scheduled.
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CHAPTER 8

MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTIONS

-
67. General

l\Iaintenance and inspection is essential to insure
that the section is prepared to carry out its mission
immediately. Systematic maintenance and inspec-
tion drills provide the best insurance against unex-
pected breakdown at the critical moment when maxi-
mum performance is essential.

68. Disassembly, Ad;ustment, and Assembly

Disassemblies and adjustments of the weapon aU-
thorized to be performed by battery personnel are
prescribed in Tl\f 9-341 and Tl\f 9-336, supplemented
by instructions contained in Department of the Army
Supply Catalogs. No deviation from these proce-
dures is permitted unless authorized by the respon-
sible ordnance officer.

69. Records

a. The principal records pertaining to the weapon
are the 'Veapons Record Book (DA Forms 9-13
and 9-13-1), formerly Artillery Gun Book (00
Form 5825), a field report of accidents (SR 385..-
310-1), and the Unsatisfactory Equipment Report
(DA Form 468) (SR 700-45-5). Information on
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~:e th~rfo~:::h~;:l~:s~hese records may be found I\i
Note, In accordance with SR 750-115-20, Weapons Rec- .

ord Boolc, DA Forms 9-13 and 9-13-1f will replace Artillery
~un Book, 00 Form 5825. 00 Form 5825 win continue to I

e used until supply is exhausted,
b. The chiefs of sections, battery execn

tive
, and

battery commander also should keep semipermauent
records on their weapons for information and guid-

ance.

70. Maintenance
For detailed instructions concerninO'maintenance

of the 240-mm howitzer, see TM 9_'}41 and LO 9-
336, and for the 8-inch gun, see TM 9-336 and LO
9-336. For detailed instructions C()l1cerningmainte-
nance of the prime movers, see the technical manuals
and lubrication orders pertaining to those vehicles.

71. Inspections
Regular inspections are required to insure that

tnuteriel is maintained in serviceable condition.
a. The chief of section is responsible for the equip-

ment within his section. He should inspect it
thoroughly each day. If he sees the need for repair
or d' ' .a Justment, he notifies the battery executIve 1111-

rned'Iately so that the necessary action may be taken.
b. The executive, accompanied by the artillery

rnecha' 1 k . t'E:' mc, slould make a daily spot chee tnSpec lon.
a:h day he inspects different parts of the weapons

to tnsure •.omplete coverage every few dayS. At least
0lnee." month, the executive makes a thorough me-
e lamcal ' 'f '1" nt
t

InspectIOn0 weapons aUXllaryeqUlpm
e

,
oo} ,s, and spare parts.

l\~,."."., .. 



c. Battery, battalion, and higher commanders
should make frequent command inspections to assure
themselves that the equipment in their commands
is being maintained at prescribed standards of condi~
tion, appearance, and completeness.

d. For details on inspecting the 240-mm howitzer
and 8-inch gun, see T:M 9-341 and 9-336 respectively.
For details on inspecting the vehicles being used uS

prime movers, see the appropriate technical manual
for that vehicle. Deficiencies found during inspec~
tions should be corrected promptly.

e. Duties of individuals in performing the neces~
sary inspections and Irulintenance of the gun are out~
lined in paragraphs 72 through 77. Maintenance
and inspection should be made routine, thorough,
and rapid by following the drills outlined in the::;e
paragra phs. 'Vhen the section is reduced in strength
the chief of section must reassign duties to insure
that all maintenance steps are completed.

72. Duties in Inspection Before Operation (March)

a. General. The inspection performed before
operation is a final check on materiel prior to leavin~
the motor park for training in the field, the bivouaC
area for combat, or before displacement. When time
and facilities permit, bore sighting is accomplished
at this inspection. After inspection, and when all
deficiencies have been corrected, the section is ready
for action.

b. Individual DutielJ. The chief of section com~
mands PERFORM INSPECTION. At the com~
mand, section personnel perform duties as listed
below.
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(1) Chief of section.
(ALL EQUIPl\IENT)

(a) Supervises inspections made by members
of the section.

( b) Inspects recoil system for signs of oil

leakage.(c) Inspects ammunition for condition, lot
number, and loading.

(d) Verifies presence of weapons record or
gun book, trip ticket, accident report,
lubrication orders, technical manuals, and
emergency supply of gasoline, oil, and

rations.
(e) Checks security of coupling.
(f) Verifies security of camouflage net, poles,

and all accessories.
(g) Receives reports from the gnnner, ammu-

nition corporal, and crane operator and
reports to battery executive when inspec-
tion is completed, "Sir, No. (so-and -so)
in order" or reports any defects which
cannot be remedied without delay or

assistance.
(2) Gumner.

(CARRIAGE AND GUN LOADS)
(a) Verifies security of all sighting and laying

equipment.(b) Checks section chest for completeness of

contents.(c) Receives reports from memb2rs of the gun
squad. When all reports have been
rendered to him he reports to the chief of
section, "Gun Equadready."
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(3) No.1.

(GUN LOAD)

(a) Notes whether Qil index and replenisher
piston of recoil system are in proper po-
sition (TM 9-336 and TM 9-341).

(CARRIAGE LOAD)

(b) Checks equilibrators for leaks and verifies
that shutoff' valve is in open position.

(0) Checks to see that drain valve of air reser-
voir is closed.

(d) Reports, "No.1 ready."
(4) No. £.

(CARRIAGE LOAD)

( a) Checks carriage load service brake cow
nections and jumper cable connectionS.
Disconnects emergency brake connection
on signal from No.8.

(b) Verifies security of trail locking key, trail
float key, trail floats, and loading tray,

(0) Reports, "No.2 ready."
(5) No.3.

(CARRIAGE LOAD)

(a ) Verifies tightening of spade jack (on
right side) and cross braces.

( b)' Checks position and locking of ~vagon lock
lever.

( 0) Reports, "No.3 ready."
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(CARRIAGE LOAD PRIME MOVER)

(d) Assists driver of carriage load prime

mover.
(e) Examines vehicle for damage since last

inspection.
(f) Checks for presence and proper mounting

of fire extinguishers. Makes sure the seal
wires are not broken.

(g) Checks engine oil in right engine; checks
water in radiators. Replenishes if neces-

sary.
(h) Checks accessories and drives of right

engine for security of mounting, good
condition, and connections. Checks drive
belts for condition and adjustment.

(i) Checks fluid supply in torque converter.
Replenishes if necessary.

(j) Checks for all fluid leaks. Locates source
and corrects or reports them.

(k) Checks for presence, condition, and
mounting of tools and equipment.

(I) Checks for condition and attachment of
load and tarpaulins.

(m) Reports, "No.4 ready."

(6) NO.4.
(CARRIAGE LOAD)

(a) Checks air pressure in tires with gage.
(b) Inspects wheels for loose or missing nuts

or cap screwS, valve caps, stones in treads.
(c) Verifies tightening of spade jack on left

side.
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(7) No.5.

(CARRIAGE LOAD)
(a ) Verifies security of spacer bar, wagon

jack, loading ramp, wheel ramps, and
over-all cover.

(b) Reports, "No.5 ready."
(8) No.6.

(CARRIAGE LOAD PRIME MOVER)
(a) Assists driver of carriage load prime

moYer.
( b) Examines vehicle for damage since last

inspection.
(0) Checks all nuts and cap screws on drive

sprockets, suspension wheels, idlers, and
track support rollers for presence and
security.

(d) Checks suspension wheel tires for cuts
and embedded stones and trash. Checks
for dead blocks, loose and bottomed
wedges. Checks track tension.

(e) Inspects springs for breakage and perma.
nent set. Cleans out debris in suspension
system.

(I) Checks presence, condition, and operation
of lights, reflectors, and switches. (Driver
operates all switches except floodlight
switch.)

(g) Checks mounting and locking devices of
towing connections.

(h) Assists No. 4 in checking tools. Checks
condition and mounting of winch.

(i) Checks side curtains and ammunition boX.
(j) Reports, "No.6 ready."



(CARRIAGE LOAD)

(a) Checks hand brakes after coupling to see
that they are released.

(b) Signals No. 2 to break emergency line
and watches for push rod travel.

(c) Checks push rod travel when driver ap-
plies service brake.

(d) Verifies fastening of over-all cover.
(e) Reports, "No.8 ready."

(11) No~ 9.
(CARRIAGE LOAD)

(a) Verifles fasteuing of spades and over-all

cover.
(b) Reports, "No. 9 ready."

(12) No. 10.

(9) No.7.
(CARRIAGE LOAD)

(a) Verifles security of hold -dowu bolts, trail
support, tire jack and jack base, aud over-

all cover.
(b) Reports, "No.7 ready."

(10) No.8.
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(GUN LOAD)
(a) Assists No. 11 iu removing and replacing

breech cover.
(b) Opens breechblock, checks to see that bore

is clear. Inspects breechblock and bore
for cleanliness. Closes breechblock.

(0) Reports, "No. 10 readY."
2888180-54-14
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(13) .:\'0.11.

(GUN LOAD)

(a) Assists No. 10 in removing and replacing
breech cover.

(b) Assists No. 10 in opening breeGh.
( c ) Verifies security.
(d) Verifies fastening of cradle locking

clamps on right side.
(e) R2ports, "No. 11 ready."

(14) No. 12.

(GUN LOAD)

(a) Checks service brake connections. Discon-
nects emergency 'brake connections on sig-
nal from No. 17. Reconnects.

(b) Inspects connections of jumper cable.
(c) Verifies fastening of cradle locking clamp

on left side.
(d) Reports, "No. 12 ready."

(15) No. 13.

(GUN LOAD)

(a) Uses gage to measure pressure in tires.
(b) Inspects wheels for loose or missing nuts

or cap screws, vaIve caps, stones in treads.

(GUN LOAD PRIME :MOVER)

(c) Assists driver of gun load prime mover by
performing operations on gun load prime
mover similar to those performed by No.4
on the carriage load prime mover.

(d) Reports, "No. 13 ready."



(16) No. 14.

2\\

(GUN LOAD)
(a) Verifies security of screw jacks, tube lift-

ing saddle, and cover.
(b) Checks attaching link of tube support for

fastening.
(c) Reports, "No. 14 ready."

(17) No. 15.
(GUN LOAD PRIME ~IOVER)

(a) Assists driver of guu load prime mover
by performing operations on gun load
prime mover similar to those performed
by No. 6 for carriage load prime mover.

(b) Reports, "No. 15 ready."
(18) No. 16.

(GUN LOAD)
(a) Assists No. 17 in removing and replac-

ing muzzle cover so No. 10 can inspect

bore.(b) Checks to see that drain valve of air
reservoir is closed.

(c) Verifies fastening of rammer staff and
aiming posts.

(d) Reports, "No. 16 ready."
(19) No. 17.

(GUN LOAD)
(a) Assists No. 16 in removing and replacing

muzzle cover.
( b) After coupling, inspects to see that hand

brakes are released.
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(c) Signals No. 12 to break emergency line
and watches for push rod travel.

(d) 'V'atches for push rod travel when driver
applies service brake.

( e) Reports, "No. 17 ready."
(20) ,\'0. 18.

(a) .Assists ammunition corporal.
(b) "lIen duties prescribed by ammunition

corporal are. completed, reports, "No. 18
ready."

(21) Ammunition corJ)O)'al.
(a) Inspects ammunition. Verifies setting of

all time fuzes at safe, point detonatin~
fuzes at superquick, and presence of aJ)
booster cotter pins and safety pull wires.

(b) Receives reports from ammunition squad.
'Vhen aII reports hItve been rendered to
him he reports to the chief of section,
"Ammunition squad ready."

(22) Dri1,er(8)

(PRL\IE !IO VERS)

(a) Examines vehicle for damage since last
inspection.

(b) Checks fuel, transmission oil. Checks
left engine oil. Replenishes if necessary.

(c) Checks accessories and drives of left ew
gine for security of mounting, good con-
dition, and connections. Checks drive
belts for condition and adj llstment.

(d) Checks air brake tanks and lines for
security and condition. Closes the tank
drain valve.



(e) Checks for all fluid leaks. Locates source,
corrects or reports them.

(I) Ob3erves starting action and idling speed.
Checks for abnormal operational noises.

(g) Checks operation while starting. Resets
choke as required during the warm up.

(h) Checks instruments for correct operation
and reading.

(i) Checks operation, mounting, and condi-
tion of siren, windshield wipers, glass,

and mirror.
(j) Operates switches for Ko. 6 (Ko. 15) to

check lights. Checks reflectors.
(le) Checks operation of steering linkage.

Levers should pull back evenly. L2ver
locks should operate correctly. Checks
free lever travel.

(I) Checks engine dnring operation for sonnd
and general condition.

(m) Verifies possession of driver"s permit.
Checks vehicle for technical manuals.
lubrication order, Standard Form 91, and
identification card.

(n) Reports, "Driver readY'"
(23) Orane operator.

(CRANE ~IECHANIS~l)
(a) Supervises detailed inspection of truck-

mounted crane.
(b) Exa'mines crane for damage since last

inspection.
(c) Checks fuel tank, engine crankcase, and

radiator of crane mechanism for fuel, oil,
anfl water. R~plenish if necessary.
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(d) Checks for condition, security of mount-
ing, and connections' of accessories.
Checks drive belts for condition and
tension.

(e) Checks for all fluid leaks. Locates
source. Corrects or reports.

(I) Observes starting action and idlin~
speed. Checks for abnormal operational
noise.

(g) Checks operation of choke while startin~.
(It) Checks engine oil pressure gage, am-

meter.
(i) Checks carrier and trailer lights, assisted

by driver.
(j) Checks for adjustment of clutches.
(k) Inspects for fastening and condition 0'

cables.
(l) Checks for security of outriggers and

floats.
(In) Checks coupling- of clam shell trailer.

Checks security of clam shell and matS.
Checks tires with pressure gag-e. Checks
brakes, assisted by driver.

(n) R3ports to chief of section, "Crane
ready."

(24) Driver.

(TRUCK-~fOUNTED CRANE)

(a) Examines vehicle for damage since last
inspection.

(b) Check fuel tank, engine crankcase, and
radiator. Replenishes fuel, oil, and
water if necessary.
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(c) Checks for condition, security of mount-
ing, and connections of accessories.
Checks drive belts for condition and

tension ..
(d) Checks for all fluid leaks. L:>cates

source. Corrects or reports.
( e) Observes starting action and idling speed.

Checks for abnormal operational noise.
(f) Checks operation of choke while starting.

Resets as required during warm up.
(g) Checks fuel gal(e, engine oil pressure

gage, coolant temperature gage, ammeter,
the tachometer, the air I(age, and the low
pressure buzzer for correct reading.

(h) Checks operation, condition, and mount-
ing .of horn and windshield wipers.

(i) Cleans and inspects glass and rearvie
w

mirrors.
(j) Operates switches for crane operator to

check lights.
(k) Checks all parts of steering linkage for

condition and security.
(I) Checks engine during operation for sound

and general condition.
(m) Checks for presence, condition, and se-

curity of tools and equipment.
(n) Verifies possession of driver's permit.

Checks vehicle for manual, lnbricatio
n

order, Standard Form 91, and identifica-

tion card.
(0) Checks presence, content, and proper

mounting of fire extinguisher.



(p) Checks air brake tanks and lines for se-
curity and condition. Closes tank drain
valves.

(q) Checks presence and .tightness of whee)
and flange nuts.

(r) Checks general condition of tires ano
pressure.

(.f() Checks condition and attachment of
springs and suspensions, fenders ano
bumpers, and towing connections.

(t) Reports to crane operator, "Driver
ready."

73. Duties in Inspection During Operation (March)

a. General. The inspections performed durin~
operation are constant checks on the functioning of
the vehicles, weapon components, and the security of
all stowed equipment. The supervision of march
discipline is the responsibility of the chief of section.

b. Individual 'Dlltie~f(. Although no command is
given to initiate the during operation inspection, per~
sonnel perform duties as listed below while the seC~
tion is in motion.

(1) Ohief of 8eotion.

(CARRIAGE LOAD)
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(a)

(b)

(0)

Assigns duties to Nos. 1 to 9 inclusive, as
antitank and antiaircraft sentries.
Checks prime mover instruments and
controls for proper functioning.
Listens for unusual noises.



(2) A mmunition corporal.

(GUN LOAD)

( a) Assi~s duties to Nos. 10 to 18 incl usive,
to observe carriage towed load in preced-

ing wagon in column.
(b) Assigus duties to Nos. 10 to 18 inclusive,

as antitank and antiaircraft sentries.
( e) Checks prime mover instruments and con-

trols for proper functioning.
(d) Listens for abnormal operational noises.

(3) Driver.
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(PRIME ~M~OVERS)

(a) Checks steering brake action. Checks
lever free travel.

(b) Checks for effective operation of foot and

hand brakes.
(e) Checks clutch operation. Clutch should

operate quietly and smoothly.
(d) Checks for proper operation of trans-

mission.
(e) Checks operation of co~trols. Checks

noises and "feel" for general engine con-

dition.
(I) Checks reading and action of all instru-

ments and gages.
(g) Listeus for abnormal operational noises.
(h) Checks for listing of tractor and side pull

of trailer.



(4) /)ri1}er.

(TRUCK-l\10UNTED C~ANE)

(a) Checks for effective operation of steering
gear. Checks for pull, ,vander, and
shimmy.

(b) Checks for effective operation of foot
and hand brakes.

( c) Checks for free tra vel and smooth opera
tion of clutch.

(d) Checks for proper operation of transmisl
sion.

(e) Checks for proper operation of transfer.
(I) Checks operation of controls. Checks

noises and "feel" for general engine
trouble.

(g) Checks reading and action of all instrul
ments and gages.

(h) Listens for abnormal operational noises.

74. Duties in Inspection During Halt

a. General. The inspection at the halt is made to
insure that the vehicles and towed loads are in satisl
factory operational condition. The halt provides
the section an opportunity to inspect for malfunCI

tions that could not be detected during operation.
The inspection is performed under the supervision
of the chief of section.

b. Indi'L'idual Dutie8. The chief of section co}111
mands PERFORl\I HALT INSPECTION. At the
command, personnel perform duties as prescribed
below.
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(1) 0 hie! of section.
(ALL EQUIP~iENT)

(a) Sees that personnel remain inside left
wheel line, except for inspection of left
wheels and track. Supervises inspection
and maintenance.

(b) Receives reports from the gunner, ammu-
nition corporal, and crane operator and
reports to battery executive when inspec-
tion is completed, "sir, -No. (so-and-so)
in order" or reports any defects which
cannot be remedied without delay or
assistance.

(2) Gunner.
(CARRIAGE AND GUN LOADS)
(a) Verifies presence and security of sighting

equipment.
(PRI}IE MOVER)

(b) Verifies presence and security of section
chest.

(c) Receives reports form members of the gun
squad. 'Vhen all reports have been
rendered to him, he reports to the chief
of section, "Gun squad ready."

(3) No. 1.
(CARRIAGE AND GUN LOADS)
(a) Inspects for leaks in recoil or equilibra-

tor systems.
(b) Reports, "No.1 ready."
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(4) .No.2.

(CARRIAGE LOAD)
(a) Checks connections of brakes and stop

light.
(b) Inspects for security of trail locking key,

trail float key, trail Hoats, and loading'
tray.

(c) Reports, "No.2 ready."
(5) No.3.

(CARRIAGE LOAD)
(a) Verifies fastening of spade jacks on right

side.
(b) Inspects cross braces for tightness.
(c) Inspects wagon lock lever for position.

Verifies locki ng.
(rl) R~ports, "No.3 ready."

(6) No. 4.
(CARRIAGE LOAD)

(a) Inspects wheels and tires for loose or
missing nuts, hub cap screws, valve caps,
stones in tread, cuts, wear, and bruises.
Cla>cks for hot wheel bearings and brake
drums. Checks for tlat tires.

(b) Verifies fastening of spade jacks on left
side.

(c) Reports, "No.4 ready."
(7) No.5.

(CARRIAGE LOAD)
(a) Verifies position and fastening of spacer

bar, wagon jack, loading ramp, wheel
ramps, over-all Cover.

(b) Reports, "No.5 ready."



(8) No.6.
(CARRIAGE LOAD PRIME ~IOVER)

(a) Assists driver of carriage load prime
mover.

(b) Checks wheels for loose nuts and cap
screws in the drive sprockets and track
suspension system.

(c) Checks for loose and broken parts of
springs and suspensions. Removes trash.

(d) Checks tires and tracks for loose or cut
tires, dead track blocks, loose wedges, and

. trac k tension.
(e) Reports, "No.6 ready." .

(9) No.7.
(CARRIAGE LOAD)

(a ) Verifies position and fastening of hold-
down bolts, trail support, tire jack and
jack base, and over-all cover.

(b) Reports, "No.7 ready."
(10) No.8.

(CARRIAGE LOAD)

(a) Checks to see that hand brakes Qre re-
leased.

(b) Verifies fastening of over-all cover.
(0) Reports, "No.8 ready."

(11) No.9.

(CARUIAGE LOAD)

(a) Checks for fastening of spades and over-
all cover.

(b) Ueports, "No.9 ready."
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(12) No. 10.

(CARRIAGE LOAD PRIAfE AIOVER)

(a) Assists driver of carriage load prime
mover.

(b) Checks mountings, adjustment, and oper-
ation of accessories, and belts of right en-
gme.

(c) Checks both water radiators and engine
oil. Replenishes supply.

(d) Checks security of load, condition of tar-
paulin, side curtains, and body.

(e~ Reports, "No. 10 ready."
(13) Jro.11.

(GUN LOAD)

(a) Verifies security of hand maneuvering
bar.

(b) \Terifies fastening of cradle locking clamp
On right side.

(0) Reports, "No. 11 ready."
(14) No. 12.

(GUN LOAD)

(a) Checks connections of brakes and stop
lights.

(b) Verifies fastening of cradle locking clamp
on left side.

(
0
) Reports, "Xo. 12 ready."

(15) iVo.13.
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(GUN I.-OAD)

(a) Inspects wheels and tires for loose or
missing nuts, llUb cap screws, valve caps,



wear, and bruises. Checks for hot wheel
bearings and brake drums. Checks for
flat tires.

(b) Assists driver of gun load prime mover
by performing operations on gun load
prime mover similar to tho.se performed
by No.4 on the carriage load prime mover.

(c) Reports, "No. 13 ready."
(16) No. 14.

(GUN LOAD)
(a) Verifies security of screw jacks, saddle,

and cover.
(b) Reports, "No. 14 ready."

(17) No. 15.
(GUN LOAD PRIl\lE l\10VER)

(a) Assists driver of gun load prime mover
by performing operations on gun load
prime mover similar to those performed
by No.6 on the carriage load prime mover.

(b) Reports, "No. 15 ready."
(18) No. 16.

(GUN LOAD)
(a) Verifies fastening of hold-down strap,

tube support, rammer staff, and aiming
posts.

(b) Reports, "No. 16 ready."
(19) No. 17.

(GUN LOAD)
(a) Checks to see that hand brakes are re-

leased.

(b) Reports, "No. 17 ready."
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(20) No. 18.

(CARHIAGE LOAD PRIME ~fOVER).

(a) Checks mou'nting and condition of pint1e
and locking device. Checks air and elec-
tric connections.

(b) Cleans ane} inspects lights, reflectors,
windshield, and rearview mirror.

(
0
) Checks for leaks, locates source, corrects

or reports them.
(d) Feels Suspension wheel and idler hubs

and drive sprocket shaft for excessive
heating. Checks final drives.

(e) Reports, "No. 18 ready."
(21) Ammunition corporal.

(PRI~fE ~IOVER)

(a) Checks ammunition for condition, cover-
ing, and security.

(b) Ueceives reports from ammunition squad.
'lVhen all reports have been rendered to
him, he reports to the chief of section
"Ammunition squad ready."

(22) Dri ~'er.

(PRI~rE ~10VER)

(a) Checks for loose or damaged parts in
steering linkage.

(b) Checks mounting, adjustment, and opera-
tion of units on left engine.

(
0
) Checks for fluid leaks. Locates source

and corrects or reports them.
(d) Reports, "Driver ready."
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(23) Orane operator.

(CRANE :MECHANISl\l)

(a) Supervises inspection and maintenance
at the halt. Receives report from driver
on condition of crane truck.

(b) Checks brake drums, wheel hubs, trans-
fer, transmission, and differentials for
overheating. Checks transfer, transmis-
sion, and differentials for oil leaks.

(c) Checks condition of axle and transfer
vents.

(d) Checks for all fluid leaks. Locates source,
corrects or reports.

(e) Checks condition and lubrication of pro-
peller shafts. Removes any foreign
material.

(f) Checks presence and tightness of wheel
and flange nuts.

(g) Checks condition of tires. Removes for-
eign objects.

(h) Reports to chief of sectIon, "Crane
ready."

(24) Driver.

(TRUCK-l\10UNTED CRANE)

(a) Checks and replenishes supply of fuel,
oil, and water.

( b) Checks for secure mounting of air
cleaners.

(c) Checks mounting, adjustment, and opera-
tion of nceessories and belts.

2888180-154-15
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(d) Checks for loose or damaged parts of
steering linkage, springs and Suspensions,
fenders and bumpers.

(e) Checks pintle mounting and locking
device.

(/) Cleans and inspects lights, reflectors,
windshields, and rearview mirrors.

(g) Reports, "Driver ready."

75. Duties in Inspection Prior to and During Firing

a. General. ~fembers of the section perform gen-
eral duties as prescribed in chapter 5. In addition
all members of the section are con~tantly alert to
recognize any evidence of malfunctioning of the
weapon. ~Ialfunctions noted are promptly reported
to the c11iefof section.

o. Specific Dutie8 01 Oertain Personnel. In ad-
dition to the general duties (a above) for all section
personnel, the personnel listed below, without com-
mand, perform duties as prescribed.

(1) Ohiel 018ection. Supervises the work of
the section and verifies sight test and
adjustment.

(2) Gunner. Performs sight test and adjust-
ment.

(8) Driver8. Inspect all items as listed in para-
graph 74. Also assist the motor sergeant
and motor mechanics in the performance
of all maintenance services ('I'M D-788 and
T~I 9-2810).

(4) Orane operator. Performs duties on crane
mechanism as outlined in T~{ D-771.



76. Duties in Inspection and Maintenance After
Operation

a. General. After operation the vehicles, ,yeapon
components, and items of section equipment are given
whatever servicing and maintenance is needed to
prepare them in every way for further sustained
action or to determine the need for maintenance by
higher echelons. Bore sighting is accomplished if
time permits. These operations may be performed
in the motor park, bivouac area, or combat position.
The inspection is under the supervision of the chief
of section.

b. Individual Duties. The chief of section com-
mands INSPECT EQUIPMENT. At the com-
mand, section personnel perform duties as prescribed
below.

(1) Ohief of section.
(ALL EQUIP~1ENT)

( a) Inspects for signs of oil leakage in recoil
system and supervises establishing of cor-
rect oil reserve.

(b) Inspects all ammuntion.
(c ) Verifies presence of and current entries

in gun book and trip ticket.
(d) Verifies resupply of emergency rations,

gasoline, oil, and water.
(e) Supervises all cannoneers in the cleaning

and lubricating of the bore.
(I) Receives reports from the gunner, ammu-

nition corporal, and crane operator and
reports to battery executive when inspec-
tion is completed, "Sir, No. (so-and-so)
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in order" or reports any defects which
cannot be remedied without delay or
assistance.

(2) Gunner.
(a) Cleans panoramic telescope and pano-

ramic telescope mount.
(b) Receives reports from members of the

gun squad. 'Vhen all reports have ooen
rendered to him, he reports to the chief
of section, "Gun squad ready."

(3) No.1.
(a) Establishes correct oil reserve in recoil

and recuperator system, assisted by addi-
tional cannoneers as required.

(b) Inspects and cleans elevation quadrant.
( c) Reports, "No. 1 ready."

. (4) N08. 2 and 3.

(GUN)

(a) Clean and lubricate elevating and travers-
ing mechanism.

(b ) Veri fy condi tion and presence of acces-
sories as in paragraph 72.

(c) Reports, "No.2 (3) ready."
(5) No.4.

(C..\RRL\GE LOAD PRI~IE ~10VER)

(a) Assists driver of carriage load prime
mover.

(b) Checks radiators and right engine oil.
Refills if necessary.

( c) Checks for condition and mounting of
accessories, and condition and adjustment
of bolts of right engine.



(d) Checks and cleans, if necessary, the aIr
cleaner and breather caps.

(e) Checks all accessible wiring for condi-
tion and connections.

(I) Checks for leaks. Locates source and
corrects or reports them.

(g) Checks for presence, condition, and seal
of fire extinguishers.

(h) Checks mountings, condition, cleanliness,
and electrolyte level of batteries. Cleans
if necessary.

(i) Checks fluid level in torque converters.
Refills if necessary. Checks oil level in
pump housing.

(j) Checks mounting bolts of propeller shafts
and for lubricant leaks.

(Ie) Checks mountings of turret and gun, and
operation of mount.

(l) If winch has been used during the day,
assists the driver and Nos. 6 and 8 to clean
the cable.

(In) Tightens all nuts and cap screws found
loose.

(n) Assists driver and Nos. 6 and 8 in clean-
ing tractor.

(()) Reports," No. 4 ready."
(6) N08. 5, 7, 9, 10, and 11.

(GUN AND CARRIAGE)

(a) Clean and lubricate the breechblock,
breech recess, powder chamber, and firing
lock.

(b) Verify condition and presence of acces-
sories as in paragraph 76.
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(c) Upon completion of assigned duties,
port "Ready."

(7) No.6.

(CARRIAGE LOAD PRIAfE AfOVER)

(a) Assists driver of carriage load prime
mover.

(b) Checks for leaks, locates source and cor-
rects or reports them.

(c) Checks for leaks in fuel filters.
(d) With assistance of No.8, checks for cut

suspension wheel tires and separation of
the rubber from the wheels. Checks for
loose, bent, or Worn connectors. Checks
for loose wedges. Checks track tension.

(e) 1Vith assistance of No.8, checks aU nuts
or cap screws on drive sprockets, suspen-
sion wheels, trailing idler wheels, and
track support rollers for presence and se-
curity.

(I) Assisted by No.8, checks for bent, broken,
or loose parts. Removes all stones and
trash.

(g) Checks oil level in final drive housings.
(h) Checks tow hooks and pintles for good

condition and secure mounting. Checks
locking devices.

(i) Tightens all loose nuts and cap screws
found. Checks removable hull plates for
loose bolts.

(j) Checks presence, condition, and stowage
of tools. Checks ammunition hoist and
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crane. Assists driyer and Nos. 4 and 8 in
cleaning winch cable if winch has been
used.

(k ) Assists driver, Nos. 4 and 8, in cleaning
tractor.

(l) Reports, "No.6 ready."
(8) No.8.

(CARRIAGE LOAD PRIME ~10VER)
(a) Assists driver of carriage load prime

mover.
(b) Checks for leaks. Locates source and

reports or corrects them.
(c) Checks spare cans of fuel, oil, and water

and refills if necessary.
(d) Checks presence, condition, and opera-

tion of lights, reflectors, and switches.
(Driver operates all switches except flood-
light switch.)

(e) Assists No.6 in checks on all nuts and cap
screws on drive sprockets, suspension
wheels, idlers, and track support rollers
for presence and security.

(I) Assists No.6 in checking for cut suspen-
sion wheel tires, separation of the rubber
from the wheel, loose, bent, or worn con-
nectors, and loose wedges. Checks track
tension.

(g) Assists No.6 in checking for bent, broken,
or loose parts of springs and suspensions.
Removes all stones and trash.

(h) Checks mounting and security of winch.
Checks drive shaft and cable. If winch
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has been used during the day, cleans the
cable, assisted by driver and Nos. 4 and G.

(i) Checks for condition and security of the
load, covers, and body.

(j) Tightens all loose nuts or cap screws
found.

(k) Assists driver and Nos. 4 and {i in clean-
ing vehicle.

(l) Reports, "No.8 ready."
(D) N08. 12, 14, 16, and 18.

(CARRIERS AND PITS)

(a) Assist ammunition corporal in inspecting
ammunition, and ammunition handling
tools and equipment.

(b) Clean ammunition and auxiliary equip-
ment.

(c) Report to ammunition corporal on com-
pletion of assigned duties.

(10) N08.13, 15, and 17.

(GUN LOAD PIU~IE ~IOVER)

(a) Assist driver of gun load prime mover by
performing duties similar to those per-
formed by Nos. 4, G, and 8 respectively, on
the carriage load prime mover.

(b) Report to ammunition corporal on com-
J>letion of assigned duties.

(11) ~1mmunition corporal.

(a) Inspects and checks all ammunition,
fuzes, and primers.

(b) Supervises loading and storage of ammu-
nition.



(c) Receives reports from ammunition squad.
WIlen all reports have been rendered to
him, ,he reports to the chief of section,
"Ammunition squad ready."

(12) Driver (8).

(PHIME MOVERS)
(a) Checks engine operation at idle and dur-

ing acceleration and deceleration.
(b) With engine running, checks operation,

condition, and mounting of all instru-
ments.

(c) Inspects for broken, loose, or bent parts
in steering linkage. Checks free travel of
levers.

(d) Checks fuel in tank. Refills if necessary.
(e) Checks transmission oil level. Replen-

ishes if necessary.
(I) Checks mounting, operation, and condi-

tion of siren and windshield wipers.
(g) Checks and cleans glass and mirrors.

Adjusts mirror.
(h) Operates switches for No.8 (No. 17) to

check lights. Checks reflectors.
(i) Checks accessible wiring for condition and

connections.
(j) Checks for condition and mounting of

accessories, condition and adjustment of
belts, on left engine.

(k) Checks and cleans, if necessary, air clean-
ers and breather caps.

(l) Drains air brake tanks. Checks for leaks.
(m) Checks operation and condition of en-

gine controls.
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(n) Checks for leaks, locates source, and cor-
rects or reports them.

(
0
) If winch has been used during the day,

cleans winch cable, assisted by Nos. 4, 6,
and 8 (Nos. 13, 15, and 17).

(p) Tightens all nuts and cap screws found
loose.

(q) Cleans dirt and trash from vehicle, as-
sisted by Nos. 4, 6, and 8 (Nos. 13, 15, and17).

(r) Lubricates as needed and as directed by
the vehicle lubrication order.

(
8
) Heports, "Driver ready."

(13) Crane operator.

(CRANE ~fECHANIS~I)

(a) Supervises detailed inspection of crane.
(b) Checks for all fluid leaks. Locates

source, corrects or reports.
(c) Checks all gear cases for luhe level. Re-

ports if low.
(d) Checks condition and attachment of

springs, s u s pen s i 0 11, fenders, and
bumpers.

(e) Checks all parts of steering linkage for
condition and security.

(/) Checks pintle mounting and locking de-
vice.

(g) Cleans thoroughly. (
(h) Checks condition and air pressure of

tires. Removes any foreign objects.
(i) Checks presence, condition, and operation

of lights, reflectors, and switches.
(Driver will operate switches.)
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(j) Checks contents, cleanliness, and mount- • I
ing of fire extinguishers.

(k) Checks for loose or missing parts of
wheels, rims, axle drive flange, and spring
U bolt nuts. Tightens as needed.

(l) Checks condition and security of propel-
ler shafts, center bearings, and vents.
Removes any foreign material.

(m) Checks condition and cleanliness of axle
and transfer vents.

(n) Checks presence, condition, and mount-
ing of tools and equipment.

(0) Checks and replenishes supply of fuel,
oil, and water.

(p) Checks all cables for proper fastening,
and looks for excessive cable wear.

(q) Reports to chief of section, "Crane in
order."

(14) Driver.

(TRUCK-:MOUNTED CRANE)

(a) Checks and replenishes supply of fuel,
oil, and water.

(b) Checks operation of engine at idle and
during acceleration and deceleration.

(c) 'Vith engine running, checks operation,
condition, and mounting of instruments.

(d) Checks operation, connections, and
mounting of horn and windshield wipers.

(e) Cleans and inspects glass and rearview
mirrors. Adj usts mirrors.

(I) Operates switches for crane operator to
check lights.
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(g) Opens pet cocks to drain water in air
brake tanks. Checks all connections.

(It) Checks all accessories for mounting and
condition. Cllecks all belts for condition
and adjustment.

(i) Cllecks monn ting, Condition, cJcan1iness,
and electrolyte level of battery. Cleans
if necessary.

(j) Checks accessible wiring for connections
and condition.

(k) Checks air cleaners and breather caps and
cleans if necessary.

(I) Drains accumulated water and dirt in fuelfilters.

(rn) Checks condition and operation of en-
gine controls.

(n) Cleans engine tllOronghly. Tightens
loose nuts and cap Screws. LUbricates as
needed and as directed by vehicle lubrica-tion order.

(
0
) Reports to cra ne opera to 1', "1> ri vel'ready."

77. Duties in Weekly Inspection and Maintenance

a. General. In garrison these services are per.
fOl'Jlledweekly. On maneuvers or in combat they are
performed after each field operation 01' as directed.
For the vellicles, the back of the drivers' trip ticket
(1)1> I<'orm 110) will be used for the weekly mainte.
nance service. Coordination and supervision of tlle
personnels in tile inspection is the responsibility oftIle chief of section.

o. Individual Duties. TIle chief of section rom.
mands l'ERI<'OR,u WEEKLY INSPECTION.
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At the command section personnel perform duties
as prescribed below.

(1) Ohief of section.

(ALL EQUIPMENT)

(a) Commands PERFOR~l 'VEEKL Y IN-
spEcTIoN.

(b) Supervises section in weekly inspection
and maintenance of gun, tools, equip-
ment, and accessories. For details, see
T.l\1 9-341, T.l\1 9-336, and appropriate
Department of the Army Lubrication
Orders.

(c) Receives reports from the gunner, ammu-
nition corporal, and crane operator and
reports to battery executive when inspec-
tion is completed, "Sir, No. (so-and-so)
in order" or reports any defects which
cannot be remedied without delay or
assistance.

(2) Gunner,Nos.l,f3,3,5,7,and9.

(GUN)

(a) Under direction of gunner, clean gun
thoroughly.

(b) Check gun for loose, damaged, or missing
parts.

(c) Tighten loose fittings as needed.
(d) Gunner reports damage discovered and

missing parts to artillery mechanic.
(e) On completion of cleaning and inspec-

tion, gunner reports to chief of section,
"Gun in order."
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(3) Driver(8).

(PRIl\fE l\fOVERS)

(a) Checks engine operation at idle and dur-
ing acceleration and deceleration.

(b) 1Vith engine running, checks operation,
condition, and mounting of instruments.

(c) Inspects steering linkage for broken,
loose, or bent parts. Checks lever free
travel.

(d) Checks fuel tank. Refills if necessary.
( e) Checks transmission oil level. Refills if

necessary.
(I) Checks mounting, operation, and condi-

tion of siren and windshield wipel's.
(g) Checks and cleans glass and rearview

mirrors. Adj usts mirrors.
(It.) Operates switches for No.8 (No. 17) to

check the lights.
(i) Checks ignition wiring. Checks all ac-

cessible conduits, looms, junction boxes,
junction plugs, and connections for
chafing or breakage.

(j) Checks and tightens all mountings, checks
and adjusts all bolts on the left engine.

(k) Checks and cleans the left engine air
cleaners and breather caps.

(l) Drains air tank. Checks operation of
valves. Checks system for leaks. Checks
mountings. Cleans air deaneI'.

(m,) Checks operation and condition of en-
gine controls.

(n) Checks for leaks. Locates source and cqr-
rects or reports them.
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(0) Assists No. 6 (No. 15) in checkinf(
presence, condition, and stowage of tools.
Reports breakage or missing items.
Cleans and rewinds winch cable assisted
by Nos. 4, 6, and 8 (Nos. 13,15, and 17).

(1') Tightens all nuts and cap screws found

loose.
(q) Cleans dirt and trash from iuside and

outside of tractor (washes if possible),
assisted by Nos. 4, 6, and 8 (NoS. 13, 15,

and 17).
(r) Lubricates as needed and as directed

by the vehicle lubrication order.
(8) Reports, "Driver ready."

(4) No.4.
(CAItRIAGE LOAD PRIME 1I1OVEIt)

(a) Checks radiators and right enf(ine oil.
Refills if necessary. Checks antifreeze
with a hydrometer.

(b) Checks and tif(htens all mountin[(S.
Checks and adjusts all belts on right

engine.
( c) Checks and cleans the rif(ht enf(ine air

cleaners and breather capS.
(d) Checks if(nition wirinf(. Checks all aC-

cessible conduits, looms, junction boxes,
plugs, and connections for chafing or

breakage.
(e) Checks for leaks. Locates source and

corrects or reports them.
(f) Checks for presence, condition, and seal

of fire extinguishers.

-------- -.. 
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(g) Cleans batteries, including terminal con-
nections or posts if corroded. Checks
electrolyte level and specific gravity.
Checks battery mountings. Tightens ter-
minal bolts if loose.

(h) Checks fluid level of torque converter.
Refills if necessary. Drains sediment
from reservoir. Checks oil level in pump
housing.

(i) Checks mounting- bolts and lubricant leaks
of propeller shafts.

(j) Checks mountings of turret and gun and
operation of mount.

(k) Assists driver and Nos. 6 and 8 in clean-
ing and rewinding winch cable.

(l) Tightens all nuts and cap screws found
loose.

(m) Assists the driver and Nos. 6 and 8 in
cleaning the tractor.

(n) Reports, "No.4 ready."
(5) A'o.6.

(CARRIAGE LOAD PRIME ~10VER)

(a) Checks for leaks, locates source, and cor-
rects or reports them.

(b) Checks for leaks in fuel filters. Drains
the sediment from filter bowls and fuel
tank sump.

(c) 'Vith assistance of No.8, examines suspen-
sion wheel tires for cuts and separation
from wheels. Checks for loose, bent, or
worn connectors. Checks track tension.
Tightens wedge nuts and looks for dead
blocks and bottomed wedges.
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(d) Checks and tightens all nuts or cap screws
on drive sprockets, suspension wheels, and
idlers, assisted by No.8. Checks condi-
tion and security of track support rollers.

( e) Assisted by No.8, checks for bent, broken,
or loose parts of springs and suspensions.
Removes all stones and trash.

(I) Checks oil level in final drive housing.
(g) Inspects tow hooks and pintle for good

condition and secure mounting. Checks
air and electrical connections.

(h) Tightens all loose nuts and cap screws
found. Checks removable hull plates for

loose bolts.
(i) Assists driver in checking presence, con-

dition, and stowage of tools. Assists
driver, No.4, and No.8 in cleaning and
rewinding winch cable. Checks chain
hoist and ammunition crane.

(j) Assists driver and Nos. 4 and 8 in cleaning
the tractor. .

(k) Reports, "No.6 ready."

(6) No.8.
(CARRIAGE LOAD PRI~IE :MOVER)

(a) Checks for leaks. Locates source and
corrects or reports them.

(b) Checks spare cans of fuel, oil, and water
and refills if necessary.

(c) Checks presence, condition, and operation
of lights, reflectors, and switches. (Driver
operates all switches except floodlight

switch.)
2888180-M 1(}-
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(d) Checks mounting and condition of fend-
ers and bumpers.

(e) Assists No. 6 in checking all nuts and
cap screws on drive sprockets, suspension
wheels, idlers, and track support rollers
for presence and security.

(I) Assists No.6 in checking for cut tires, sep-
aration of the rubber from the wheel,
loose, bent, or worn connectors, and loose
we,dges. Checks track tension.

(g) Assists No.6 in checking for bent, broken,
or loose parts of springs and suspensions.
Removes all stones and trash.

(h) Checks mounting and security of winch.
Checks for leaks. Assists driver, No.4,
and No. 6 in cleaning and rewinding
cable.

(i) Checks condition and security of load,
tarpaulins, and body.

(j) Tightens all loose nuts or cap screws
found.

(k) Assists driver, No.4, and No.6 in clean-
ing the vehicle.

(l) Reports, "No.8 ready."
(7) Ammunition corporal, Nos. 10, 11, 12, 14,

16, and 18.

(a) Under direction of ammunition corporal,
clean and inspect ammunition components
and ammunition handling equipment.

(b) On completion of inspection, ammunition
corporal reports to chief of section, "Am-
munition in order."



(8) NOli. 13, 15, and 11.
(GUN LOAD PRIME :MOVER)

(a) Assist driver of gun load prime mover by
performing duties similar to those per-
formed by Nos. 4, 6, and 8 respectively on
the carriage load prime mover.

(b) Report to gun load driver on completion
of assigned duties.

(9) Orane operator.
(CRANE J.IECHANISM:)

(a) Supervises detailed inspection of crane.
(b) Checks air pressure in tires, removes all

foreign. matter. Checks for proper
matching and irregular wear and changes
position of tires as required. Removes
and replaces any badly injured tires.

(c) Checks pintle mounting and locking de-
vice. Cleans and lubricates contacting
surfaces of the fifth wheel. Tightens all
mounting bolts.

(d) Checks contents, cleanliness, and mount-
ing of fire extinguishers.

(e) Checks for loose or missing parts in
wheels, rims, axle drive flanges, and
spring U bolts. Tightens as needed.

(I) Checks condition and security of propel-
ler shafts. Removes any foreign mate-

rial.
(g) Checks condition and cleanliness of axle

and transfer vents. Cleans all vents
thoroughly.
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(h) Checks and tightens all nuts and bolts.
(i) Cleans vehicle thoroughly.
(j) Checks presence and condition of tools

and equipment. Reports missing or
damaged tools.

(k) Checks for all fluid leaks. Locates
source, corrects or reports them.

(l) Checks condition of body.
(m) Checks condition and attachment of

springs, suspensions, fenders, and bump.
ers. Corrects or reports any abnormal
conditions.

(n) Checks all parts of steering linkage for
security, condition, and adjustment.

(0) Checks all lights, light switches, and re.
flectors for condition and operation.
(Driver will operate switches.)

(p) Checks and tightens all nuts and bolts.
(q) Performs weekly maintenance operations

on crane as outlined in T~{ 9-771.
(1') Reports to chief of section "Crane in

order," after receiving report of driver of
truck-mounted crane.

(10) Driver.

(TRUCK-~IOUNTED CHANE)

(a) Checks and replenishes supply of fuel,
oil, and water. Checks the antifreeze
with a hydrometer.

(b) Checks air brakes for leaks. Drains air
tank. Checks connections and mount.
ings. Cleans lines.

(c) Checks operation of engine at idle and
during acceleration and deceleration.



(d) With engine running, checks operation,
condition, and mounting of instruments.

(e) Checks 0 per a t ion, connections, and
mounting of horn and windshield wipers.

(f) Cleans and inspects glass and rearview
mirrors. Adjusts mirrors.

(g) Operates switches for crane operator to
check lights.

(h) Checks and tightens all mountings.
Checks all belts for condition and adjust-
ment.

(i) Checks all wirin~ to see that it is securely
connected, clean, and not damaged.

(j) Removes and cleans all air cleaners and
breather caps.

(k) Drains accumulated water and dirt in
fuel filters.

(l) Checks condition and operation of engine
controls.

(m) Checks battery for damage, leakage, se-
curity of mounting and connections.
Checks electrolyte level and specific grav-
ity. Cleans and tightens terminals se-
curely and coats lightly with grease.

(n) Checks differentials, final drives, trans-
mission, and transfer units for lube level
and leaks. Reports if low.

(0) Cleans engine thoroughly.
(p) Lubricates as directed by vehicle lubri-

cation order.
(q) Reports to crane operator, "Driver

ready."
c. Gleaning. Dirt and grit accumulated in travel-

iug, or from the blast of the gun in firing, settle on
245
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the bearing surfaces, and in combination with the
lubricant itself form a cutting compound. Powder
fouling attracts moisture and hastenp the formation
of rust. Therefore, at lulls during firing and imme-
diately after firing, the gun must be thoroughly
cleaned. At other times it should be cleaned at inter-
vals depending upon the use and condition. Dirt
on nonbearing surfaces can usually be removed by
water; greasy parts must be cleaned with dry-clean-
ing solvent or rifle bore cleaner applied with a cloth.
The proced ure in cleaning the bore and breech mecha-
nism is described in TlI D-341 (T~f D-336).

b. Lubrication. Lubrication instructions for the
weapon and section vehicles are contained in the
lubrication orders that pertain to the major items
with which the section is equipped.
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CHAPTER 9

DECONTAMINATION OF EQUIPMENT

78. General
Equipment which has been contaminated by chem-

ical, biological, or radiological agents constitutes a
danger to personnel. Oontamination means the
spreading of an injurious agent in any form and by
any means. Persons, objects, or terrain may be con-
taminated. Decontaminati,()11 is the process of mak-
ing any contaminated place or object safe for unpro-
tected personnel. This can be done by covering, re-
moving, destroying, or changing into harmless sub-
stances thE;contaminating agent or agents. Gener-
ally, only equipment contaminated by persistent
agents need be decontaminated.

79. Decontamination for Chemical Agents
a. Ammwnition. 'Vith rags, wipe off visible con-

tamination from projectiles. Apply DANC (decon-
tamination agent, noncorrosive, !I4), wipe with gas-
oline-soaked rag, then dry. If DANC is not avail-
able, scrub with soap and cool water. Slurry (equal
weights of water and chloride of lime) can be used on
contaminated ammunition containers, but it must not
be allowed to penetrate to the ammunition itself.

b. Instruments. If exposed to corrosive gases,
clean instruments as soon as possible with alcohol
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(or gasoline, if no alcohol is available), and apply a
thin coat of light machine oil. A rag dampened
with DAXC may be used, followed by drying with
a clean ra~ and then applyin~ a coat of machine oil.
DAXC injures plastic or hard rubber surfaces.

c. lV('(lPOrl8. Remove dirt, dust, grease, and oil.
Do not apply wet mix but allow surfaces to air after
soil and dirt have been removed. DANC can be used
on all metal surfaces except the bore. Also effective
on metal are hot water, cleaning solvent, or repeated
applicatiolls of gasoline on swabs. If the emergency
use of ga~oline-soaked swabs is made (F~[ 21-40),
extreme care must be taken to insure that the gasoline
does not spread the contamination and that IlO gaso-
line in liquid or vapor form remains. This excess
would be ignited when the gun is fired. After de-
contamination, weapons are dried and oiled.

d. ,Automotive Equipment. Light contamination
from spray can be neutralized by exposure to air.
1'''01' heavier contamination use DANC on interior or
exterior surfaces that personnel are likely to touch.
For large1.' area decontamination, wash vehicle with
water and scrub painted surfaces with soap and
water.

80. Decontamination for Biological and Radiological
Agents

a. General. After a contaminating attack, re-
covery of equipment may be achieved either by wait-
ing, to permit the decay of contamination, or by ac-
tive decontamination, to reduce llanger to a level
where it is no longer a significant hazard to operating
personnel. Decontamination may be either rough or
detailed, depending on the urgency of the military
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situation. The procedure adopted will be a com-

mand decision.b. Rough Decontamination. Rough decontami-
nation is performed when urgency is the main factor.
Its purpose is to I'educe contamination sufficiently to
permit personnel to work with, or close to, equipment
for limited periods. Rough decontamination may be
achieved by means of water or steam if available.
Soap or other detergent used in conjunction with
wuter or steam aids in decontamination.

c. Detailed Decontamination. Detailed decontam-
ination, in which the emphasis is on thoroughness,
will be carried out in rear areas and repair bases and
includes procedures of surface decontamination,
aging und sealing, and disposal.

81. References
For further information on decontamination, see

F~121-40,T~13-220,and TF 3-1407.

\

\
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CHAPTER 10

DESTRUCTION OF EQUIPMENT

82. General

a. Tactical situations may arise in which it be-
comes necessary to abandon equipment in the com-
bat zone. In such a situation all abandoned equip-
ment must be destroyed to prevent its use by the
enemy.

b. The destruction of equipment subject to cap-
ture or aband onmoent in the combat zone will be
undertalcen only upon authority delegated b!J1a divi-
sion &rhigher commander.

c. All batteries will prepare plans for destroying
their equipment in order to reduce the time required
should destruction become necessary. The princi-
ples to be followed are--

(1) Plans for destruction of equipment must be
adequate, uniform, and easily carried out
in the field.

(2) Destruction must be as complete as the
available time, equipment, and personnel
will permit. Since complete destruction re-
quires considerable time, prioritie8 must be
established so that the more essential parts
are destroyed first.

(3) The same essential parts must be destroyed
on an like units to prevent the enemy from
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constructing a complete unit from damaged

ones.
(4) Spare parts and accessories must be given

the same priorities as the parts installed on
the equipment.

83. Methods
To destroy equipment adequately and uniformly,

all personnel of the nnit must know the plan and
priority of destruction and be trained in the methods
of destruction.

84. References
For detailed information on destruction of barrel

assembly and recoil mechanism, carriage or mount,
tires, and fire control equipment, see TM's 9-34:1 and
9-a:~6; for destruction of ammunition, see T:M:9-1901.
For destruction of vehicle, see the TM appropriate to
the vehicle being used as prime mover.
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CHAPTER 11

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

85. General

Safety precautions to be observed in training are
prescribed in SR 385-310-1. Additional informa-
tion is found in FlU 6-140, T~f 9-341, TM 9-336, and
T~f 9-1900. The more important safety precau-
tions are summarized in the following paragraphs.
86. Ammunition

a. All ammunition at the firing position must ~e
so placed that it is protected against explosion in
case of accident at the gun position. 11""lamesand
explosive materials such as gasoline must be kept
away from ammunition. Ammunition should be
protected from direct rays of the sun by use of a
tarpaulin or other suitable covering.

b. Battery personnel must not attempt to disas-
semble fuzes.

c. If for any reason a round is not fired after the
time fuze has been set, the fuze must be reset to
SAFE before it is restowed.

d. All rounds not fired which have been prepared
for firing must be checked by the chief of section, to
insure that all powder increments are present in
proper order and condition, and that they are of the
proper lot number. lie also verifies that the lot
252
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number on the ammunition corresponds to tne lot
number on the container. For ammunition that is to
he returned to ordnance a battery officer must certify
that it has been properly reassembled. (For further
details, see F~{ 6-140.)

81. Misfires
a. In the event of a misfire, two more attempts are

made to fire the gun.
Caution. The gu.n should remain as laid and all personnel

must stay clear of the muzzle and path of recoil.
b. If the primer is heard to fi~e, a minimum of 10

minutes will be allowed before the breech is opeued
and the faulty charge removed. All personnel not
required for the operation should be cleared from
the vicinity. The faulty charge must be stored sepa-
rately from other charges and disposed of as are
unused increments and igniter pads (see T~1 9-1900

for further details).
c. If primer is not heard to fire, two more attempts

to fire will be made. Then proceed as follows:
(1) If primer can be remo.ve,z by NO.4, standing

clear 0 f the path of recoil. The primer may
be removed and a new one inserted 2 min-
utes after the second attempt to fire.

(2) If the primer cannot be removed safely aJj

described above, no attempt will be made to
open the breech or replace the primer for
10 minutes after the second attempt to fire

has been made .
.d. :Misfireprimers should be handled carefully and

disposed of quickly as there is a possibility of primer

hangfire.



88. Drill and Firing

a. The gun is kept unloaded except when firing is
imminent.

b. ~lembers of the gun section pass in rear of the
gun when going from one side to another.

c. Personnel must stay a safe distance from the
breech to prevent injury when the gun recoils.

d. During firing, personnel should use waste in
their ears to protect eardrums against injury.

e. In training there must be a safety officer for each
artillery unit firing. For duties of the safety officer,
see FA! 6-40.
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CHAPTER 12

TRAINING

Section I. GENERAL

89. Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this chapter is to present the

absolute minimum requirements for training the per-
sonnel of a ~un section in the performance of their
duties in service of the gun. It includes general in-
formation on the conduct of training, a minimum
trainin~ schedule, and tests to be given for the quali-

fication of gunners.

90. Obiectives
The objectives are speed in training cannoneers

in their individual duties; and, through drill, to
weld them into an effective, coordinated team able
to function efficiently in combat. During training,
tmpervisors may well keep in mind the proficiency
""ught by Army Training Tests (ATf) 6-1,6-2, and
6-5. :Maximum efficiency is attained through con-

tinuous drills.

91. Conduct of Training
a. Training.will be conducted in accordance with

the principles laid down in FM 21-5. Its goal should
be the standards set forth in }'l\1l\-125, TM 6-605,
SIt 615-25-15, and SR 615-25-20.



b. In general, individual training is conducted
by noncommissioned officers as far as practicable.
Officers are responsible for training plans, for, con-
ducting unit training, and for supervising and test-
ing individual training. ,

c. Throughout training, the application of prior
instruction to current training must be emphasized.

d. A record of the training received by each indi-
vidual should be kept. This may be done by each
chief of section keeping a progress card for each
man in his section. This card should show each
period of instruction attended, tests taken, and re-
marks pertaining to progress. Progress cards should
be inspected frequently by the battery executive to
make sure that they are being kept properly and to
determine the state of training. Requiring the chief
01 section to It..eepthese reeordlJ emphwdzes hi8 re-
spomdbility toward hill 8ection.

e. The necessity for developing leadership and in-
itiative in noncommissioned officers must be empha-
sized constantly throughout training.

92. Standards To Be Attained

A satisfactory trained gun section must be capable
of performing the following functions in the times
indicated (T~[ 6-(05) :

a. Firing 10 rounds (drill ammunition) at differ-
ent deflections, elevations, and time fuze settings,
using the same charge, in 15 minutes by day and 20
minutes by night for the 8-inch gun section and in
20 minutes by day and 30 minutes by night for the
240-mm howitzer section. Changes in data should
be typical for an area time mission; data is announced
from prepared cards. .
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b. Performing after-firing care and maintenance of
~un and carriage. The gun prepared for action in
~hegun park, clean and lubricate, disassemble and
lssemble the breech and firing mechanism, and in-
~pect the weapon, in 60 minutes by day and 75
minutes by night. All materials and tools required
should be available at the position.

c. Performing 6-months inspection and mainte- \"i
nance of the gun and carriage. The gun prepared
for action in the gun park, clean and lubricate, as
authorized, all parts and assemblies, and prepare for
ordnance inspection in 8 hoUrs. All materials and
tools required should be available in the gun park.

d. Each member of the gun section should know
the duties of all other members of the section and be
able to perform efficiently in all positions. See para-
graphs 96 through 107 for tests to be given for the

qualification of gunners.

Section II. MINIMUM TRAINING SCHEDULE
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93. General
The training schedule outlined in paragraph 95

is a guide to meet the minimum training require-
ments for personnel of a gun section in subjects cov-

ered in this manual.

94. Individual Periods
a. Individual periods of training in service of the

gun should be arranged, along with other battery
training, into a balanced training program, taking
into consideration the basic principles of training.

b. In general, except for service practice, periods
on any subject should not be longer than 1 hour.
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Gun drill periods should be for lh hour only and
should be conducted in a vigorous manner. .

c. Periods of g-un drill should be preceded and fol-
lowed by periods on subjects that will be logically
related to the drill. For example, precede a period
of gun drill with a period of testing and adjustment
of sighting and fire control equipment, and follow
it with a period on inspection and maintenance drills.
A period on aiming- post displacement correction
may come between two periods of gun drill.

d. T!I's 9-341 and 9-336 provide information on
which to base periods of instruction on description,
characteristics, and funotioning of the gun; familiar-
ization with the gun, including- breech and firing
mechanism, tube assembly and top carriage, recoil
mechanism, equilibrator, elevating mechanism, sight-
.ing and fire control equipment; and field assembly
and malfunction. These should be included in the
battery training schedule, closely allied with the
training in service of the gun outlined in paragraph
95. Approximately 8 hours should be devoted to
this instruction. .

e. Additional service of the gun training may be
performed during battery training exercises.



Total HouI'8 110
95. Schedulec-eonference; D--demonstration; p,V_practical work.

Method Hours
Subject

Text references
Training aids and eqUiPmc~

C, D, P\V 1
Organization and composition

Pars. 4-8, incl. Weapon and section

of gun section; general
vehicles.

duties of individuals; forma-
tion of gun section.

C, D, P\V 1
Posts and posting of cannon Pars. 9-13, incl. Do.

eers; changing posts;
mounting and dismounting.

C,D,PW 48 Coupling and uncoupling; Pars. 14-25, incl. TIO & E equipment.

(4 hour prepare for action, and

periods) march order.

C,D,PW 24 Gun drill, duties in firing.
Pars. 26-43, incl; Do.

(}{ hour
45-47, incl; 49-

periods)
50, incl.
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Total Hours 110Methods Hours Subject
Text references Training aids and equipmentC,D,PW 6 Testing and adjustment of Pars. 48; 54-66, TjO & E equipment.(l hour and sighting and fire control incl.}} hour equipment.

periods)

C,D,PW 1 Aiming post displacement cor- Par. 46.
T/O & E equipment,(}l hour rection.

blackboard and
periods)

chalk.C,D,PW 4 Inspections and maintenance Pars. 67-77, incl. T/O & E equipment.(l hour drills.
periods)

C,D,PW 1 Decontamination of materiel. Pars. 78-81, incl. Decontamination
equipment; TjO &
E equipment.C,D,PW 1 Destruction of materiel to Pars. 82-84, incl. Demolition and TjOprevent use by the enemy.
& E equipment.



C,D 1 Safety precautions. Pars. 85--88, inc!. TjO & E equipment.

PW 16 Service practice. Pars. 26-43, incl; Do.

(4 hour
45--47, incl; 49-

periods)
50, incl.

C,PW 6 Review and tests of subjects All previous ref- Do.

(1 hour previously covered. erences.

periods)

-



Section III. TESTS FOR QUALIFICATION OF GUNNERS
96. Purpose and SCope

This section prescribes the tests to he given in the
qualification of gunners. The purposes of the testsare twofold.

a. To provide a means of determining the relative
proficiency of the individual artillery soldier in the
performance of the duties of the gunner, 240-m

mhowitzer lIII, and 8-inch gun lIfl. The teata will not
be a bflJliafor determinin!! the relative projicifJMy
01 batteries or higher units.

b. To serve as an adjunct to training.
97. General Instructions

a. Standard,y 01 Precl8ion. The candidate will be
required to perform the tests in accordance with the
standards listed below:

(1) Scale settings must be exact and matching
indexes must be brought into coincidence.

(2) Level bubbles must be exactly centered.
(3) The vertical hair in the reticle of the pano-

ramic telescope must be alilled on the left
edge of the aiming post or on exactly the
same part of the aiming point or target
each time the gun is laid.

(4) }"inal motions of azimuth and elevation
setting knobs, as well as traversing and
elevating handwheels, must be made in the
appropriate direction. Final lllOtion for
setting scales is from the lower to the higher
numbers. For elevating, tIle final motion
of the handwheel should he hi the direction
of the more difficult movement. Final mo-262



tion for traversing. is from left to right.
:Final movement of the vertical hair of the
telescope is from left to right.

b. AJoIHiJoitance. The candidate will receive no un-
authorized assistance. Each candidate may select
authorized assistants as indicated in the tests. In
the event a candidate fails any test because of the
fault of the examiner or any assistant the test will
be disregarded, and the candi<late wiIi be given an-
()th~r test of the same nature.

c. Time. The time for any test will be the time
from the last word of the command to the last word
of the calHlidate's report. The candidate may begin
any test after the first word of the first command
and should not be charged for any time used by
examiner.

d. Scoring. Scoring will be conducted in accord-
ance with the two subparagraphs Penalties and
Oredit under each subject. If a test is performed
conectly, credit will be given in accordance with the
subparagraph Oredit under each subject .. No credit
will be allowed if conditions exist as specified in the
suhparagraphs headed Penalties. No penalty will
be assessed in excess of the maximum credit for each

teHt.
e. l'repfl.ration for Tests. .The gun will be pre-

pared for action and the candidate posted at the
proper position corresponding to the test being con-
ducted or as indicated in the subparagraph entitled
Special Ins tru£ tiO'1Ul. The examiner will insure that
the candidate understands the requirements of each
t(~st and will require the candidate to report "I am
ready," before each test.
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f. QU{llification Scores. :Minimum scores required
~' for qualification in the courses are as follows:
1

Individual Olassiflcation Points
Expert gunner_________________________________ 90
First-class gunner ------_______________________ 80
Second-class gunner ------______________________ 70

98. Outline of Tests

1 56

(1) (2)
(1) (3)
3

(2) (6)
(1) (8)

Para-
graph Subject
No.

99 Indirect laying, deflection only_
100 Laying for elevation, gunner's

quadrant.
101 Laying for elevation, elevation

scale.
102 Displacement correction

Part 1
Part 11.

103 Measuring site to the mask
104 Measuring elevation, gunner's

quadrant.
105 Referring the gun
106 Tests and adjustments of

sighting and fire control
equipment.

Tests 1 and 2
Tests 3 and 4

107 MaterieL
Tests 1 and 2
Test 3

Num-
ber or
tests

18
4

3

2
(1)
(1)
1
1

Points
each

2
2

2

5
1
5
4

Maxi.
mum
credit

36
8

6

6
(5)
(1)
5
4

5
10

(4)
(6)
20

(12)
(8)

Total credit. 100
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99. Indirect Laying
a. Scope of Tests. Eighteen tests (two groupS of

nine tests each) will be conducted in which the candi-
date will be required to execute commands similar
to those given below. Tests 1 through 9 (and tests
10 through 18) will be executed as one series of com-
mands.

b. Special] mtructiolfut.
(1) Deflection commands will not be in excess

of the on-carriage traverse.
(2) The examiner will select a suitable aiming

point and identify it to the candidate.
(3) Commands for special corrections will be

given only in the tests indicated in the
examples below.

(4) The command for new deflections for each
test will be within the following prescribed

limits:

Test number

Maximum Minimum
chan~e chan~e
(mils) (mils)

2 and 11

3 and 12- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
4 and 13- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -7 and 16

8 and 17- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -9 and 18

180
90
40

100
50
20

140
70
20
60
30
10

I
I

j
(5) The gun will be laid with correct settings at

the conclusion of each test before proceed-
ing with the next test.
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1 (6) Aiming posts will be set out at prescribed
deflections and distances for these tests.

(7) The examiner will designate the section
number of the gun to be used. The examiner
will announce special corrections in deflec-
tion to be applied by the candidate.

c. Outline 0/ Te8t8.

Test No. Examiner commands (tor
example) .Action ot candidate

1 and 10_ SPECIAL COR.
RECTIONS, DE-
FLECTION 2290,
NO.1 LEFT 7.

2 and 1L D E F L E C T ION
2110.

3 and 12_ DEFLECTION
2180.

266

Sets deflection and applies
special correction.

Centers cross-level and
longitudinal-level bub-
bles.

Traverses gun until verti-
cal hair is on left edge
of aiming posts.

Checks centering of bub-
bles.

Re-Iays if necessary.
Calls "Ready" and steps

clear.
Sets deflection.
Leaves correction on gun-

ner's aid.
Lays on aiming post.
Checks centering of bub-

bles.
Re-Iays if necessary.
Calls "Ready" and steps

clear.
Same as test 2 above.



,,,1

Action of candidate

Same as test 4 above.

Same as test 2 above.

Refers telescope to church
steeple.

Reads deflection and calls
"N o. 1, deflection (so
much)."

Slips the slipping azimuth
micrometer scale to zero.

Slips the slipping azimuth
scale to 2200.

Verifies that vertical hair
of the reticle is on
church steeple.

Calls "No.1, deflection
2200" and steps clear.

Same as test 1 above.

Same as test 2 above, but
changes gunner's aid to
right 3 and resets de-
flection 2155 opposite
index.

Gunner moves gunner's
aid to zero.

--

7 and 16- SPECIAL COR-
RECTIONS, DE-
FLECTION 2280,
NO.1 LEFT 7.

8 and 17 D E F L E C T ION
2330.

9 and 18- DEFLECTION
2350, No.1 LEFT
4.

6 and 15- DE F L E C T ION
2200, REFER.

At conclusion of Test
4 (13) give CEASE
FIRE, END OF
MISSION. (No
time considered for
this operadon.)

5 and 14- AIMING pOINT,
CHURCII STEE-
PLE, REFER.

Test No. Examiner commands (for
example)

4 and 13- DEFLECTION
2155, NO.1
RIGHT 3.
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d. Penalties.
(1) No credit will be allowed if, after each

test-
(a) The deflection is set incorrectly.
(b) The cross-level or longitudinal-level

bubble is not centered.
(c) The vertical hair of the telescope is not

on the aiming point or left edge of a.iming
posts, as the case may be.

(2) No credit will be allowed if the last motion
of traverse was not made to the right.

e. Oredit.

Time in seconds, exactly or less than-
Tests 1,10,6, and 15 each
Other tests, each.

Credit
16 17%
13 14
2.0 1. 5

18
15
1.0

100 .. Laying for Elevation, Gunner's Quadrant

a. Scope of Tests. Four tests will be conducted in
which the candidate will be required to execute com-
mands similar to those given below.

b. Specialln.gtructions.
(1) Each test will require a change of settings

and the accompanying laying of the tube in
elevation within the limits of 40 to 100 mils.

(2) In tests 1 and 2 the candidate will he posted
on the left rear platform facing the breech.

(3) TIle candidate will seat the gunner's quad-
rant on the gunner's quadrant seat of the
panoramic telescope mount.

(4) Three assistants, selected by candidate, will
be posted as Nos. 1, 2, and 3.

c. Outline of Tests.
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Test No. Examiner commands (for
example)

Action of candidate

QUADRANT 280_- Sets quadrant on gunner's
quadrant.

Seats gunner's quadrant on the
gunner's quadrant seat.

Has Nos. 1,2, and 3, elevate or
depress the gun until the
gunner's quadrant bubble is
centered.

Calls "ReadY" and waits for
examiner to verify laying.

2 QUADRANT 326__ Same as test 1 above.
3 QUADRANT 272_- Same as test 1 above.
4 QUADRANT 314-- Same as test 1 above.

d. Penalties. No credit will be allowed if, after
each test-

(1) The quadrant is set incorrectly.
(2) The quadrant bubble is not properly

centered.
(3) The quadrant is not properly seated.

e. Oredit.
Time in seconds, exactly or less than - -Credit

15
2.0

16
1.5

17
1.0

101. Laying for Elevation, Elevation Quadrant
a. Scope of l'e8ts. Three tests will be conducted

in which the candidate will be required to execute
commands similar to those given below.

b. Special I'(/)jtructioru~.
(1) Each test will require a change of settings

and the accompanying laying of the tube in
elevation within the limits of 40 to 100 mils.
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(2) Commands for quadrant elevation for tests
2 and 3 will not be made in multiples of 5
mils.

(3) Two assistants, selected by candidate, will
be posted as Nos. 2 and 3. The candidate
will take the post of No. 1.

c. Outline 0/ Tests.

Test
No.

1

2

3

Examiner commands
(for example)

QUADRANT
ELEVATION
280.

QUADRANT
ELEVATION
326.

QUADRANT
ELEVATION
272.

Action of candidate

Centers cross-level bubble.
Sets off announced quadrant

elevation on the elevation
scale and micrometer.

Operates elevation brake lever.
Directs Nos. 2 and 3 in elevat-

ing or depressing the tube
until the longitudinal-level
bubble is centered.

Verifies the centering of the
cross-level bubble.

Has the longitudinal-level bub-
ble recentered if necessary.

Releases elevation brake lever.
Calls "Ready" and steps clear.
Same as test 1 R.bove.

Same as test 1 above.

d. Penalties.
(1 ) No credit will be allowed if, after each

test-
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(a) The longitudinal-level or cross-level
bubble is not centered.

(b) The incorrect quadrant elevation is set on
the elevation scale and micrometer.

(2) No credit will be allowed if the last move-
ment of the tube was not in the direction in
which it is most difficult to turn the elevat-

ing handwheel.
e. Oredit.

Time in seconds, exactly or less than- 14 15 16
CrediL - - - - - 2. 0 1. 5 1. 0

102. Displacement Correction
a. Scope of Tests. One test, consisting of two

parts, will be conducted in which the candidate will
he required to execute the commands given beloW.

lJ. Special In,ldructioru;.
(1) Aiming posts will be set out lit the pre-

scribed distances.
(2) An lIssistant, selected by the candidate, will

be stationed close to the far aiming post.
(3) The examiner will require the candidate to

lay tile gun on the lInnounced deflection, lInd
report "I am ready."

(4) The far post then will be moved so that a
displacement of 5 to 10 mils occurs.

(5) The luying of the gun at terminlltion of
part I will not be disturbed for part II.

c. Outline of Tests.
(1) Part I.
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Examiner commands

CORRECT FOR DIS-
PLACEMENT.

(2) Part II.

Examiner commands

ALINE AIMING
POSTS.

Action of candidate

Lays the gun 80 that the far post
appears midway between the
near post and the vertical cross
hair of the telescope as prescribed
in paragraph 46d of this manual.

Verifies centering of bubbles.
Re-Iays if necessary.
Calls "Ready" and steps clear.

Action of candidate

Directs assistant in alining aiming
posts.

Calls /lReady" and steps clear.

d. Penalties. No credit will be allowed if-
(1) Part I.

(a) The far aiming post does not appear mid.
way between the near post and the ver.
tical cross hair of the telescope.

(b) The cross-level or longitudinal. level
bubble is not centered.

(0) The last motion of tr:averse was not made
from left to right.

(2) Part II.
(a) The deflection is other than the an.

nounced deflection.
(b) The aiming posts are not properly alined.
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(c) The vertical hair of the telescope is not
on the aiming posts.

e. Oredit.
l")art I, time in seconds, exactly

or less thanCredit_ -----------------
Part II,-~~ ti~~ii~it.----------
Credit -----------------------

9 10 11
5.0 4.0 3.0

1.0

12
2.5

103. Measuring Site to the Mask
a. Scope of l'e8t. One test will be conducted in

which the candidate will be required to execute the
command given in c below.

b. Special In.ytructions.
(1) The gun, prepared for action, will be placed

200 to 400 yards from a mask of reasonable
height.

(2) The tube will be elevated so that it is 100
to 150 mils above the crest and 100 to 150
mils right or left of the highest point of the
crest.

(3) The candidate will take post to the rear of
the breech.

(4) Four assistants, selected by the candidate,
will be stationed at the posts of the gunner,
No.1, No.2, and No.3 to operate the elevat-
ing and traversing mechanisms.
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c. Outline 0/ Teat.

Examiner commands
Action ot cand1date

MEASURE SITE TO
THE MASK. Sights along lowest element of bore

and has Nos. 1, 2, and 3 operate
elevating mechanism and the
gunner operate the traversing
mechanism until the line of sight
just clears crest.

With the elevation knob, No. 1
levels the longitudinal-level bub-
ble and with the cross-level knob
levels the cross-level bubble.

The candidate goes to post of No.1,
verjfies the leveling of the bubbles
and reads the elevation at which
the gun is laid.

Reports "No. (so-and-so), site to
the mask (so much)," and steps
clear.

d. Penalties. No credit will be allowed if-
(1) The line of sighting along the lowest ele-

ment of the bore does not just clear crest.
(2) The cross-level or longitudinal-level bubble

of the elevation quadrant is not properly
centered.

(3) The site is announced incorrectly.
e. Oredit.

Time in seconds, exactly or less
than_______________________ 16 17 18 19

Credit.______________________ 5.0 4. 0 3.0 2.5

104. Measuring Elevation, Gunner's Quadrant
a. Scope 0/ Teat. One test will be conducted in

which the candidate will be required to measure the
elevation by means of the gunner's quadrant.
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b. Speciallnstruction8. Prior to the test the ex-
aminer will lay the tube at a selected elevation, meas-
ure the elevatioll, and then set the gunner's quadrant
at zero.

c. Outline of Test.

Examiner commands

MEASURE THE
QUADRANT.

Action of candidate

Places gunner's quadrant on gun-
ner's quadrant seat of telescope
mount.

Levels bubble by raising or lower-
ing the index arm and turning
the micrometer knob.

Announces "Quadrant No. (so-and-
so), (so much)," and hands gun-
ner's quadrant to examiner.

d. Penalties. No credit will be allowed if-
(1) The quadrant bubble is not properly cen-

tered when the gunner's quadrant is seated
properly.

(2) The quadrant is announced incorrectly.
e. Credit.

Time in seconds, exactly or less than - -Credit
10

4.0
127'.

3.0
137'.

2.5

1OS. Referring the Gun
a. Scope of Test. One test will be conducted in

which the candidate will be required to measure and
report a deflection in accordance with the command
~iven below.

b. Special Instructions.
(1) The gun will be laid with aiming posts to

the left front.
(2) An aiming point within 200 mils to the left

or right of the aiming posts will be desig-
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nated by the examiner and identified by the
candidate.

c. Ou.tline of Test.

Examiner commands

NUMBER (SO-AND-
SO), AIMING
POINT, THAT (SO-
AND-SO), REFER.

Action of candidate

Centers cross-level and logitudinal-
level bubbles.

Refers to aiming point.
Checks centering of bubbles and

re-alines sight if necessary.
Reads deflection and reports "No.

(so-and-so), deflection (so
much)," and steps clear.

d. Penalties. No credit will be allowed if-
(1) The cross-level or longitudinal-level bubble

is not centered properly.
(2) The vertical hair of the telescope reticle is

not on the aiming point.
(3) The deflection is announced incorrectly.
(4) The traversing hand wheel is turned.

e. Oredit.
Time in seconds, exactly or less

thanCredit
5

5. 0 4.0

6 6%

3. 0 2. 5
106. Test and Adjustment of Sighting and Fire Control

Equipment

a. Scope 01 Tests. Four tests will be conducted
in which the candidate will be required to demon-
strate the methods employed in making the pre-
scribed tests and authorized adjustments, or describe
the action taken (i. e., send to the ordnance mainte-
nance company) if adjustment is not authorized to
be made by using personnel.
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b. Special Instruction.fJ.
(I) The gun will be prepared for the tests by

having the trunnions leveled and the tube
in center of traverse. Cross hairs will be
installed on the muzzle and either the breech
bore sight inserted or the firing mechanism

removed.
(2) The following equipment will be required:

cross hairs for the muzzle (breech bore sight
optional), gunner's quadrant, and suitable
screwdrivers and wrenches.

(3) The candidate will select an assistant, or
assistants, who will operate the elevating
handwheel at his direction.

(4) The tests will be conducted in the chrono-
logical sequence indicated in c below. After
the completion of test 2, the gunner's quad-
rant used in tests 1 and 2 will be used for
test 3, with the proper correction as deter-
mined in test 1, carried on the quadrant,
provided the correction does not exceed 0.4

mil.
(5) Adjustments which the candidate may be

required to accomplish will fall within the
following limits:

(a) Rotating head coarse elevation index, no
adjustment permitted.

(b) Rotating head fine elevation index, not to
exceed one-fourth turn.

(0) Panoramic telescope slipping azimuth
scale and elevation quadrant scale, not to
exceed one IOO-mil graduation.

(d) Panoramic telescope slipping azimuth
micrometer scale and elevation quadrant
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micrometer scale, not to exceed ten I-mil
graduations. .

c. Outline 01 Tests.
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Test
No.

2

3

4

Examiner commands

PERFORM END-FOR-
END TEST ON
GUNNER'S QUAD-
RANT.

PERFORM MICRO-
METER TEST ON
GUNNER'S QUAD-
RANT.

TEST ELEVATION
QUADRANT.

TEST TELESCOPE
MOUNT.

Action of candidate

Performs test as pres-
cribed in paragraph 62b
of this manual.

Calls "Correction (so many
mils), quadrant service-
able (unserviceable)"
and hands quadrant to
examiner for verifica-
tion.

Note: Prior to test 2 the tUbe
will be placed at approximately
300mUs elevation.

Performs test as pres-
cribed in paragraph 62c
of this manual.

Calls "Quadrant microm-
eter iR (is not) in
error," and states any
further action which
should be taken.

Performs tests as pres-
cribed in paragraph 63
of this manual.

Announces after each test
Whether the results are
sa tisf actory .

Performs tests as pre-
scribed in paragraph 64
of this manual.

Announces after each test
Whether the results are
sa tisfactory.



d. Penalties.
(1) General. The tests are not essentially speed .,

t~st~. The purpose of the prescribed time
IJmIts is to insure that the candidate can
perform the operation without wasted
effort.

(2) Test 1. No credit will be allowed if-
(a) The bubble of the gunner's quadrant does

not center when verified by the examiner.
(b) The correction (one-half of the amount

of the angle that was indicated when the
quadrant was first reversed and the bubble
centered by moving the radial arm and
micrometer) is announced incorrectly by
the candidate.

(c) The candidate fails to declare the quad-
rant unserviceable if the error (necessary
correction) exceeds 0.4 mil, or fails to de-
clare the quadrant serviceable if the error
(necessary correction) is 0.4 mil or less.

(d) The time to complete the test exceeds 2
minutes.

(3) Test 93. No credit will be allowed if-
(a) The procedure is not follo\ved correctly.
(b) The time to complete the te~tJexceeds 1

minute.
(4) Test 3. No credit will be allowed if-

(a) The bubble of the gunner's quadrant is
not centered in either direction.

(b) The cross-le~el scribed lines are not
matched.

(c) The candidate does not announce cor-
rectly in regard to the status of either the
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cross-level or the longitudinal-level bub-
ble.

(d) The time to complete the test exceeds 8
minutes.

(5) Test 4. No credit will be allowed if-
(a) The procedure is not followed correctly.
(b) The candidate does not announce cor-

rectly whether each test is satisfactory.
(c) The time to complete the test and adjust-,

ment exceeds 10 minutes.
e. Oredit.

(1) The candidate will be scored on the general
merit of his work in addition to the specific
requirements above.

(2) If the tests and adjustments are performed
correctly within the prescribed time limit,
maximum credit will be given as follows:

Test 1__________________________________ 2Test 2 2
Test 3__________________________________ 3
Test 4__________________________________ 3

Total_______________________________ 10
107. Materiel

a. Scope 01 Tests. The candidate will be required
to perform three tests as outlined below.

b. Special/nstructions.
(1) Tests 1 and 2. For tests 1 and 2 a paulin

will be placed on the ground convenient for
the use of the candidate in laying out the
disassembled parts. The candidate will be
allowed to select the tools and accessories
necessary for the performance of the tests
prior to the start of the tests. The candi-
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date may select assistants to aid him in low-
ering and lifting the breechblock.

(2) Test 3.
(a) A complete set of lubrication equipment

authorized for use by battery personnel
will be made conveniently available on a
paulin adjacent to the gun.

(b) Every type of lubricant used on the gun
will be placed conveniently available in
plainly labeled containers.

c. OutNne 0/ Tests.

----
Test
No.

1

2

3

Examiner commands

DISASSEMBLE
BREECH MECHA-
NISM AND FIR-
ING MECHANISM.

ASSEMBLE FIRING
MECHANISM AND
BREECH MECHA-
NISM.

PERFORM DAILY,
WEEKLY, AND
MONTHLY LU-
BRICATION TEST.

Action of candidate

Performs the operation as
described in TM 9-341
or TM 9-336, laying the
parts on the paulin.

After disassembly, identi-
fies all parts to examiner.

Performs the operation as
described in TM 9-341
or TM 9-336.

Selects proper lubricating
equipment and lubri-
cant and tells how, when,
and with which lubricant
each lubrication point
is serviced. (Actual lu-
brication is not per-
formed.)

d. Penalties.
(1) The tests are not essentially speed testS.

The purpose of the maximum time limits
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allowed is to insure that the candidate can
perform the operations without wasted
effort.

(2). No credit will be given if the following time
limits are exceeded:

Test 1___________________ 15 minutes
Test 2 20 minutes
Test 3___________________ 12 minutes

(3) A penalty of one-half point will be assessed
for each component part not correctly iden-
tified or omitted in test 1. There is no time
limit imposed on the identification of com-
ponent parts. However, the examiner may
reduce the grade if it becomes obvious that
the candidate is not familiar with the no-
menclature.

(4) A penalty of one-half point will be assessed
for each lubrication point missed and for
each time the proper lubricating device or
proper lubricant is not selected.

e. Oredit.
(1) The candidate will be scored on the general

merit of his work in addition to the specific
requirements above.

(2) If each test is performed correctly within
the prescribed time limits, maximum credit
will be given as follows:

Test 1__________________________ 6
1rest 2__________________________ 6
Test 3__________________________ 8



AR 600-70
AR 750-5

ATP 6-300

ATT 6-1

ATT 6-2

ATT 6-5.

SR 110-1-1

SR 310-20-series
SR 320-5-1

SR 320-50-1
SR 385-310-1

SR 615-25-15
SR 615-25-20
SR 700-45-5

TIO & E 6-517A

TF 3-1407

FM 5-15

APPENDIX
REFERENCES

Badges.
Maintenance Responsibilities and

Shop Operation.
Army Training Program for

Field Artillery Unit.
Training Test for Field Artillery

Howitzer or Gun Battery.
Training Test for Field Artillery

Battalion Firing.
Training Test for Light and

Medium Field Artillery Bat-
talion Involving Displacement
and Continuous Fire Support.

Index of Army Motion pictures,
Kinescope Recordings, and
Film f:trips.

Military publications.
Dictionary of United States

Army Terms.
Authorized Abbreviations.
Regulations for Firing Ammuni-

tion for Training, Target Prac-
tice, and Combat.

Military Occupational Specialties.
Career Fields.
Unsatisfactory Equipment Re-

port.
Field Artillery Battery, 24o-mm

Howitzer or 8-Inch Gun, Tow-
ed.

Decontamination Procedures-
Part I. Basic Techniques.

Field Fortifications.
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FM 5-20
F1\I 5-20B
FM 5-20D
F1\I 5-25
FM 6-40
FM 6-101
F~I 6-125

FM 6-140
FM 21-5
FM 21-8
FM 21-30
F1\I 21-40

FM 21-60
FM 22-5
F1\I 23-65

FM 25-10

TM 3-220
TM 6-605

TM 9-336
T~I 9-341
TM 9-575

TM 9-771

TM 9-788
T1\I 9-850

T1\I 9-1527

TM 9-1545
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Camouflage, Basic Principles.
Camouflage of Vehicles.
Camouflage of Field Artillery.
Explosives and demolitions.
Field Artillery Gunnery.
The Field Artillery Battalion.
Qualification Tests for Special-

ists, Field Artillery.
The Field Artillery Battery.
Military Training.
Military Training Aids.
Military Symbols.
Defense Against Chemical At-

tack.
Visual Signals.
Drill and Ceremonies.
Browning Machine Gun, Cal.

.50, HB, M2.
Motor Transportation, Opera-

tions.
Decontamination.
Field Artillery Individual and

Unit Training Standards.
8-inch Gun Ml and Carriage M2.
240-mm Howitzer Materiel M 1.
Auxiliary Sighting and Fire Con-

trol Equipment.
Crane, Truck-Mounted, M2 and

Trailer, Clam Shell, M16.
38-Ton High Speed Tractor, M6.
Abrasive, Cleaning, Preserving,

Sealing, Adhesive, and Related
Materials Issued for Ordnance
Materiel.

Gunner's Quadrants M 1 and
1\11918, and Machine Gun Cli-
nometer 1\11917.

Telescope Mounts and Range
and Elevation Quadrants for
Motor Carriages, Field Artil-
lery and Antiaircraft Artillery.



Tl\I 9-1590

Tl\I 9-1900
T~I 9-HlOI
T~I 9-2300

T~I 9-2810

T~1 9-2853

TM 9-6111

TM 21-300
TM 21-301

TM 21-305
TM 21-306

Ordnance Maintenance, Fuze
Setters M14, 1\122, M23, 1\125,
and 1\127.

Ammunition, General.
Artillery Ammunition. .
Artillery l\1ateriel and Associated

Equipment.
Tactical Motor Vehicle Inspec-

tions and Preventive :\Iainte-
nance Services.

Preparation of Ordnance :\late-
riel for Deep Water Fording.

Ordnance Maintenance: Panora-
mic Telescopes M1, 1\112,
M12A2, M12A5, and M12A6.

Driver Selection and Training.
Driver Selection, Training, and

Supervision, Half-Track and
Full-Track Vehicles.

Driver's Manual.
Manual for the Full-Track Ve-

hicle Driver.
DA ORD Supply Manuals:

SNL D-31
SNL D-33
SNL K-l

SNL P-l
SNL P-2
SNL P-6
SNL P-7
SNL P-8

SNL R-7

DA Form 468

DA Forms 9-13 and 9-13-1
DD Form 110

00 Form 5825

Howitzer, 240-mm, M 1.
Gun, 8-Inch, 1\11.
Cleaning and Preserving Mate-

rials.
Projectiles for Heavy Artillery.
Charges, Propelling.
Subcaliber Ammunition.
Fuzes and Primers.
Ammunition Instruction Mate-

rial.
Demolition Materiel, Land :\lines

and Fuzes.
Unsatisfactory Equipment Re-

port.
Weapons Record Book.
Vehicle and Equipment Opera-

tional Record.
Artillery Gun Book.
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INDEX

Paragraph Page

Accuracy tests for telescope mount 1\130 64 196
Action, to prepare for_____________________ 19 32
Agents, procedures for decontaminating:

BiologicaL 80 248
ChemicaL___________________________ 79 247
RadiologicaL_ 80 248

Aiming circle method, bore sighting________ 57 173
Aiming point:

Displacement corrections______________ 46 153
Distant:

Method of bore sighting__________ 59 164
To:

28, 46 111, 153
46 153

28 111
46 153

52 165
79 247
86 252
42 144
58 183
43 147
68 202
27 102

27 102

64 196
65 200

Indicate to gunner
. Set a common deflection on

Aiming posts:
Correction for displacementLights

To: Aline
Set out

Ammunition:Care

Decontamination, chemical agents
Safety precautions

Ammunition corporal, duties in firing
Angle, standard method of bore sighting
Artillery mechanic, duties in firing
Assembly, disas~embly, and adjustmenL
Assign duties wfth reduced personnel, to
Basic data, to record
Basic periodic tests:

Accuracy tests for telescope mount 1\130.
Fuze setters
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247

125
128
141

111
16

164

248
166
128

194
192
167

Page

191
201

79

28
10
50

80
53
34

63
62
54

33
34-36

38

57 173
59 187
57 173
55 167
56 169
58 183
60 189
54 167
55 167
29 121

32,33 123,125
32 123

8 11
9 12

52 165
2 3

49 164
34 128

Check after placed on loading ramp_
Place in chamber
Prepare

Chemical agents, decontamination procedureslor

Basic periodic tests-Continued Paragraph
General_____________________________ 61
Ordnance check 66Test of:

Elevation <:Juadrant ._
Gunner's quadrant.

~~siC ~eriodic tests and bore sighting.
101o~lC8.lagents, procedures in decontami-
natmg13

B
oard, section data.

orc, swabB
ore sighting:

Aiming circle method ..
Distant aiming point method_
Elevation quadranL-----Equipment
General.

Standard angle method
Testing target method

Bore sighting and basic periodic tests.
Bore sights, equipment-------------------
Brake, elevation
Breech, to open and close
Breechblock, to clean and oiL

Call off ..Cannoneers
Care of ammunition

Carriage load
Cease firingChamber, to 8wab

Change:
A deflection, toPosts

Changes in data during firing
Charges:

To:
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3
25

Page

7
102
11

20 56
17 25
14 20
20 56
15 23
14 20

27 102
53 166
50 164

80 248
79 247
78 247

79 247
79 247
79 247
80 248
79 247
2 3

82 250
83 251

63 194
62 192
4 7

62 192
46, 153,269
102

2
16

Chief of section, duties: Paragraph
General_____________________________ 5
Infiring____________________________ 27

Commands and formations, preliminary_____ 8
Comparison test of:

Elevation quadranL
Gunner's quadrant-

Composition, gun section

Correction, test of gunner's quadranL
Corrections for displacement of aiming posts_

Coupled, definition
Crane hand signals

Crane method:
Displacement for operations
Of assembling gun
Preparations for firing
Preparations for traveling

Crane operations
Crane, truck-mounted, M2

Data:
Basic, to record
Board, section
Changesin

Decon tamina tion:
For:

Biological and radiological agents __ 
Chemical agents

General

Of:
Ammunition
Automotive equipment-
Instruments

Rough
\Veapon

Definitions and terms

Destruction of equipment:General
~Iethods
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227
236

7

204
218
216
226

144
147
102
97

111
121
123
123
123
125
128
133
133
133
141
143
143
144

187

251

254
10
10

Page

76
77
5

72
74
73
75

88
7
6

59

42
43
27
26
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Paragraph

84Destruction of equipment-Continued
References --------------------------

DiRassembly, adjustment, and assembly of
weapon_______________________________ 68 202

Dismount, to_ 12 18
Displacement cor~~~~i~~-_-_-~ 46, 102 153,271
DiRtant aiming point method of bore sight-ing

Drill:
Safety precautions
Section, instructions
Section, objective

Duties in firing:
Ammunition corporaL
Artillery mechanic
Chief of section
General
Gunner

No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No.7
Nos. 8 and 9
No. 10
Nos. 11 and 12
Nos. 13 and 14
Nos. 15 and 16
Nos. 17 and 18

Duties in inspection:
Before operation (march)
During halt
During operation (march)
Prior to and during firing

Duties in inspection and maintenance:
After operation
VVeekly

Duties of personnel, general.
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Elevation quadrant: Paragraph
Bore sighting 57
Test of_ ---------_________________ 63
To cross leveL_______________________ 29
To lay for elevation with 29, 101

Elevation, qualification tests, laying for, with
gunner's quadranL____ 100

Emplacement of gun: .
Preparation of position for 47
Special methods______________________ 44

End-for-end test, gunner's quadrant________ 62
Equipment:

Bore sighting --_ 56
Decontamination of- --____ 78
Destruction of-_ 82

Fall in, to_______________________________ 8
Fall out, to______________________________ 13
Fire, the gun, to_________________________ 34
Fire commands, to follow_________________ 27
Fires, prearranged, to conduct- 27
Firing: .

Cease_______________________________ 49
Changes in data during . 50
Duties, generaL 26
Preparation for 14-19, 22-23

Form the section, to______________________ 8
Formations and commands, preliminary 8
Formations, section 8
Front, definition_ 2
Fuze setters 65
Fuze, to:

Inspect before loading________________ 27
Remove_____________________________ 37
Set_________________________________ 37

Fuze or change fuze of projectile___________ 37

Page
173
194
121

121,269

268

156
!

148
192

169
236
250

11
19

128
102
102

164
164
97

20,58
11
11
11
3

200

102
133
133
133

Gun:
Definition of-
Preparation for emplacement of-
Special method of emplacement
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28 III

100 268
62 192
96 262
4 7

74 218
2 3

67,71202,203
7 10

79 247
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101 269
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28 III
47 156
70 203
67 202

107 280
103 273
43 147

104 274
103 273
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ParagraphGun-Continued
To:

Conduct fire of.Fire

Indicate when ready to fire.--
Lay for direction___
Load

Prime --------------------------Refer

G
Unload the

Ulmer's:
Duties:General.

In firing •
Quadrant:

La.ying for elevation.
Test of

Qualification test
Gun section, composition oL

Halt, duties in inspection during. _. ••

In battery, definition
Inspection and maintenance.
Instructions, section drill
IDl;truments, procedure for decontamination.

Lanyard, to attach.
Laying for elevation:

Elevation quadrant
Gunner's quadrant
In precision.

Level telescope mount
Line of fire
~1aintenance
Maintenance and inspection
l\lateriel
M.fUlk,to measure site to.
Mechanic, artillery
Measure, to:

Elevation •
Site to mask
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255

25
56

201

6
90

17
20
66

Paragraph Page
Micrometer test, gunner's quadrant________ 62 192
Minimum training schedule_______________ 93 257
l\Iisfires:

Report______________________________ 27 102
Safety precautions for________________ 87 253

Mount, telescope, to leveL________________ 28 111
Mount, to_______________________________ 11 17
Moving out of position___________________ 21 58

No. I, duties in firing_____________________ 29 121
No.2, duties in firing_____________________ 30 123
No.3, duties in firing_____________________ 31 123
No.4, duties in firing_____________________ 32 123
No.5, duties in firing_____________________ 33 125
No.6, duties in firing_____________________ 34 128
No.7, duties in firing_____________________ 35 133
Nos. 8 and 9, duties in firing______________ 36 133
No. 10, duties in firing____________________ 37 133
Nos. 11 and 12, duties in firing____________ 38 141
Nos. 13 and 14, duties in firing____________ 39 143
Nos. 15 and 16, duties in firing____________ 40 143
Nos. 17 and 18, duties in firing____________ 41 144

Objective:
Section drill
Training

Operations for crane method of:
Assembly
Displacemen L

Ordnance check

Panoramic telescope, testing target method
of bore sighting

Periodic tests, basic
Personnel, general duties of-
Pits:

Recoil
Spade

Plumb line
Position:

Emplacement of gun, for preparation of-_
Moving out of-
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47
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58
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26
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262
156

Page
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';~ 153
',12

1~~"252
153

46
9

10
27

85-88
45

~r"(1Taph
Police of area 21
Posts:Aiming

Of section
To change

Prearranged fires, to conduct
I)recautions, safety
Precision in laying
Preliminary:

Commands and formations
Operations

Preparations:
For firing:

Cranemethod

Winch method
For traveling:Cranemethod

Winch method
Gunner's qualification tests

Preparation of position, emplacement of gun
Prepare:

For action
To dismount
To mount

Quadrant:
Elevation
Gun ner' s.

Qualification scores, gunner's qua.lificationtests

63
62

91

194
192

262
Radiological agents, procedures in decon-

taminating
Ram, to, the projectile
"Heady," to call
Recoil, length of, to measure
Record basic data
Records
Refcr the gun, to
Refcrence lines on testing target.
Reporting mistakes
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34-36
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202
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Safety precautions: Paragraph page
Ammunition_________________________ 86 252
Drill and firing_ ------_____________ 88 254

'General_____________________________ 85 252
Misfires_. 87 253

Schedule, minimum training 93-95 257
Scores, qualification tests__________________ 97 262
Section:

Composition_________________________ 4 7
Data board__________________________ 53 166
Definition . 2 3
Drill:

Instructions . 7 10
Objective_ ----------___________ 6 10

Posts oL____________________________ 9 12
To form____________________________ 8 11

"Set," to caIL___________________________ 29 121
Setters, fuze_____________________________ 65 200
Shell tongs______________________________ 39 143
Sighting and fire control equipment, tests and

adjustments.__________________________ 106 276
Site to mask, measurin.~. 103 273
Special methods of emplacemenL__________ 44 148
Standard(s):

Angle method of bore sighting_________ 58 183
Of precision -__ 97 262
To be atts.ined_______________________ 92 256

Targets, testing
Telescope mount, to leveL

Telescope mount lateral control, test targetmethod

Terms and definitions

Test:
Elevation quadrant
Gunner's quadrant, generaL

Testing target:
Alinement
Equipment
Method of bore sighting
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60

91
93-95

90
89
92
14

Tests for qualification of gunners: Para(lrallh

General instructions_ 97
Indirect laying_______________________ 99
Outline of tests______________________ 98
Purpose and scope_ 96
Sighting and fire control equipment- 106

Time, qualification tests_ 97
Time scale test, fuze setters_______________ 65
TToOls,equipment- 55

raining:
Conduct of
Minimum schedule
Objectives
Purpose and scope
Standards to be obtained

Truck-mounted crane M2
Trunnions, testing target method of bore~~hting

Paue
262
265
264
262
276
262
200
167

255
257
255
255
256
20

189

Uncoupled, definition
Unload the gun

Weapons:
Decontamination oL
Winch assembly oL
Winch disassembly oL

Winch:
Assembly of weapons
Disassembly of weapons
Method:

Individual duties in prepare foraction
Precautionary check
Prelim inary operations
Preparations for firing
Preparations for traveling

lAG 472.2 (12 Nov 63)1

2
51

79
22
24

22
24

23
23
23
22
24

3
165

247
58
88

58
88

78
78
78
58
88

295
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